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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

One of the most pressing problems with weapon systems and aviation platform cybersecurity is 

the lack of an agreed upon methodology for measuring mission risk for a given system within its 

operational environment. This problem is especially difficult, given there is so little historical 

data to draw from, but the lack of an agreed upon method to assess or measure risk, greatly 

hampers our ability to know where to position our limited resources. Solving this problem might 

even be considered a “Gordian knot” that if cut, would clear the way to solutions for a host of 

other related problems. 

The main reason why a risk measurement system has yet to gain widespread acceptance among 

the continuing debates over qualitative versus quantitative approaches, is that there is no single 

approach or tool that is a best fit in all circumstances and environments. Therefore, what is 

needed is a family of connected tools across the spectrum of qualitative analysis and quantitative 

measurement that use similar formats and outputs enabling some comparison across the tools.  

This Unified Risk Assessment and Measurement System or URAMSTM provides a diverse set of 

integrated qualitative and quantitative tools that provides true risk management for weapon 

systems and aviation platforms throughout the development lifecycle and across a range of 

contested cyberspace environments. URAMS starts with an engineering analysis utilizing 

Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis for Security (STPA-Sec). This tool was developed from 

leveraging the safety analysis work done at MIT and has since been used with great effectiveness 

across a range of military weapon systems and civilian aerospace systems. STPA-Sec is 

grounded in systems engineering and is focused on mission level losses as the true drivers of 

relevant security design. STPA-Sec also enables analysis of a system’s security posture early in 

the lifecycle, which enables true “baking in” of security. 

There are three assessment and measurement tools within URAMS that can be used to score the 

risk scenarios developed by the STPA-Sec analysis. The first and most simple is Risk 

Assessment (RA) which utilizes a series of scored qualitative factors to estimate the likelihood 

and consequence of both financial and mission-based risks. All URAMS tools are capable of 

measuring risk in terms of either financial, mission loss, or both, depending on the needs of the 

organization. Second, Risk Assessment with Uncertainty (RAU), has the same qualitative 

structure as RA, but includes an ability to estimate uncertainty using a three-point estimation 

process. For each sub-element, analysts enter an expected score of a worst or best-case scenario. 

Third, and for quantitative analysis, URAMS offers Probabilistic Risk Measurement (PRM), 

which utilizes direct estimation of probabilities and consequence by appropriately trained 

experts. With its quantitative foundation, PRM enables a more in-depth exploration of risks with 

less uncertainty than typically provided by RAU. 

Each of these risk analysis tools have a corresponding tool that enables the combination of risks 

into a single risk by using Monte Carlo simulations. This enables systems, or even portfolios of 

systems, to be compared to each other; and perhaps more importantly, allows overall risk to be 

compared to a previously determined organizational risk tolerance to answer the critical question 

of when the design is “secure enough”.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Weapon systems, aviation platforms, and other types of cyber-physical systems have proven to 

be vulnerable to cyber-attacks both through testing and from actual cyber attacks “in the wild”. 

The fact that large-scale destructive cyber attacks on these types of systems have not yet 

occurred is no comfort as major combat operations between combatants capable of these sorts of 

attacks has not occurred either. When combat between nation-states, capable of complex cyber-

attacks, next occurs, it is widely believed that these types of attacks will be inevitable, leaving 

the question of how well-prepared defenders are to deal with them. 

There are difficult questions and issues surrounding weapon systems cybersecurity, such as how 

secure or insecure are our legacy systems today? How well designed are our new systems? How 

well can we defend legacy systems using cyber defenders? How much protection is good 

enough? How much security benefit will be derived from a particular mitigation or proposed 

design change? The questions are endless, and weapon systems cybersecurity feels like a 

“Gordian knot” of complexity that cannot be unraveled and solved.  

According to legend, the Gordian knot was a highly complex knot in Phrygia and an oracle had 

prophesized that any man who could unravel the elaborate knots was destined to become ruler of 

all Asia. In one version of the legend, when Alexander the Great attempted to untie the knot, he 

became so frustrated he cut it in two with a single stroke from his sword, thus solving the puzzle 

in a direct, and unexpected way before going on to conquer Asia. 

The Gordian knot of cybersecurity can be cut by developing a widely accepted and effective 

method to measure the cybersecurity of a weapon system. The choice of the word “effective” is 

deliberate and does not necessarily mean perfect. Measuring the security of complex systems 

necessarily involves modeling, and as George Box famously said, “All models are wrong, but 

some are useful.” For a measurement system to be effective, a reasonable expectation is that it 

should be able to meaningfully determine the amount of risk carried by a system to a level that 

supports better decision making about the program and its risk. It also needs to be widely 

accepted in order for different groups of analysts to be able to communicate effectively using the 

same measuring stick. 

Unfortunately, an effective and collaborative system has yet to be developed. The debate 

between advocates of quantitative vs. qualitative methods continues unabated and the systems 

with the highest level of adoption, such as the Risk Management Framework (RMF), are being 

utilized because they are mandated, not because they are viewed as effective. RMF was derived 

from compliance focused traditional-IT based methodologies, and is widely viewed as too 

expensive, difficult, and in the end, ineffective at producing secure systems as verified by 

numerous test reports.1 This has resulted in varying proposals to reform RMF, but the core issue 

for design engineers is that RMF happens far too late in the design process to help guide the 

design. RMF is a bottom-up approach that requires a complete design before it can assess a 

system, but something is needed that can also work effectively at the conceptual level, or pre-

milestone A on the Department of Defense (DoD) major acquisition process. 

 
1 RMF was originally designed for traditional-IT systems and then was later utilized for embedded systems or 

Platform Information Technology (PIT). Unfortunately, RMF did not always translate well across different types of 

technologies leading to inefficiencies and additional cost. For a selection of unclassified test reports discussing the 

shortfalls of DoD systems under development see the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, FY2018, FY2019, 

or FY2020 Annual Reports. 
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The methodology presented in Figure 1 below, known as the Unified Risk Assessment and 

Management System or URAMSTM, is depicted as a spiral since risk assessment and 

measurement should continue to be reviewed and updated throughout its lifecycle, starting at the 

early conceptual stage. In URAMS, assessment refers to scoring using qualitative methods, and 

measurement refers to evaluation using quantitative tools. It is not a single tool, but a family of 

tools, both qualitative and quantitative that can be used in a unified manner throughout the 

lifecycle. Simple qualitative tools may be used quickly with little design detail, but tools are also 

available to dive deeply into quantitative assessment as needed.  

 

Figure 1. URAMS Risk Spiral 

Within each spiral, not all steps will always occur. For example, in some contexts, potentially 

such as very early in the design lifecycle, qualitative assessment may be sufficient without doing 

quantitative measurement. In other contexts, such as a more mature design with an existing 

quantitative analysis, it may make sense to skip assessment and proceed straight to quantitative 

measurement. Other situations may occur as well and URAMS was deliberately designed to 

provide a flexible toolbox versus a “one-size-fits-all” tool. Because of this, URAMS provides a 

way to cut the weapon systems cybersecurity Gordian knot and begin to solve many of the most 

difficult weapon systems cybersecurity issues. 
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2 RISK CONCEPTS 

To understand how URAMS was developed and how its components function, we need to first 

cover some basic risk concepts to ensure we are communicating clearly. Different opinions on 

how risk works and how it should be measured derive largely from different understandings of 

these concepts. To be able to communicate clearly about risk to weapon systems and platforms, 

we need to start from the same understanding of fundamental terms and concepts. The starting 

point is the definition of risk itself.  

 Definition of Risk 

Communicating risk has historically been challenging, partly because of the varying definitions. 

For the purposes of expressing weapon systems and platform risk, we will use the Committee on 

National Security Systems (CNSS) Glossary definition: “A measure of the extent to which an 

entity is threatened by a potential circumstance or event, and typically a function of: (i) the 

adverse impacts that would arise if the circumstance or event occurs; and (ii) the likelihood of 

occurrence.” While this is the official definition of risk for the U.S. Department of Defense 

(DoD), there are many models of the elements that lead to risk and how they are connected, with 

risk itself typically being measured as some combination of consequence and likelihood per the 

CNSS Instruction (CNSSI) definition. A simple and well-known generic risk model is given in 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) SP 800-30, where a threat source initiates 

a threat event that exploits a vulnerability, causing an adverse impact that produces risk.2  

The principal consequences that matter the most to weapon systems and platform cybersecurity 

stakeholders are related to the mission of the platform—or what it is to accomplish—with the 

cost of the platforms themselves typically of secondary importance. For example, while a 

crashed airliner is a significant financial loss, the reputational and financial consequences of the 

mass casualty event caused by that crash will generally dwarf the cost of procuring a new 

airframe, no matter how expensive. On the military side, where the principal consequence of a 

defensive fighter not being able to launch may be the death of friendly troops and civilians, the 

damage to the platform that prevented the defensive fighter from taking off is almost 

inconsequential in comparison. Accordingly, Mission-Based Cyber Risk Assessments (MBCRA) 

are typically the most appropriate assessments to use for weapon systems and platform 

cybersecurity. But even when narrowed to only MBCRA, there are still many different risk 

measurement methodologies available. The Institute for Defense Analysis identified more than 

20 mission-based risk methodologies in a 2017 study, and more have been developed since then.3 

 Elements of Risk 

Although risk methodologies are many and varied, most share a few key elements. Most models 

of risk include elements of criticality, threat, and vulnerability. This makes intuitive sense 

because if any of these elements is “zeroized,” there is no risk. For example, if a threat attacks a 

component with a vulnerability, but that component has no effect on the mission, it does not 

matter. Similarly, if there is a vulnerability in a critical component but no threat, or if there is a 

threat to a critical component but no vulnerability, the mission is likewise unaffected. As 

 
2 National Institute of Standards and Technology, Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments, NIST Special 

Publication 800-30 Revision 1, September 2012, 12. 
3 M. A. Ambroso and R. T. Hutton, Comparative Review of DoD Mission-Based Cyber Risk Assessment 

Methodologies, Institute for Defense Analysis, December 2017. 
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illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.2, some combination of all three elements is r

equired for there to be any meaningful risk. 

 

Figure 2. Elements of Risk 

 Criticality Analysis 

Criticality analysis helps a program identify what elements within a system have the greatest 

impact on the overall system’s mission. Sometimes programs attempt to identify criticality on a 

binary scale, where a component is “critical” or “not critical.” For systems such as aircraft with 

significant Size, Weight and Power (SWaP) constraints, if a component is not mission-critical, 

then it was likely never included in the design. When almost every component is critical, nothing 

is critical, and a more discriminate grading scale should be used.  

Some systems have a natural hierarchy of criticality, where losing mission capability is less 

critical than losing the system permanently with potential loss of life, which can represent a two-

tiered approach. In aviation systems, for instance, losing a mission-critical component such as a 

radar is serious, but losing a flight-safety critical component, such as the only engine, can be 

catastrophic.  

Analysts can also use more complex tiering methodologies. One DoD methodology used in 

program protection is the Trusted Systems and Networks (TSN) four-tiered approach, shown in 

Error! Reference source not found.1. 

Table 1. Criticality Levels from DoD TSN Analysis4 

Level Analysis 

Level I – Total Mission Failure Failure that results in total compromise of mission capability 

Level II – Significant/Unacceptable Degradation 
Failure that results in unacceptable compromise of mission capability or 
significant mission degradation 

Level III – Partial/Acceptable Degradation 
Failure that results in partial compromise of mission capability or partial 
mission degradation 

Level IV – Negligible Degradation Failure that results in little or no compromise of mission capability 

 
4 Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering and Department of Defense Chief Information 

Officer, Trusted Systems and Networks (TSN) Analysis, Washington DC, June 2014, 2. 
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One challenge with this scale is that determining which level to place a component or subsystem 

can be difficult since what is considered “significant” or “partial” can differ, depending upon the 

analyst, as well as significant disagreement may exist between analysts. operators, and senior 

stakeholders. Another approach used extensively in DoD programs is found in the DoD Risk, 

Issues, and Opportunities (RIO) Guide.5 The RIO Guide has criticality or consequence levels for 

cost, schedule, and performance. The performance criteria, outlined in Table 2, are what interest 

us from a secure design perspective. 

Table 2. Performance Criticality Levels from the DoD RIO Guide6 

Tier Performance Criteria 

Tier 5 
Degradation precludes system from meeting Key Performance Parameters or key technical/supportability 
threshold; will jeopardize program success. Unable to meet mission objectives (defined in mission threads, 
concept of operations, operational mode summary/mission profile). 

Tier 4 
Degradation impairs ability to meet a Key System Attributes. Technical design or supportability margin 
exhausted in key areas. Significant performance impact affecting System-of-System interdependencies. 
Workarounds required to meet mission objectives. 

Tier 3 
Unable to meet lower-tier attributes, Technical Performance Measures, or Critical Technical Parameters. 
Design or supportability margins reduced. Minor performance impact affecting System-of-System 
interdependencies. Work-arounds required to achieve mission tasks. 

Tier 2 
Reduced technical performance or supportability; can be tolerated with little impact on program objectives. 
Design margins reduced, within trade space. 

Tier 1 
Minimal consequences to meeting technical performance or supportability requirements. Design margins will 
be met; margin to planned tripwires. 

While this set of criteria is easier to measure or categorize than that found in the TSN Analysis 

process, it is focused on the risk to the system under consideration versus the mission the system 

was created to accomplish. Since the ultimate customer or warfighter is principally concerned 

with the mission, the amount of supportability margin or meeting acquisition criteria such as key 

system attributes are only of secondary importance at best. Error! Reference source not f

ound.3 illustrates a different set of tiered criticality levels that are more mission focused.  

Table 3.Mission-focused Five-Tier Criticality 

Tier Criticality 

Tier 5 Loss of component/function would likely result in the death of friendly or neutral personnel. 

Tier 4 
Loss of component/function would likely result in the permanent destruction of the weapons 
system. 

Tier 3 
Loss of the component/function would likely result in complete loss of the mission capability (no 
potential workarounds). 

Tier 2 Loss of the component/function would likely result in a partial loss of the mission capability. 

Tier 1 Loss of the component/function would not change expected mission effectiveness. 

Any of these, or other criticality scoring methods, can be used effectively. Which one is most 

appropriate will largely be determined by the customer of the product, whether it be an end user 

or an integrator. While focusing on the mission of the end user is preferred, for clear 

communication of criticality and risk, it may be best to use the same criticality measurement 

system used by the integrator of the system. 

 
5 Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering, Department of Defense Risk, Issue, 

and Opportunity Management Guide for Defense Acquisition Programs, Washington DC, January 2017. 
6 Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering, Department of Defense Risk, Issue, 

and Opportunity Management Guide for Defense Acquisition Programs, Washington DC, January 2017, 2. 
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 Threat Analysis 

Threat analysis traditionally includes two major components: capability and intent. 

Unfortunately, especially for legacy systems, the threat from cyberspace to systems has only 

recently become better understood, so cyberspace-focused threat information is much less 

available than for traditional kinetic threats. In addition, it is more challenging to develop high-

confidence assessments on potential cyberspace attacks. It is relatively easy to determine that a 

hostile nation is building a battleship; the battleship is enormous and will have thousands of 

workers building it, require thousands of tons of steel, and so forth. Developing cyber weapons 

can be done in a small lab with a handful of people on an isolated network. There are cyber 

weapons that require far more resources and testing during development, but even these are 

much more difficult to find than a battleship under construction. Engineers should still seek to 

obtain all the information they can get on various potential cyber attackers’ capabilities and 

intent. However, both are very hard to determine, and the level of confidence that intelligence 

collectors have most of the relevant information will normally be low. These are important 

caveats, but it is still possible to utilize the two traditional elements of capability and intent to 

measure threat. 

Threat capability can be determined at a general level using various methodologies and, in many 

cases, for the scenarios facing cyber-physical systems that will be used by national defense 

organizations, the level of threat capability will be uniformly high if the threats are nation-state 

adversaries. However, for commercial systems, the likely threats may be less capable such as 

opportunistic hackers or criminal organizations. Even if the threat is nation-state-based, some 

nation-states have much greater capabilities in certain areas. If multiple adversaries are under 

consideration, the most capable adversary should be used to set threat capability. Threat intent is 

much harder to gauge, but intelligence indicating a potential attacker has developed or used 

weapons in a particular area can provide a starting point. If hard measures of intent are not 

available, a low confidence but still useful analysis of a particular attack's plausibility can 

provide a useful stand-in.  

Detailed nation-state cyber threat information is normally highly classified and not accessible to 

most engineers designing and building systems. While most defense-related programs have 

threat documents laying out the expected threats in more generic terms, many of them do not 

fully deal with or discuss cyber threats. In the absence of available threat information, the 

expected operating environment of the system can be broadly characterized from available 

concepts of operations or other similar documents. These should allow systems designers to 

imply what level of cyber threat they should expect. On the defense side, if a system could be 

used in major combat operations against a near-peer nation-state adversary, the highest level of 

threat capability should be assumed since those near-peer nation-states possess that demonstrated 

level of capability. 

 Vulnerability Analysis 

Vulnerability assessment looks at a system in terms of its weaknesses to attack. Vulnerability has 

different meanings to different communities, and there are as many definitions of vulnerability as 

there are of risk.7 One common definition comes from CNSSI 4009: “Weakness in an 

 
7 One example is the survivability and live-fire testing community where susceptibility refers to the ability of a 

system to avoid a hit, and vulnerability refers to how likely a hit is to generate a mission or attrition kill. 
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information system, system security procedures, internal controls, or implementation that could 

be exploited or triggered by a threat source.”8 Note that a vulnerability does not have to be a 

technical weakness but could be an operational or procedural weakness. 

The types of vulnerabilities that should be considered include, at a minimum, supply chain 

vulnerabilities, development vulnerabilities, software vulnerabilities, and hardware 

vulnerabilities, but there may be others as well depending on the type of system and what 

technologies are incorporated into it. Engineers will normally find a larger number of tools and 

approaches available focused on software vulnerabilities, but they should ensure that other types 

of vulnerabilities are considered as well. Vulnerabilities, especially in software, are constantly 

discovered by researchers, so programs should always expect changes to their vulnerability 

analysis. Accordingly, systems should be architected to allow adjustments and updates to 

components whenever possible. 

 Risk Scenarios 

Once a designer has examined the criticality, threat, and vulnerability of a component or system, 

the next step is to start building risk scenarios. Remember: risk scenarios can only exist at the 

intersection of all three areas. A risk scenario is the story of a potential threat exploiting a 

vulnerability to impact a critical sub-system or component leading to a mission loss. If any of 

those components are missing, it is likely not a realistic risk scenario. The story concept is 

important also as it is a highly effective way to communicate without a high level of detail. 

When developing risk scenarios, it is useful to spend time starting from each of the three 

different risk analysis lenses. By varying the starting point, engineers can achieve a more robust 

and complete set of risk scenarios and fully leverage the analysis already accomplished. The 

requirement for detailed insight into components and subsystems has been a significant 

contributing factor in creating the Gordian knot. Early in the design process, detailed information 

about components and subsystems is generally not available. Proxies may be used, based on 

existing engineering, but doing so limits the true practice of systems engineering, where top-

down or iterative refinement is accomplished. The details of the components are not generally 

available until much later in the design process. Unfortunately, by the time the specific details 

are available to make a plausible assessment, the remaining trade space may be insufficient to 

implement corrections and changes if the assessment results are no to the liking of the 

stakeholders. 

Traditionally, these scenarios are developed by Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) who propose risk 

scenarios based on their experience and background. However, unstructured brainstorming does 

not generally cover all potential risk areas and scenarios. Unstructured brainstorming also 

generally fails to produce complex, yet plausible scenarios such as the ones that are increasingly 

leading to losses in complex systems. Experts may have deep understanding of their domain, but 

often fail to understand or highlight critical dependencies and interactions with other domains of 

expertise (e.g. hardware design, software design, operations). In one study, a structured Systems 

Theoretic Process Analysis for Security (STPA-Sec) based approach generated three times as 

many scenarios compared to simple brainstorming or list methods.9 Because of this, STPA-Sec 

was chosen for the analysis portion of URAMS and to develop loss scenarios. Tabletop exercises 

 
8 Committee on National Security Systems, Committee on National Security Systems (CNSS) Glossary: CNSSI No. 

4009 (Washington, DC: Committee on National Security Systems, April 2015), 131. 
9 Pope, G., Risk Management Using STPA, in 2015 STAMP Workshop. 2015: Boston, MA. 
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and wargames such as the DoD’s Cyber Table Top (CTT) are another approach that has also 

proven useful in generating risk scenarios.10 One advantage in using STPA-Sec is the inclusion 

of wargaming as a step within the methodology as opposed to a separate activity. The STPA-Sec 

wargaming approach can be implemented using the DoD Cyber Table Top framework or a 

number of other approaches.11 

 Traditional Risk Management Approaches 

Once the risk scenarios have been developed, the next step is to somehow score the risk on a 

scale typically ranging from something like “catastrophic” to “insignificant.” The two principal 

methods of doing this are either qualitative, which relies on non-numeric rankings such as 

“catastrophic” and “insignificant,” and quantitative, scoring using numbers. There is broad and 

vehement disagreement on whether qualitative or quantitative approaches are more effective at 

measuring and communicating risk, with strong arguments for and against both approaches in 

different situations and environments. For weapon systems cybersecurity, a reasonable approach 

is to be as quantitative as you can, but no more. If you have the data, analysis, and test results to 

quantify, then use a quantitative approach; do not convert a 73% likelihood into “somewhat 

likely” as you lose information. On the other hand, if the basis for the 73% likelihood is actually 

qualitative (e.g., a subject matter expert said 73% felt about right based on experience only), then 

a qualitative ranking such as “somewhat likely” fed into a qualitative system may be more 

appropriate.   

It is important to use caution when doing math on fundamentally qualitative data, as it can lead 

to significant inaccuracies and confusion. On that note, let us turn to the most popular form of 

risk measurement, risk cubes. 

The most common method of scoring risk for systems, the traditional “risk cube” in Error! R

eference source not found.3, has several issues that need to be understood by engineers and 

designers as it mixes both qualitative and quantitative approaches in problematic ways. 

 
10 Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Developmental Test and Evaluation, The Department of Defense Cyber 

Table Top Guidebook (Washington D.C., DT&E, 2018). 
11 See “Basic Introduction to STPA for Security (STPA-Sec)” Presentation for the 2020 STAMP Workshop. 

Available at: http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/STPA-Sec-Tutorial.pdf 
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Figure 3. Traditional “Risk Cube” 

In a traditional risk cube, the likelihood of a potential problem or risk scenario is assigned on a 

1–5 scale. The consequence of that potential problem or risk scenario is then also assigned a 1–5. 

The intersection of the two scores then determines the risk level. While this approach is easy to 

implement and understand, there are several significant issues.  

There are four basic types of data: categorical, ordinal, interval, and ratio. Categorical includes 

data such as hair color with no obvious hierarchy and doing mathematical functions on the data 

such as taking an average is nonsensical. Ordinal data does come in a hierarchy where it makes 

sense to talk in terms such as high, medium, and low. Still the intervals between the steps are not 

necessarily the same, so mathematical functions such as averaging are problematic. Do two highs 

and two lows average to a medium? The next category of interval data is the traditional number 

set we are most familiar with where the distance between 1 and 2 is the same as the distance 

between 8 and 9, so some mathematical functions such as addition and subtraction can be used 

but there is no true zero point on the scale. The Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature scales are 

examples of interval scales where zero degrees is not the absence of any temperature, it is just an 

arbitrary point on the scale. The final type of data is a ratio, which is similar to interval, but with 

a true zero so we can safely utilize a broader range of mathematical functions including 

multiplication and division.  

On traditional risk cubes, the 1–5 scales for both likelihood and consequence are not ratio or 

interval scales; they are ordinal scales. So, while 2 is always less than 3, which is less than 4, 

etc., the distances between 2–3 and 3–4 or any other intervals do not have to be the same, and a 

“4” consequence is not necessarily twice as bad as a “2” consequence or four times as bad as a 

“1” consequence. Therefore, simple arithmetic operators, such as multiplication, cannot 

legitimately be used, and multiplying likelihood and consequence scores to determine an overall 

risk score does not give mathematically valid results. 

Normally, a group of experts get together to score risk cubes. This qualitative scoring method 

may seem to be the only method available, especially early in a system’s lifecycle when there is 

no actual hardware or even a completed design to analyze or test. However, research has 

consistently shown that human analysts have predictable cognitive biases, with overconfidence 

in their accuracy being one consistent finding. For example, from 927 tests where participants 
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were asked to assign 90% confidence intervals to general knowledge questions (they should have 

gotten 90% of the questions right), they only got 53% of the answers correct. This result shows 

they were significantly overconfident in their accuracy and this has been repeated in multiple 

subsequent studies.12  

Another known issue with risk cubes is they are prone to “range compression,” where most 

scores tend to fall within just a few ratings (historically 3 and 4). Range compression artificially 

limits what is thought to be a 5-point scale into more of a 2-point scale.13 When range 

compression is present, a single point change on a component score can dramatically change the 

scoring of the risk compared to the other system and mission risks. 

There are also instances when risk cubes cannot score randomly selected pairs of hazards 

unambiguously.14 These instances can be easily verified by mapping out actual likelihood and 

consequence probabilities behind the risk matrix and then testing to see if the risk scores in a 

higher “cube” are always higher than in a lower “cube”. The answer is that they are not. Many 

users of risk cubes would be surprised to learn that a risk scored 5 consequence and 1 likelihood 

can easily have a much lower risk than one scored 1 consequence and 1 likelihood. For example, 

a risk with 100% consequence and 1% likelihood (5,1) has a risk score less than a third of a risk 

with 19% consequence and 19% likelihood (1,1) if risk is defined as consequence times 

likelihood. There are many other such examples where risk cubes give counter-intuitive results 

even if scored with 100% accuracy. Of course, risk cubes cannot be scored with 100% accuracy, 

but they hide this uncertainty behind precise looking point values displayed on a grid. There is 

no way to tell when comparing two risks if one has much greater or less uncertainty than the 

other. As an example, a risk that had a 45%-55% likelihood would look exactly the same as one 

having a 10%-90% likelihood, but decision-makers might feel differently about the two risks if 

they understood the different levels of uncertainty.  

 Weapon System Cybersecurity Risk Communities 

Communicating risk is also greatly complicated by the different perspectives of different types of 

stakeholders. There are at least four separate groups of stakeholders in a typical military 

procurement process. First is the prime contractor, which is the company with overall 

responsibility for manufacturing and design of the system. Their primary risk concern is typically 

financial loss, either if the system is successfully attacked in operation, or financial loss caused 

by having to design in more expensive cybersecurity than was expected when the contract was 

priced, which reduces profits or causes a loss. Prime contractors’ principal ways to measure 

success include profit on the project and if the system meets or exceeds all contractual 

performance requirements. 

The second major stakeholder is the program office. The primary risk concern for the program 

office is program failure, which is typically thought of as not being able to meet requirements 

within budget, so the weapon system is either not adequate, takes too long, costs too much, or the 

entire program is cancelled, and the DoD gets nothing. The main way that a program measures 

 
12 Douglas W. Hubbard, How to Measure Anything: Finding the Value of Intangibles in Business, 3rd ed. (Hoboken, 

NJ: Wiley, 2014), 99. 
13 D. Hubbard and D. Evans, “Problems with Scoring Methods and Ordinal Scales in Risk Assessment,” IBM 

Journal of Research and Development 54, no. 3 (May/June 2010): 2:5. 
14 Louis Anthony (Tony) Cox, Jr., “What’s Wrong with Risk Matrices?”, Risk Analysis 28, no. 2 (2008): 499.  
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success is by tracking cost, schedule, and performance. Does it cost what it was supposed to? Is 

it on time? Does it meet the stated requirements? 

The third set of stakeholders are the warfighters. They are typically represented by the 

Combatant Commands in geographic regions such as the Middle East and the Pacific. The 

warfighter typically does not directly pay for procuring weapon systems, instead the Services do 

that, so warfighters normally care only about mission capability and schedule versus cost. The 

warfighter’s definition of mission capability also tends to shift over time as intelligence and 

warfighting needs change, while the program office’s view is generally more fixed on agreed to 

requirements. This is also reflected in the fact that warfighters typically measure success as the 

mission being accomplished at acceptable cost in lives and resources. 

The final set of stakeholders are the cyber auditors, responsible by law to certify that the weapon 

system’s level of cyber risk is acceptable. The principal decisionmaker in this group is the 

Authorizing Official (AO) who makes the certification decision and is supported by a staff who 

do most of the detailed assessments. The primary risk concern of the AO is a mission failure due 

to cyber-attack, and that the weapon system will become a vector through which other systems 

might be attacked. The way to measure success is typically a completed and successful RMF 

package. A key assumption embedded in the process is that compliance with RMF will assure 

mission success. If this assumption is not accurate, then an accredited system may still not 

achieve its true goal of mission success.  
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3 UNIFIED RISK ASSESSMENT AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (URAMS) OVERVIEW 

URAMS offers an integrated set of tools to work through the four phases of analyze, assess & 

cluster, measure, and combine & compare that were introduced earlier in Figure 1. The URAMS 

tools available in each phase are identified below in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. URAMS Toolkit by Phase 

The URAMS tools are: 

Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis for Security (STPA-Sec): STPA-Sec is a systems theory and 

engineering-based analysis process based on work done in the safety community on complex 

systems and emergent behavior. 

Risk Assessment (RA): RA is the simplest and fastest qualitative assessment tool that utilizes a 

number of different contributing elements and careful categorization to provide an estimate of 

risk for a loss scenario and how it compares to the risk of other loss scenarios. 

Risk Assessment with Uncertainty (RAU): RAU uses the same structure of RA as a qualitative 

measurement tool but adds a rough estimate of uncertainty by having analysts generate three 

scores instead of one including best case, worst case, and expected. 

Probabilistic Risk Measurement (PRM): PRM is a more rigorous quantitative analysis tool that 

uses 90% Confidence Intervals (CIs) as inputs and relies on Monte Carlo simulations to calculate 

resulting risk probabilities and uncertainties. 

Combined Risk Assessment (CRA): This tool combines multiple risks generated by RA and 

presents them in a format accessible to decision makers. 

Combined Risk Assessment with Uncertainty (CRAU): This tool is similar to CRA but 

incorporates the three-point risk scores of RAU and provides both expected risk as well as a 

qualitative assessment of the uncertainty for each risk. 
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Combined Probabilistic Risk Measurement (CPRM): This tool combines quantitative risk 

measurements developed by PRM and uses Monte Carlo simulations to generate scores and risk 

curves incorporating uncertainty. 

These tools can be broken into several different categories as is seen below in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. URAMS Toolkit with Categories 

Tools in the center and left of Figure 5 in the green box are qualitative tools, while PRM and 

CPRM on the right side in the light blue box are quantitative. The tools in the dark blue box 

including RAU, CRAU, PRM, and CPRM all incorporate some way to assess or measure 

uncertainty. All of these tools are also designed to incorporate two ways of measuring the impact 

of a risk, one financial, and one mission based. Which way to measure risk is most useful 

depends on what risk community the organization is from. In many cases, it is best to track both 

types of risk and the tools allow for this as well.  

An organization utilizing URAMS will decide what tools to use in a particular phase of the 

lifecycle by starting at the bottom of Figure 5 and asking whether point value qualitative analysis 

is sufficient (CRA), or if a qualitative analysis that includes an assessment of uncertainty is what 

is needed (CRAU), or if a rigorous quantitative method is called for (CPRM). From there, the 

organization can trace back up the figure to determine what path it wants to follow to get to the 

desired end state. These tools will all be demonstrated in the rest of this paper by utilizing a 

notional example system. 
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4 NOTIONAL EXAMPLE—MQ-99 BERSERKER 

To illustrate the process in Figure 5, we needed an example that could be discussed openly with 

no fear of providing information to any adversary on potential vulnerabilities of real systems. 

Accordingly, although the methodology has been used on real systems, we created a completely 

notional and fictional system and any resemblance to any real or potential system is purely 

coincidental. The vehicle CONOPS was largely based on an artist’s drawing of a futuristic 

looking vehicle in promotional literature, although we made some changes as our intent was to 

make a completely fictional, but plausible example. 

The system, which we have dubbed the MQ-99 Berserker, is modeled to be early in the 

conceptual stage, exactly where we believe the greatest benefit can be achieved from assessment 

and analysis before any specific components are selected or design details locked down. Our 

intention is to influence those design decisions before they are made to “bake in” security and 

mission effectiveness despite a contested cyber threat environment. 

 Description and CONOPS 

The MQ-99 Berserker is a medium sized autonomous Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) with a 

combat radius of 500nm, a service ceiling of 45k ft, and maximum speed of 0.95M. The system 

can carry 6 GBU-39 Small Diameter Bombs (SDB) or 2 AIM-120 Advanced Medium Range Air 

to Air Missiles (AMRAAM) in an internal payload bay. The system is launched via a deployable 

electromagnetic catapult system that can be configured to launch from land or sea and does not 

require traditional airfield or carrier infrastructure. 

The artist’s depiction that inspired the MQ-99 is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Inspiration for the MQ-99 Berserker 

Note that we replaced the rocket engines and RAMJET/SCRAMJET with a turbojet engine. This 

design is a better fit for our desired performance envelope, despite the dramatic appeal of the 

rockets in the picture. 
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The systems mission plan and target set are loaded prior to launch and can be updated in flight 

via Line-of-Sight (LOS) or Beyond LOS (BLOS) communication channels. The MQ-99 contains 

a ballistic recovery parachute system supporting recovery, refurbishment, and reuse. However, 

for high value targets at ranges beyond the system’s combat radius, the MQ-99 can be configured 

as a terminal guidance kinetic weapon following the delivery of the payload. 

The MQ-99, when loaded with AMRAAM air-to-air missiles, acts as a force multiplier, 

providing for longer stand-off distances for manned platforms. The system enters a specified area 

of responsibility and loiters until connected to the commanding host aircraft (i.e. fighter flight 

lead, AWACS, or bomber aircraft) from which the MQ-99 receives targeting direction with 

associated attack vectors to a weapons release point. After payload release, the commanding host 

can direct a return to a pre-assigned recovery location or can direct the system to act as a decoy 

and/or terminal kinetic weapon. 

The Electromagnetic Launch Runway System (ELRS) provides the takeoff surface and 

electromagnetic catapult system to conduct successive launches. The MQ-99 is hoisted onto the 

ELRS and connected to the catapult, after which both the launch system and MQ-99 can be 

powered up for launch. 

 Conceptual Architecture 

The UAS is broken down into components sized to fit into standard shipping containers and 

transported to the launch location. Likewise, the ELRS is also containerized for transportation. A 

basic conceptual architecture of the MQ-99 air vehicle is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. MQ-99 Berserker Conceptual Architecture 

Note that in this point of the design lifecycle, no actual hardware has been designed or 

purchased, only the functions of the expected components and what it is expected to connect to 

have been identified. For example, the navigation system is expected to ingest GPS data from a 

GPS antenna but as the vehicle is expected to operate in a GPS denied environment, it must also 

have some other means of accurate navigation. Some type of Inertial Navigation System (INS) is 

expected as well as some other form of navigation sensors. Several different types of navigation 

capabilities are currently being explored by DARPA such as in the All Source Positioning and 

Navigation (ASPN) program, but decisions on sensors, hardware, or software have not yet been 

made. 
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5 ANALYZE—SYSTEMS THEORETIC PROCESS ANALYSIS FOR SECURITY (STPA-SEC)15 

Dr. Nancy Leveson at MIT developed the Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes 

(STAMP), which is the theoretical framework underpinning Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis 

(STPA). STPA is a system safety analysis methodology that has been used to great effect in the 

safety world. STPA is based on systems theory and begins with key stakeholders identifying a 

set of system-level unacceptable losses and the associated hazards. The analysis proceeds with a 

multi-disciplinary team developing models of the functional control structure controlling system 

behavior at various levels of detail. The team then analyzes the control structure to identify 

unsafe control actions that can lead to hazards. The final part of the STPA approach is the 

development of a set of plausible scenarios that explain why the human and automated decision 

makers might not enforce the constraints that would prevent the system from entering the 

hazardous states in the first place. The insights gained through the analysis enable engineers to 

design safety measures into the system from a holistic perspective. The analysis also enables 

stakeholders to evaluate various engineering proposals and compare different architectures under 

consideration. 

Dr. William Young, working with Dr. Leveson, then extended STPA into security and created 

STPA-Sec. STPA-Sec introduces a new approach to secure systems analysis based on systems 

theory. The new approach is suitable for performing not only the traditional assessment focus of 

nearly all of today’s security-based analyses, but can be used to inform any secure systems 

design process, including those published and under development through the Department of 

Defense such as the Air Force’s Systems Security Engineering Cyber Guidebook and the Joint 

Staff’s Cyber Survivability Guide. STPA-Sec complements these and other guides because the 

guides capture best practices (activities) or “what” should be done, but do not prescribe guidance 

on “how” to complete the activities. Secure Systems Analysis provides a proven approach to 

framing the security problem. For example, Ross Anderson in his classic Security Engineering 

notes that systems fail because engineers protect the wrong things or protect the right things in 

the wrong ways. The protections can be considered under the more popular term “controls” that 

form a foundation of the NIST and DoD RMF. Applying Anderson’s insight to the modern 

practice of applying RMF could easily be translated into selecting the wrong controls or applying 

the right controls in the wrong manner. A key challenge to modern Systems Security 

Engineering is identifying and designing to what “right” looks like before the detailed 

architecture is developed rather than trying to assess wrong after the detailed design is complete.  

The difference between assessment and design is significant. Attempting to discover and correct 

security engineering problems after the fact has repeatedly proven untenable for a number of 

reasons. Despite talk of “baking in” cyber security, most security engineering does not occur in 

earnest until after most design trade discussions have occurred. Even a perfect assessment late in 

the process is unlikely to provide actionable choices to program managers and stakeholders. It is 

far better to make good security-informed trades during the early stages of the engineering life 

cycle. Once the detailed design is complete, even if perfect assessment were possible (and it is 

not) and every flaw is identified (and it cannot be), there is very little trade space remaining for 

engineers to correct the problems identified. For the problems that can be corrected, the 

corrections will be far more expensive and are likely to be far less effective than had they been 

 
15 This section was developed in close coordination with Dr. William Young and most of the concepts are directly 

based on his work. In addition, he drafted some portions and assisted in editing this section. 
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designed into the system through a process known as “security-guided design.” Early trades can 

be highlighted even in the concept stage by focusing on the mission’s key processes necessary to 

deliver the capabilities envisioned to solve the operational problem. STPA-Sec identifies the 

enforcement control actions necessary to ensure the mission’s key processes continue to perform 

in a manner specified by security policies.  

Within STPA-Sec, risk is characterized as specific, adverse system behavior occurring under a 

specified set of environmental conditions, that creates exposure to a set of specified losses. The 

set of parameters that characterize the nature of the exposure are captured in a short statement 

called a “hazard”.16 Simply put, STPA-Sec enables engineers and stakeholders to develop an 

appropriate security concept or policy specifying how a system should behave in the face of a 

disruption. STPA-Sec then helps engineers develop and validate a set of security controls and the 

enforcement control actions necessary to ensure the security controls are implemented at the 

appropriate time and manner by the entity with responsibility for the security concept. Table 4 is 

excerpted from a paper by Young, Leveson and Thomas on advanced applications of STPA-Sec 

to improve the practice of cybersecurity and Secure Systems Engineering. The table presents the 

Cyber Security Triad of Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability and examples of associated 

enforcement control actions that an entity must take at the appropriate time and manner to 

enforce the respective security goal.17 

Table 4. Security Goals and Example Enforcement Control Actions18 

Security Goal Example Enforcement Control Actions 

Confidentiality: Ensures that data or an information system 
is accessed by only an authorized person. 

Allow access (to data), deny access (to data)  

Integrity: Integrity assures that the data or information 
system can be trusted. 

Encrypt, Decrypt, Hide, Reveal, Modify 

Availability: Data and information systems are available 
when required 

Update, increase bandwidth, decrease bandwidth, backup, 
failover 

STPA-Sec extends the safety-focused STPA approach by adding three specific enhancements. 

The first enhancement is the addition of a problem-framing step. The problem framing is 

necessary to support stakeholder discussions on topics such as what constitutes “good enough” 

security. Properly executed, STPA-Sec provides a set of artifacts enabling stakeholders from 

various disciplines to specify a set of system behaviors for how the system shall behave within a 

 
16 Although the term “hazard” is generally associated with safety, this understanding is not consistent with 

authoritative, agreed sources such as the DoD Joint Dictionary. The Joint Dictionary defines a hazard as,” A 

condition with the potential to cause injury, illness, or death of personnel; damage to or loss of equipment or 

property; or mission degradation.”  Conditions that may cause adverse impact to people, equipment, and mission are 

arguably the most important aspects of any risk analysis. The specific “conditions” define the nature of the exposure 

which includes not only what an adversary may have done, but more importantly, how the system did or did not 

respond (behave). Absent insight into the assumptions and rationale that led engineers to make certain design 

decisions, only spot fixes can be made based on insight gained from a particular scenario. Left undiscovered are the 

deeper systemic insecurity that results from the promulgation of the flawed assumption being used repeatedly 

throughout the system. STPA-Sec’s broader focus provides deeper insight into the true causes of the exposure 

(engineering decisions) that provide a means to make better and more cost-effective decisions on how best to reduce 

the exposure.  
17 See Young 2020 at http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/STPA-Sec-Tutorial.pdf 
18 Table and explanation are excerpted from forthcoming whitepaper entitled, “Changing the Paradigm in 

CyberSecurity” written by William Young, Nancy Leveson and John Thomas. The paper will be accessible at 

http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/whats-new/ when published.  

http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/whats-new/
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particular set of contexts derived from the mission. Instead of testing (assessing) the system’s 

performance in given contexts, STPA-Sec focuses on specifying beforehand what the various 

stakeholders agree is acceptable, and unacceptable, behavior, given the contexts. The proactive 

specification serves as a key enabler for security-guided design. The problem framing specifies 

the key operational activities that must be assured against disruption. Moreover, the problem 

framing helps specify the security boundary. The second enhancement is the addition of security 

specific scenarios. The third enhancement is the introduction of wargaming through activities 

such as Cyber Table Tops. Wargaming is an important element to capture the dynamic 

interaction between attackers and defenders missing in traditional safety, where accidents are 

caused by failure and random incidents such as lightning strikes that are not directed by a 

malicious intelligence.19   

STPA-Sec is a top-down approach that starts with framing the mission and identifying what 

losses are unacceptable to key stakeholders. It then identifies hazards that can cause those losses 

and uses control theory to understand how those hazards could occur. Security constraints that 

can prevent those hazardous conditions and the controllers responsible for enforcing those 

constraints are also identified as are any assumptions made during the analysis. The security 

constraints are satisfied through the enforcement control actions. From the analysis, a series of 

risk scenarios can then be developed. The steps of STPA-Sec as used in this example are below 

in Figure 8. It is important to note that the purpose of this Whitepaper is not to attempt to teach 

STPA-Sec. This paper presents a tailored overview and provides representative outputs to 

support the explanation of the URAMS process of which STPA-Sec provides the necessary 

Secure Systems Analysis foundation. The artifacts were reviewed and checked against the STPA 

Handbook to ensure the example presented here is consistent with the syntax identified in the 

handbook.20 Although STPA-Sec enables security-guided design, it also facilitates security 

assessment at the concept stage. The Berserker example illustrates how the results of the STPA-

Sec analysis provide the necessary inputs to enable the assessment provided by the complete 

URAM process. 

 
19 STPA-Sec is listed in RTCA DO-356A Airworthiness Security Methods and Considerations (Appendix G). 
20 Adherence to the format and syntax presented in the STPA handbook is a requirement for claiming that an artifact 

(or process) is STPA or STPA-Sec. Any artifacts or process not consistent with the handbook is not STPA or STPA-

Sec. In the case of URAMS, the URAMS process is consistent with the handbook and takes the STPA-Sec output as 

a starting point. No attempt is made to “break up” or “modify” STPA-Sec by adding other methodologies. 
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Figure 8. STPA-Sec Process Steps21 

There are several in-depth discussions of STAMP, STPA, and STPA-Sec available and this 

white paper will not duplicate those sources.22 The best current how-to guide is the STPA 

Handbook,  available for free on the MIT website and this paper will not replicate that level of 

detail here either.23 This paper’s intent is to instead provide a brief overview of each step of the 

process and then apply those steps to the notional MQ-99 Berserker to illustrate how the process 

works and leads to the risk scenarios that are the critical input into the next step of the overall 

weapon systems cybersecurity assessment process. In order to keep this section reasonably short, 

this paper will only display a subset of the Berserker STPA-Sec results, but the entire set of 

products are available in Appendix A. Additionally, presentation of STPA-Sec in Figure 8 as a 

linear series of steps is a simplification of the actual process. The actual process is iterative in 

nature and will repeat throughout the system development lifecycle. 

 
21 Although pictured here as a linear sequence, STPA-Sec is iterative throughout the steps in actual practice. 
22 For an understanding of the underlying theory of STAMP see, Nancy G. Leveson, Engineering a Safer World 

(Amazon: MIT Press, 2017). For updated information on Systems Theoretic Process Analysis see the Partnership for 

Systems Approaches to Safety and Security (PSASS) at http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/. The best discussion of 

STPA-Sec as distinct from STPA is in the forthcoming Lockheed Martin Aeronautics guidebook for cyber suppliers 

that has not yet been released as of early 2021. 
23 The latest STPA handbook can be accessed at https://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/materials/. Simply reading the 

first two chapters of the handbook will give an excellent overview of the process. The next update of the STPA 

handbook will include a chapter on STPA-Sec. 

http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/
https://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/materials/
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 STPA-Sec Step 1: Problem Framing  

In STPA-Sec Step 1, the “why, what, and how” of a system are expressed as a Mission Activity 

System (MAS), modeled after Peter Checkland’s activity systems.24 A MAS includes the 

following specified format: 

A system to do {What = Purpose} by means of {How = Method} in order to contribute to 
{Why = Goals}, while {Constraints / Restraints} 

 STPA-Sec Step 1A: Define system purpose and goal 

Following the format above, the MQ-99 Berserker includes the elements in Table 5: 

Table 5. MQ-99 Mission Activity System (MAS) 

What: Purpose (Problem) A system to 
Destroy hostile ground and air targets and decoy 

hostile defenses 

How: 
Method (Operational 

Approach) 
By means of Loading, transiting, and employing ordnance  

Why: Goal (Problematic Solution) 
In order to  

contribute to 
Counterair and counterland air operations  

How: Constraints/Restraints While 
preventing fratricide and collateral damage; meeting 

the attritable per-unit cost threshold;   

Placed into a MAS, these elements yield: 

The MQ-99 Berserker is an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle system to destroy hostile ground and air 

targets and decoy hostile defenses by means of loading, transiting, and employing ordnance in 

order to contribute to counterair and counterland air operations while preventing fratricide and 

collateral damage, and meeting the attritable per-unit cost threshold. 25 

If the MQ-99 was a real system, the above statement would have been derived through 

consultation with the warfighter, approved by program management, and disseminated widely to 

the government and contractor team as a tool to ensure that the big-picture of why, what, and 

how is not lost. 

 STPA-Sec Step 1B: Identify losses 

The second part of STPA-Sec step 1 is to identify the unacceptable losses. These losses are 

defined by senior stakeholders and decision makers and should be short and easily understood. In 

some cases, there will be overlap between safety and security concerns, and the set of losses 

provides a focal point for all system security engineering efforts. Losses are broad and generally 

there will only be a small number of them. 

For the MQ-99 Berserker, the following unacceptable losses were developed and validated: 

Table 6. MQ-99 Losses 

L # Loss 

L-1 Loss of life or injury to friendly or neutral people 

L-2 Significant damage to friendly or neutral objects 

 
24 Peter Checkland, Systems Thinking, Systems Practice. (Chichester Sussex; New York: Wiley, 1981), 330. 
25 The solution presented is notional, but was validated by Dr Young as representative given the details in this paper. 

While other solutions might be possible, readers are encouraged to accept the validated solution provided in 

furtherance of the goal of this paper of explaining URAM. 
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L # Loss 

L-3 Unable to destroy assigned targets 

L-4 Unable to decoy hostile air defenses when required 

Unlike many other analyses of aviation platforms and weapon systems, losing the MQ-99 is not 

necessarily an unacceptable loss as the system is intended to be inexpensive enough to be 

attritable. In fact, the survival of the MQ-99 at the expense of a manned platform it is supporting 

is unacceptable, as one of the key objectives of the MQ-99 is to act as a decoy and sacrifice itself 

in place of its manned wingman when required. STPA-Sec has the flexibility to handle this 

nuance without forcing engineers to use an existing analysis that may have been used for other 

UAS cases.26 One of the benefits of URAMS over other risk assessment processes is its 

application of STPA-Sec to support a risk discussion tailored to the specific concerns of the key 

stakeholders. Generating losses based on stakeholder input rather than generic system losses is a 

key enhancement. Leveraging STPA-Sec also ensures that subsequent URAMS analysis has 

clear traceability to issues most relevant to key stakeholders who must make decisions and will 

ultimately accept the risk. 

 STPA-Sec Step 1C: Identify system level hazards 

In STPA, system level hazards are the system states that, given the wrong set of environmental 

conditions, can lead to one of the unacceptable losses. A hazard does not have to generate a loss, 

but it could if the worst-case environmental conditions exist. Hazards are clearly tied to losses 

although one hazard can create multiple losses. If a hazard does not tie to a loss, either it is not 

really a hazard, or there is a missing loss that should be added. 

The format for a hazard is: 

<System (or sub-system) of interest> <Behavior> 

The hazards developed for the MQ-99 are listed in Table 7 below: 

Table 7. MQ-99 Hazards 

H # Hazard Loss 

H-1 MQ-99 targets friendly or neutral objects or personnel L-1, L-2 

H-2 MQ-99 employs weapons too close to friendly or neutral objects or personnel L-1, L-2 

H-3 MQ-99 does not successfully destroy assigned targets L-3 

H-4 MQ-99 does not fly required profile to stimulate desired hostile defense response L-4 

H-5 MQ-99 operates outside of established operational envelope 
L-1, L-2,  
L-3, L-4 

H-6 
MQ-99 presents electrical, chemical, or kinetic hazards to friendly personnel or objects in the 

vehicle’s immediate vicinity 
L-1, L-2 

 STPA-Sec Step 1D: Identify system-level security constraints 

System-level security constraints limit the acceptable behavior of the system and generally 

represent the inverse of a hazard, describing what the system must do to avoid a previously 

identified hazard. Accordingly, there is often a one-to-one mapping of security constraints to 

hazards and Security Constraint (SC-1) is a statement of the security constraint that if met will 

 
26 It is important that URAMS risk be responsive to actual stakeholder concerns. In the case of Berserker, without 

some mechanism to clarify that loss of vehicle is not a risk, the resulting risk scenarios and subsequent scoring 

would incorporate unnecessary error. 
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avoid H-1. Security constraints should be focused on system behavior and not assume specific 

engineering solutions. Constraints are critical within STPA-Sec because they articulate what the 

controllers in the control structure are expected to accomplish. Additionally, constraints are 

functional requirements, and a convenient mechanism to integrate STPA-Sec results within 

RMF. The purpose of the RMF controls are to enforce constraints and STPA-Sec provides a set 

of constraints thus helping to identify what controls should be selected and providing an 

engineering analysis to explain those choices. 

STPA-Sec keeps the focus on the functional requirements of the system and enables meaningful 

analysis to be done on systems in the conceptual stage that do not have detailed design 

information available. “Bottom-up” approaches such as typical vulnerability analysis, attack 

trees, and attack graphs require more information about the system than is normally available 

early in the lifecycle. The high-level security constraints developed for the MQ-99 are outlined 

in Figure 8 below: 

Table 8. MQ-99 Security Constraints27 

SC # Security Constraint 

SC-1 The MQ-99 will only target hostile objects or personnel28 

SC-2 The MQ-99 will prevent unacceptable collateral damage to friendly or neutral objects or personnel 

SC-3 MQ-99 must successfully destroy assigned targets 

SC-4 
MQ-99 must execute the required profile as directed by warfighters in accordance with CONOPS and mission 

timelines 

SC-5 The MQ-99 will only operate inside the established operational envelope 

SC-6 
The MQ-99 will not present electrical, chemical, or kinetic hazards to friendly personnel or objects in the vehicle’s 

immediate vicinity 

 
27 The use of the term “will” within the constraint statements can be replaced with the more familiar term “shall” if 

engineers desire to state the constraints in a more familiar requirement format. The content and meaning of the 

statement does not change, but the use of shall may better fit particular organizations system engineering processes 

and procedures. 
28 Each of the constraints listed is only the initial high-level constraint. Each will be enhanced through the addition 

of several lower-level constraints as the system development proceeds. For example, targeting functionality is 

allocated across several of the components depicted in Figure 7 such as mission computer, sensors, munitions, and 

stores management system. However, there could be other systems that might exercise some degree of control over 

the targeting system such as an interlock that only enables targeting after the aircraft is airborne. If the interlock is 

implemented via a “weight on wheels” sensor in the landing gear, then the landing gear exercises a degree of control 

over targeting and must be considered in an analysis of security. If the sensor is hacked and does not indicate that 

there is no weight on wheels (meaning the aircraft is airborne), then the interlock will not allow the munition to 

target based on the logic of the system. The feature is clearly intended for safety purposes, but the behavior must be 

evaluated as part of the security analysis. STPA-Sec’s focus highlights the functionality which then points to the 

applicable components that must be analyzed. Potentially more powerful is STPA-Sec’s ability to help engineers 

specify HOW the particular interlock should be implemented. If engineers agree that the weight on wheel switch 

will likely be a relatively easy attack surface to reach by an attacker (perhaps via maintenance), then another more 

difficult to reach surface might be selected. If the Weight on Wheels sensor appears to be the best choice given other 

design trades, then the sensor design (or the interlock design) can be hardened against the specific potential attack 

(sensor indicates that the aircraft is on the ground when it is actually in the air). If the sensor indicates (for whatever 

reason) that there is weight on wheels, the interlock will not allow the weapons to operate by design (a safety 

feature). See https://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/wp-

content/uploads/2017/04/STAMP_2017_STPA_SEC_TUTORIAL_as-presented.pdf   
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 STPA -Sec Step 2: Model the control structure 

A control structure is a system model that is composed of feedback control loops.29 These control 

loops are key to understanding the functioning of a system versus its physical layout and an 

effective control structure that enforces safety and security constraints on the overall system. 

These control loops generally consist of a controller and a controlled process, the simplest form 

of which is shown below in Figure 9. 
 

 

Figure 9. Generic Control Loop 

The controller directs the actions of the controlled process by sending control actions to the 

process. The controlled process then executes the instructions it is given and provides feedback 

on the state of the process to the controller. The controller then utilizes that feedback to generate 

new control actions, intended to keep the controlled process operating as expected. Controllers 

make decisions based on a control algorithm that represents the controller’s decision-making 

process, and that process is driven by a process model that captures beliefs about the process 

being controlled, as well as other relevant aspects of the system and its environment. Controllers 

can be human, automated, or a combination of both. STPA-Sec’s use of control loops as the 

foundation for analysis enables URAMS utilization at the concept stage of any systems 

engineering process. 

 STPA-Sec Step 2A: Create basic control structure 

A system can have multiple controllers, and control loops can also be hierarchical, which means 

there are higher-level controllers controlling lower-level controllers throughout the structure. The 

Berserker is initially depicted as possessing multiple controllers depending on the mission 

context.30 For example, the Berserker is always under the control of the warfighter’s command 

and control whether it is autonomously executing previously stored commands, or under the 

direct control of an operator on the ground or flight lead in the air. Even if the Berserker is 

executing commands autonomously, its commands are passed through one of those two sources 

to get to the system. Figure 10 illustrates the result of when this information is combined into the 

simplest set of control loops. 

 
29 Nancy G. Leveson and John P. Thomas, STPA Handbook, March 2018, 

https://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/materials/, 22. 
30 The choice of number of controllers represented is a question of desired level of abstraction as required for the 

analysis. For more information, see the STPA Handbook. 

https://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/materials/
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Figure 10. MQ-99 Berserker High-Level Control Structure 

In Figure 10, the Berserker context is identified, highlighting the interactions between the 

Berserker and external entities. Note that the flight lead is also communicating to the Berserker 

through their own aircraft system that performs the same functions as the ground control system, 

but we have chosen to abstract this away. The principal reason is that the Berserker air vehicle 

and ground station is our system of interest and designers have the ability to influence the 

structure and behavior of the ground control station, but they do not have a similar ability to 

influence the flight lead’s aircraft as it is outside of the system’s scope. This analysis will 

continue to consider the functions of controllers outside of the Berserker system of interest such 

as the operator and flight lead, but only insofar as doing so illuminates what designers need to do 

inside the system of interest, there is no intention of redesigning command and control. 

When the notional architecture, as shown earlier in Figure 7, is considered, more detail can be 

filled into the air vehicle’s control structure as shown below in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. MQ-99 Berserker Air Vehicle Control Structure 

In order to keep the diagrams legible, we are providing more detailed figures in Appendix A, 

which will only include a subset of the systems. The first grouping includes the communications 

and electrical controllers (Figure 60), the second includes the autopilot, flight control computer 

and navigation controllers, and the final grouping includes the engine controller (Figure 61), fuel 

management controller, and stores management controller (Figure 62). 

 STPA-Sec Step 2B: Assign responsibilities to controllers 

The next part of STPA-Sec step 2 is to go through and allocate various controllers their 

responsibilities in maintaining the security constraints. For example, SC-5 states that, “The MQ-

99 will only operate inside the established operational envelope.” What controller is responsible 

for maintaining this security constraint? In the case of SC-5 several components and controllers 

have responsibilities that contribute to maintaining the security constraint including the flight 

controls, flight control computer, autopilot, and mission computer. Constraint enforcement is the 

ultimate mechanism for managing operational risk. The role of the various controllers is to 

handle disruptions such as those introduced by adversary attacks. If the controller enforces the 

constraint, then the associated hazard will not materialize. The effectiveness of controls is a 

powerful indicator of the overall level of risk the system is likely to be able to handle.31  As a 

result, URAM provides increased early insight because control effectiveness in certain scenarios 

can be known even before the system is designed.  

Note that the list of responsibilities below is dependent on the architecture and design, which 

represents a series of engineering choices and tradeoffs and so can change over time. In the MQ-

99 design, we assumed that it would be designed under the current push towards a Modular and 

Open System Approach (MOSA). As a result, the logical architecture has been structured to 

enable physical components to be traded out throughout the lifecycle. As an example, where 

 
31 For more information, see Leveson’s paper at http://sunnyday.mit.edu/Risk-Matrix.pdf 
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many legacy systems have the engine controller directly control fuel flow to the engine, the MQ-

99 has allocated this behavior to the engine controller to pass the desired fuel flow to the mission 

computer, which then passes that value to the fuel controller. This architecture enables the entire 

engine subsystem to be replaced with one from a different manufacturer during different 

production runs with minimal other changes needed throughout the system. 

To keep this section more readable, only a small subset of the total controller responsibilities is 

included in the table below. The complete list of controller responsibilities can be found in 

Appendix A. Examples of some of the responsibilities for the various controllers are outlined in 

Table 9 below: 

Table 9. MQ-99 Example Controller Responsibilities 

 CR # 
Controller/ 
Component 

Responsibility 
Security 

Constraint 

CR-5 Operator 
The operator is responsible for authorizing weapons release, either 

directly if the vehicle has an active command link, or through a set of 
release conditions if the vehicle is operating autonomously 

SC-1, SC-2 

CR-7 
Ground Control 

Station 

The GCS is responsible to pass all operator commands securely to the 
air vehicle and validate receipt of commands via acknowledgement from 

the air vehicle 

SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4 

CR-13 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to provide radio and datalink 

messages to be sent to the communications system 
SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4 

CR-18 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

autopilot including power on, reset, and power off 

SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4,  

SC-5 

CR-19 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible for providing position data including 

current position and next waypoint to the autopilot  
SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4 

CR-27 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to provide targeting data to the 
stores management system including target and air vehicle position 

SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4 

CR-30 Comm System 
The communications system is responsible to format and encode radio 

and datalink messages to be sent out through the antennas 
SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4 

CR-35 Autopilot 
The autopilot is responsible to provide the flight control computer the 

desired aircraft attitude in terms of desired flight vector 

SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4,  

SC-5 

CR-36 
Flight Control 

Computer 
The flight control computer is responsible to provide flight control position 

commands to the flight controls  

SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4,  

SC-5 

CR-40 
Engine 

Controller 
The engine controller is responsible to provide the amount of thrust 

needed from the engine 

SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4,  

SC-5 

CR-47 
Maintenance 

System 
The maintenance system is responsible for loading Operational Flight 

Programs (OFPs) into MQ-99 components 

SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4,  
SC-5, SC-6 

 STPA-Sec Step 2C: Define feedback based on responsibilities 

Even though the MQ-99 is still in conceptual design, it is possible to determine what feedback 

must be present in the system to support the responsibilities identified above. For example, R-14 

states that, “The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the EO/IR sensor, 

including power on, reset, and power off.” To form a feedback loop the EO/IR sensor will then 

have to report its status to the mission computer so that the mission computer can determine if 

further control actions (such as a reset) are required based on its process model and control 

algorithm. 
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When these necessary feedback signals are included along with the responsibilities in the MQ-99 

Berserker control structure they can be displayed in a series of figures. A single figure 

demonstrating all of the feedback is unreadable due to the amount of information, so the system 

has been broken into components and provided in Appendix A in Figures 59-62. 

 

Figure 12. MQ-99 Berserker Control Structure above the Air Vehicle 

To keep this section shorter, only the flight control and navigation subsystems of the air vehicle 

are depicted below in Figure 13. The diagrams with other groupings of subsystems can be found 

in Appendix A in Figures 60 and 62. 
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Figure 13. MQ-99 Berserker Flight Controls and Navigation Systems 

 STPA-Sec Step 3: Identify hazardous control actions and constraints 

With the control structure now augmented with the specific control actions, responsibilities, and 

feedback, the next step is to identify what hazardous control actions could lead to a hazard, and 

then to a subsequent loss given worst case environmental assumptions. 

 STPA-Sec Step 3A: Identify hazardous control actions32 

Control actions can be hazardous under four conditions. The first is where not providing the 

control action causes a hazard; the mission computer not providing the deploy parachute 

command during the recovery sequence is an example. The second is where providing the 

control action causes a hazard; an example would be the mission computer sending a deploy 

parachute command during a phase of flight when the parachute is not appropriate such as during 

launch. The third condition is providing the command too early, too late, or out of order; 

providing the parachute deploy command after the vehicle hits the ground would be an example 

here. The final condition is when a control action is stopped too soon or applied too long; an 

example is a radio message sent to the communications system that only includes part of the 

message. 

Every hazardous control action must contain these five parts: 

<Source Controller> <Type (based on four conditions above) > < Control Action> <Context> 

<Link to associated hazard(s)> 

 

 
32 The STPA handbook uses the term “unsafe” control action instead of hazardous control action used here. Early 

STPA-Sec texts used the term “unsecure” control actions. Both unsafe and unsecure control actions are “hazardous.”  

Rather than trying to differentiate between safety and security origins. The term “Hazardous” control action is used. 

It is synonymous with unsafe control actions or unsecure control actions in other STPA literature.  
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Not every potentially hazardous condition can occur to each potential control action so the table 

below will have some empty space. As an example, many control actions are discrete single 

messages that are sent once so there is no real way they can be stopped too soon or applied too 

long. Even though several of the higher-level controllers such as command and control or the 

flight lead are outside the system boundary, they are still worth considering as part of the UAS 

domain. This is because they can lead to design changes, security constraints, or requirements 

inside the system boundary. For example, one hazardous control action is that the flight lead 

could send incomplete targeting coordinates. The MQ-99 cannot force the flight lead to send 

complete targeting coordinates, but it can watch for incomplete targeting coordinates and handle 

them securely by rejecting them instead of targeting weapons on partial coordinates. 

Once again, while the complete list of hazardous control actions is available in Appendix A, a 

small number of examples are below in Table 10, listed out by controller. 

Table 10. MQ-99 Hazardous Control Actions33 

Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

Operator 

Weapons release 

HCA-16: Operator 
does not provide 
weapons release 

when within a valid 
WEZ  
[H-3] 

HCA-17: Operator 
provides weapons 

release when target is 
invalid  

[H-1, H-2] 

HCA-18: Operator 
provides weapons 

release too late after 
WEZ is no longer valid 

for the successful 
attack [H-3] 

HCA-19: Operator 
withdraws weapons 

release authorization 
before successful 

attack is completed 
against a valid target 

[H-3] 

Ground Control Station 

Mission data 

HCA-27: Ground 
control station does 
not provide mission 

data when required for 
system operation [H-3, 

H-4] 

HCA-28: Ground 
control station 

provides mission data 
that violates required 
mission parameters 
when ground control 
station is controlling 

vehicle operations [H-
1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-29: Ground 
control station 

provides mission data 
too late for successful 

mission execution 
when vehicle requires 

mission data to 
execute current 

mission segment  
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-30: Ground 
control station does 

not complete 
transmission of 

mission data when 
mission data is 

required for current 
mission segment  

[H-3, H-4] 

Mission Computer 

Radio messages out 
(Comm System) 

HCA-78: Mission 
Computer Does Not 

provide required radio 
messages when 
messages are 

required to execute 
activities during a 

mission segment [H-1, 
H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-79: Mission 
Computer Provides 
unnecessary radio 
messages during 

EMCON conditions 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-80: Mission 
Computer Providing 
radio messages too 
late after the vehicle 
has passed an action 

point  
[H-1, H-2, H-3,  

H-4] 

 

Position data 
(Autopilot) 

HCA-131: Mission 
Computer Not 

providing position data 

HCA-132: Mission 
Computer Providing 

incorrect position data 

HCA-133: Mission 
Computer Providing 
out of date position 

HCA-134: Mission 
Computer providing 
Incomplete position 

 
33 The Hazard Control Actions are notional but representative. They were validated by Dr Young. Readers are 

encouraged to refer to the STPA Handbook for more details on how to properly generate and complete the 

hazardous control action table.  
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

when required for safe 
or secure vehicle 

operations [H-1, H-2, 
H-3, H-4] 

when navigation 
accuracy is required 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

data when vehicle is 
under control of flight 
lead and BVR [H-1,  

H-2, H-3, H-4] 

data during critical 
phases of flight 
[H-1, H-2, H-3,  

H-4] 

Targeting data 
(SMS) 

HCA-176: Mission 
Computer Does not 

provide targeting data 
during a weapons 

engagement, 
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-177: Mission 
Computer Provides 

targeting data during 
an attack when 

targeting data is for 
unauthorized targets 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-178: Mission 
Computer Provides 
targeting data when 
weapons are armed 
and after the attack 

has begun 
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-179: Mission 
Computer does not 
provide complete 

loading targeting data 
when the target being 

attacked was 
previously authorized 

and has become 
updated to be 
unauthorized 

[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

Comm System 

Radio messages 
 

HCA-206: Comm 
Controller does Not 

provide required radio 
messages during a 

critical phase of flight  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-207: Comm 
Controller Provides 

radio messages when 
EMCON conditions 

are required [H-1, H-2, 
H-3, H-4] 

 
HCA-330: Comm 

Controller Provides 
radio messages when 
adversaries can detect 
and track the MQ-99 

and the messages are 
not required for 

mission [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-208: Comm 
controller Provides 

radio messages after 
the decision point in 

the mission   
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Autopilot 

Commanded aircraft 
attitude 
(FLCS) 

HCA-241: autopilot 
does not provide the 

FLCS when the 
vehicle is not 

otherwise positively 
controlled  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-242: Autopilot 
Provides FLCS 

beyond valid period 
when current FLCS 

data provided causes 
aircraft to depart 
controlled flight 
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Flight Control Computer 

Flight Control Position 
Commands 

(Flight Controls) 

HCA-243: Flight 
Control Computer Not 
providing flight control 

position commands 
when aircraft is inflight 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-244: Flight 
Control Computer 

Provides flight control 
position commands 
after the previous 

flight conditions have 
changed 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Engine Controller 

Commanded Thrust 
(Engine) 

HCA-272: Engine 
Controller Not 

providing commanded 

HCA-273: Engine 
Controller Provides 

commanded thrust to 

HCA-274: Engine 
Controller Providing 

commanded thrust to 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

thrust to the engine 
when required for the   

vehicle to maintain 
controlled flight  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

the engine when the 
vehicle is being 

recovered or when no 
thrust is required for 

maintaining controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

the engine when the 
values commanded 

are no longer valid for 
the vehicle to maintain 

controlled flight  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

Maintenance system 

Load OFPs 

HCA-324: 
Maintenance 

controller does not 
provide load OFPs, 

when OFPs required 
for system operation 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4,  

H-5, H-6] 

HCA-325: 
Maintenance 

Controller provides 
Load OFP when new 
OFP overwrites an 

OFP valid for mission 
conditions. [H-1, H-2, 
H-3, H-4, H-5, H-6] 

 

HCA-326: Mission 
Controller Stops OFP 
load before update is 
complete when new 
OFP data is required 
for mission segment  

[H-1, H-2, H-3,  
H-4, H-5, H-6] 

 STPA-Sec Step 3B: Define controller constraints 

With the information on hazardous control actions, we can now derive controller constraints that 

detail what controller behaviors need to be satisfied to prevent hazardous control actions. Often 

HCAs can be “inverted” to form a controller constraint, and while there should generally be 

complete HCA coverage by controller constraints, there does not need to be a one-to-one 

matching as a single constraint may address multiple HCAs.  

Constraints are a form of requirements. The constraints are derived from the results of the full 

analysis of hazardous control actions. Engineers can use best practices and other guidance to 

develop constraints. The set of MQ 99 constraints in Table 11 are representative and not 

necessarily the only constraints that engineers might elect to develop. 

The complete list of controller constraints is in Appendix A, some examples for illustration are 

below in Table 11. 

Table 11. MQ-99 Example Controller Constraints 

Controller 
constraint # 

Controller Constraint 

Operator 

C-6 
The operator must provide weapons release authorization to valid operator provided targets early enough 

to enable successful employment, and continue that authorization until employment has successfully 
completed [HCA-16, HCA-18, HCA-19] 

Ground Control Station 

C-12 
The ground control station must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified mission data to 

the air vehicle prior to launch [HCA-27, HCA-28, HCA-29, HCA-30] 

Mission Computer 

C-31 
The mission computer must pass necessary, complete, and correct radio messages, and only those 

messages to the communications system [HCA-78, HCA-79, HCA-80] 

C-54 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified position data to the 

autopilot when the air vehicle is in operation [HCA-131, HCA-132, HCA-133, HCA-134] 

C-75 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified targeting data to the 

stores management system before weapons employment [HCA-176, HCA-177, HCA-178, HCA-179] 

Communications System 

C-89 
The communications must pass necessary, complete, encrypted, and correct radio messages, and only 

those messages to the antennas [HCA-206, HCA-207, HCA-208] 
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Controller 
constraint # 

Controller Constraint 

Autopilot 

C-105 
The autopilot must pass correct, current, complete, secured, and verified commanded aircraft attitude data 

to the flight control system [HCA-241, HCA-242] 

Flight Control Computer 

C-106 
The flight control computer must pass correct, current, complete, secured, and verified flight control position 

commands to the flight controls [HCA-243, HCA-244] 

Engine Controller 

C-121 
The engine controller will provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified commanded thrust data 

to the engine [HCA-272, HCA-273, HCA-274] 

Maintenance System 

C-146 
The maintenance system must only allow the loading of authorized and correct OFPs into systems  

[HCA-324, HCA-325] 

C-147 
The maintenance system must verify that complete OFPs are loaded successfully into systems  

[HCA-326] 

With these controller constraints defined, the analysis can move onto the next step of STPA-Sec 

of developing risk scenarios. However, before that, it is worth briefly discussing how these 

controller constraints can also provide a bridge to truly useful cybersecurity requirements for 

design. 

 STPA-Sec controller constraints and security requirements 

In addition to leading to risk scenarios, controller constraints can become the foundation of 

security requirements that the system must meet to avoid any unacceptable losses. Developing 

effective cybersecurity requirements has historically been a major challenge for weapon systems, 

aviation platforms, and cyber physical systems. Often, due to a lack of a better approach, 

programs used traditional-IT requirements rooted in compliance to “best practices” and controls. 

This approach has been shown numerous times to be ineffective as documented by the scathing 

annual reports on weapon systems cybersecurity testing presented by the Director of Operational 

Test and Evaluation every year to Congress, as well as other sources such as General Accounting 

Office reports.34 

While STPA-Sec controller constraints are not requirements that can simply be handed to design 

engineers, they do provide a path forward to derive those requirements based on the thorough 

systems engineering analysis that STPA-Sec is founded on. Controller constraints tell designers 

what various components and systems must do; requirements must extend this further to explain 

how those components will function in a way that will enforce those security constraints. 

As an example, consider controller constraint C-54, which states that, “The mission computer 

must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified position data to the autopilot when 

the air vehicle is in operation.”  What is “current” in this context? Is it 10 minutes, 10 seconds, 

10 micro-seconds, or something else? Following good requirements practice as documented in 

sources such as the INCOSE requirements handbook,35 this specific part of the constraint would 

 
34 For examples see Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, FY 2018 Annual Report (Washington D.C., DOT&E, 

2018), Director, Operational Test and Evaluation, FY 2019 Annual Report (Washington D.C., DOT&E, 2019), and 

General Accounting Office Report to the Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate, Weapon Systems 

Cybersecurity: DOD Just Beginning to Grapple with Scale of Vulnerabilities (Washington D.C., GAO, 2018). 
35 International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), Guide for Writing Requirements (San Diego, CA, 

INCOSE, 2019). 
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be pulled out and made into its own requirement with the necessary quantification that also 

enables testing of the requirement. A potential example might be, “Position data presented to the 

autopilot by the mission computer must have no more than one second lag”. “Secured” would 

also need to be broken down into one or multiple requirements and might involve particular 

security or encryption protocols that would be used to secure communication of the position data 

between the mission computer and autopilot. Requirements derivation would continue until there 

was a set of requirements that completely describe everything the two systems are going to do 

that will ensure controller constraint C-54 is met. 

Using controller constraints in this way to derive requirements means they are focused on only 

the things that are required for the secure functioning of the system and nothing else. One of the 

issues with compliance-based controls is the list of controls tends to grow to a point where it is 

unachievable for any program to implement them all. Controls based security accreditation 

processes such as the RMF attempt to mitigate this through the use of overlays and tailoring, and 

STPA-Sec controller constraints provides a way to do focused and aggressive tailoring based on 

the losses, hazards, and functioning of the system instead of a broad overlay that attempts to 

apply to a broad range of systems such as “aircraft”. 

 STPA-Sec Step 4: Identify loss scenarios (URAMS risk scenarios) 

The final step of STPA-Sec and the analyze portion of URAMS is to identify scenarios where a 

hazardous control action can lead to a hazard, which can lead to a loss. In both STPA and STPA-

Sec, the scenarios are referred to as “loss scenarios.”  When STPA-Sec is used in conjunction 

with URAMS, the loss scenarios are converted into URAMS risk scenario structure described 

below.36 

Generating risk scenarios represents the transition point between STPA-Sec and URAMS. 

STPA-Sec generates a set of plausible loss scenarios based upon the Hazardous Control Actions 

and the functional control structure model. STPA-Sec tends to generate a large number of loss 

scenarios that may not all be of interest to analysts conducting URAMS. In practice, the STPA-

Sec scenarios are “rolled up” into a set of URAMS relevant risk scenarios. One key difference 

between URAMS risk scenarios and STPA-Sec loss scenarios is that STPA-Sec loss scenarios 

are developed to primarily inform future design choices through a process called security guided 

design. The goal of URAMS is assessment and measurement of the risk associated with current 

design choices already made. security guided design and security informed assessment (via 

URAMS) are really two sides of the same coin. Ideally, URAMS provides feedback to 

stakeholders to enable them to assess the various engineering choices made based on the 

guidance provided through the STPA-Sec. URAMS risk scenarios support early assessments 

because they include design assumptions as a proxy for planned future design decisions that 

stakeholders intend to include in the design. For example, the Berserker will likely have some 

type of encrypted communications. STPA-Sec loss scenarios capture generic losses where 

encryption problems (once developed) might lead to a loss. In the STPA-sec loss scenario, an 

encryption problem might be reflected in a loss scenario formed from a case where a controller 

issued a control action, but it was not received. Later in the design process (after details like the 

key management process are decided) then the scenario could be manifested in a case where 

there was a problem with the crypto load and the receiving component did not have the correct 

 
36 Future STPA-Sec papers and guidebooks will describe the conversion from basic STPA/STPA-Sec scenarios into 

the Risk Scenario Structure.  
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crypto. The STPA-Sec loss scenarios do not include “facts not yet in evidence” (such as whether 

encryption will be used, to what level, on what components, key management process, etc.) 

However, the URAMS process brings future assumptions to bear to better understand and assess 

the overall risk in a more holistic manner. Simply put, STPA-Sec loss scenarios only include 

details that have been specified, but URAMS assesses based on the assumptions that these details 

will eventually be included. 

 Risk scenario structure 

To ensure continuity throughout the entire URAMS process, each risk scenario is assigned a “R” 

prefix number as it will eventually become a risk once assessed or measured. Risk scenarios also 

follow the format discussed in section 2.3 as the story of a potential threat exploiting a 

vulnerability to impact a critical sub-system or component leading to mission loss. To help 

structure the scenarios in this example and to encourage the addition of useful detail this formula 

was utilized: 

A <tier X> cyber attacker gains access to the <critical component> through 

<access/vulnerability> and uses <threat technique> to cause <effect/impact> 

For a standard tiering of cyber attackers, this analysis utilized the well-known six tier structure 

from the Defense Science Board’s Resilient Military Systems and the Advanced Cyber Threat.37  

The six tiers are: 

• Tier 1: script kiddies and non-malicious actors 

• Tier 2: criminals, disgruntled workers and programmers 

• Tier 3: crime groups and hacktivists 

• Tier 4: organized crime groups and cyber mercenaries 

• Tier 5: middle-tier nation state attackers 

• Tier 6: top-tier nation state attackers 

In the scenarios the tier identified is a minimum tier, higher tier attackers will be able to attack 

using the same approach and will typically use whatever approach requires the least amount of 

resources, if standard Tier 1 approaches and tools will work, a Tier 6 attacker will use those to 

avoid using tools and approaches that can be held in reserve for the future. 

The critical component is the controller or the controlled process from the control structure and 

the Hazardous Control Action analysis. There is no additional work required. Likewise, the 

access or vulnerabilities have already been identified through the Control Structure generation 

process. To examine potential vectors, engineers need only look to the control structure to 

identify what controllers or other elements can provide updates or pass information to the 

controller.  

For threat techniques the standard categorizations widely used in threat modeling can be 

extremely helpful. One of the best known is STRIDE, which was developed by Microsoft’s 

Adam Shostack.38  STRIDE is a mnemonic for categorizing the various ways threats can attack 

 
37 Defense Science Board, Task Force Report: Resilient Military Systems and the Advanced Cyber Threat 

(Washington, D.C., Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, 2013), 3. 
38 Adam Shostack, Threat Modeling: Designing for Security (Amazon: Wiley, 2014). 
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systems. The linkage between STPA-Sec and STRIDE demonstrates that the two methods can be 

complimentary.39  A brief description of STRIDE is provided in Table 12 below. 

Table 12. STRIDE Threat Modeling Categories40 

Category Description 

Spoofing 
The threat pretends to be something they are not, a potential weapon systems example is an adversary 

controlled minor subsystem sending messages on the data bus claiming to be the mission computer 

Tampering 
The threat modifies something intended to achieve their effect, these modifications can be in hardware 
or software, an adversary who modifies a sensor’s software so that their forces are not detected would 

be one example 

Repudiation 
The threat causes some part of the system to deny or hide something it did, an example might be 

erasing logs 

Information 
Disclosure 

The threat exfiltrates information from the system for their use, an example might be a system that 
sends its position to an adversary through a covert communications channel 

Denial of Service 
The threat prevents some portion of the system from providing the capability it is intended to provide, an 
example might be an adversary causing a device on a data bus to transmit continuously, shutting down 

communication on that bus 

Elevation of 
Privilege 

The threat uses systems or accesses in ways not intended, one example is the threat causing a device 
on a data bus to become the bus controller, when it is not intended to have that role 

Access should be considered in risk scenarios as well since there should be some plausible attack 

path from a particular adversary to the vulnerability they will plan to exploit. If there is no 

realistic threat access, there is no realistic risk scenario. Vulnerabilities in risk scenarios can 

include many things beyond software flaws, they could be vulnerabilities in hardware, software, 

or operational procedures. Finally, the risk scenario must identify an effect or impact that could 

potentially lead to one of the unacceptable losses identified in step 1 of STPA-Sec. Fortunately, 

the effect or impact can generally be pulled directly from the HCA table previously developed. 

 STPA-Sec Step 4A: Using HCAs and controller constraints to develop risk scenarios 

While there are many elements to a good risk scenario, a practical way to develop risk scenarios 

is to go through each HCA and controller constraint and ask how an adversary could create the 

HCA or overcome the controller constraints by using each of the STRIDE elements. If one of the 

STRIDE categories seems to apply, then the analyst determines how an adversary might get to 

that part of the system with the capability needed to execute the attack. Finally, if that attack 

could generate an effect that could lead to a loss, a risk scenario can be constructed. 

This structured process can save analysts a great deal of time in the long run because analysts do 

not spend large amounts of time working on risk scenarios that turn out to be irrelevant as they 

are eliminated up front. As an example of a good risk scenario consider R-11 which states, “A 

tier 5 cyber attacker gains access to the traditional-IT maintenance system through an Internet 

based attack and uses tampering to alter OFPs loaded onto the MQ-99 giving the attacker control 

over MQ-99 functioning [HCA-325, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4]”. 

It is a good practice to identify both the HCA that drove the development of a risk scenario as 

well as the losses that it can lead to. However, in some cases, listing out all the HCAs does not 

add additional value and only one HCA is listed. R-11 is an example of this as if an adversary 

had the ability to maliciously alter Operational Flight Programs (OFPs) on the MQ-99 they could 

 
39 Young, Basic Introduction to STPA for Security (STPA-Sec) Available at http://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/wp-

content/uploads/2020/07/STPA-Sec-Tutorial.pdf 
40 Adam Shostack, Threat Modeling: Designing for Security (Amazon: Wiley, 2014), 9-10. 
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cause most of the HCAs. Listing just HCA-325 keeps the analysis succinct, but in some cases 

several HCAs are listed to provide clarity. 

Note that if STPA and STPA-Sec are done together, there can be significant efficiency gains as 

much of the work overlaps and both safety and security issues can be addressed early in the 

design. However, since STPA has been discussed in detail elsewhere, this analysis will only 

focus on security related risk scenarios where an adversary deliberately takes an action designed 

to cause a loss.41 For example, a flight control computer failing due to an unintentional 

manufacturing flaw would not be considered in this security focused analysis, but an adversary 

deliberately introducing a manufacturing flaw through a supply chain attack would. 

 STPA-Sec Steps 4B and 4C: Additional techniques to identify risk scenarios 

Another extremely powerful technique to refine existing risk scenarios or develop new ones is 

through some form of wargaming where different groups represent threat actors or defenders. 

When well executed, this process can yield very rich scenarios that no one analyst would 

discover on their own. There are a number of very useful structures for this type of wargame, the 

DoD’s Cyber Table Top process is one of the most common that has a long track record of 

success.42 

An additional place to look for risk scenarios is in the Cyber Survivability Attributes (CSAs) 

developed in the Cyber Survivability Enhancement Implementation Guide published by the Joint 

Staff. 43 There are ten different CSAs intended to protect weapon systems from attack and as 

these form the basis of most new weapon systems cybersecurity work, they can provide good 

source material for risk scenarios. 

A final area that can be useful to examine is any RMF work that has been done on the system. If 

there are controls the program intends to put in place, looking at those controls and the attacks 

they are intended to prevent can also generate ideas for different risk scenarios. The intention is 

to have a large number and broad range of richly detailed and plausible risk scenarios. 

Note that only risk scenarios that could be affected by the Berserker system were included. For 

example, a denial-of-service attack on the command and control network was out of scope as 

there is nothing the Berserker system can do to affect that, but spoofed command and control 

messages were in scope as the Berserker could be designed with verification capabilities to 

ensure command and control messages are genuine. A subset of the risk scenarios developed for 

the MQ-99 Berserker are below in Table 13, and the complete list can be found in Appendix A.  

Table 13. MQ-99 Berserker Risk Scenarios 

Risk 
Scenario # 

Risk Scenario 

R-1 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the ground control station through a supply chain attack on 

the software production and/or transmission process and uses tampering to alter weapons release 
authorization, targeting, waypoint, or mission data [HCA-28, HCA-32, HCA-35, HCA-36, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

 
41 For the best description of the STPA process see, Nancy G. Leveson and John P. Thomas, STPA Handbook, 

March 2018, https://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/materials/. 
42 Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Developmental Test and Evaluation, The Department of Defense Cyber 

Table Top Guidebook (Washington D.C., DT&E, 2018). 
43 Joint, Staff, Cyber Survivability Endorsement Implementation Guide, Version 2.0, 17. 

https://psas.scripts.mit.edu/home/materials/
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Risk 
Scenario # 

Risk Scenario 

R-2 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the air vehicle communications link through insecure 

communications channels with the ground station and uses spoofing to send malicious mission data to the air 
vehicle [HCA-28, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-11 
A tier 6 cyber attacker gains access to the air vehicle communications system through a supply chain attack 

and uses information disclosure to cause the air vehicle to send the location of the flight lead passed over the 
datalink [HCA-207, L-1, L-2] 

R-21 
A tier 6 cyber attacker gains access to the mission computer OFP through a supply chain attack on the 

software development and distribution system and uses tampering to modify the OFP to enable adversary 
control of the MQ-99 [HCA-325, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-22 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the traditional-IT maintenance system through an Internet 

based attack and uses tampering to alter OFPs loaded onto the MQ-99 giving the attacker control over MQ-99 
functioning [HCA-325, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-23 
A tier 6 adversary gains access to the OFP loading capability of the mission computer through an elevation of 

privilege attack that bypasses the physical safeguards on the vehicle and enables the adversary to load 
malicious OFPs into components [HCA-273, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-30 
A tier 5 cyber attacker gains access to the traditional-IT maintenance system through a supply chain attack 

and uses tampering to alter OFPs loaded onto the MQ-99 giving the attacker control over MQ-99 functioning  
[HCA-325, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-31 
A tier 6 adversary gains access to a component connected to the data bus through a supply chain attack and 

uses spoofing to manipulate or take control of the air vehicle [HCA-132, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

These risk scenarios become the key input from STPA-Sec into the rest of the URAMS process, 

but the analysis that went into creating them has multiple benefits that can also be realized apart 

from risk assessment and measurement. One multifaceted benefit is the inherent traceability from 

mission critical functions and loss scenarios back to the system architecture. With this 

traceability, analysis can be completed to understand how variant components and control 

actions could be selected to mitigate the identified loss scenarios and inversely, to understand 

how design changes can impact system security. 

 Using STPA-Sec results to identify and track security assumptions as leading 

indicators 

A powerful way that STPA-Sec results can be used is by collecting and monitoring the 

assumptions made by analysts throughout the STPA-Sec process. For the analysis of the MQ-99 

we tracked assumptions in three different categories: design assumptions, threat assumptions, 

and operating environment assumptions, as shown in the following Tables 14 through 16. 

Whenever an assumption was made such as that the MQ-99 will use a traditional avionics data 

bus it was added to the list.  

Table 14. MQ-99 Design Assumptions 

Design 
Assumption # 

Assumption 

AD-1 MQ-99 will utilize NSA type 1 encryption on all communications channels used for command traffic 

AD-2 
All OFPs for MQ-99 systems and components will be cryptographically signed by the developers using 

industry best-practice encryption and each component will check the signature before accepting any new 
OFP load  

AD-3 
All logic bearing components and sub-systems of the MQ-99 will utilize a hardware root of trust and will 

send out an error message and refuse to power on if the root of trust cannot be verified 

AD-4 
MQ-99 will utilize a combination of a MIL-STD 1553 data bus and TCP/IP networks for passing data and 

messages between components 
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Design 
Assumption # 

Assumption 

AD-5 
MQ-99 maintenance loaders will be COTS notebooks running standard Windows operating systems that 

will be handled and stored in accordance with strict physical security measures 

AD-6 
MQ-99 maintenance loaders will have unneeded functionality removed via hardware whenever possible 

and software and registry settings when necessary 

AD-7 
MQ-99 maintenance loaders will utilize COTS wireless technology to communicate and pull information 

from logistics systems 

AD-8 MQ-99 maintenance loaders will be actively monitored and defended by operational cyber defenders 

AD-9 
MQ-99 mission data including threat parametric can be updated in flight from the ground station over an 

encrypted channel, and the MQ-99 will check for a valid digital signature before loading 

AD-10 
MQ-99 will include a sanitize or zeroize function that will securely erase all sensitive data when 

commanded by the ground station 

AD-11 Non-GPS navigation sensors will provide sufficient accuracy to enable effective MQ-99 operations 

AD-12 MQ-99 will always use encrypted GPS and will not rely on unencrypted civilian GPS signals. 

AD-13 
MQ-99 can be powered on and OFPs can be loaded in all components through a single data port in the 

storage and shipping container, cryptographic keys can be loaded through a separate cryptographic 
keying port in the storage container 

AD-14 MQ-99 will not have logging or monitoring built into the components or data bus 

AD-15 
All MQ-99 software will the thoroughly reviewed for potential security issues by state-of-the-art static and 

dynamic code checking techniques 

AD-16 
MQ-99 will not accept OFP loading into any component unless a physical maintenance load switch is 

activated on the individual vehicle placing it temporarily into maintenance mode 

AD-17 
All access points into and off the MQ-99 system will be hardened and only allow mission necessary 

communication 

 

Table 15. MQ-99 Threat Assumptions 

Threat 
Assumption # 

Assumption 

AT-1 
Adversaries will be unable to break NSA type 1 encryption in mission-relevant timeframes to enable them 

to spoof MQ-99 command traffic 

AT-2 Tier 6 adversaries will be able to implant insider threats into the supply chain 

AT-3 
Adversaries will seek opportunities to access MQ-99 technical data and will be successful in exfiltrating 

all relevant unclassified design data 

AT-4 Adversaries will be able to deny reliable GPS capability during portions of the MQ-99s operations 

 

Table 16. MQ-99 Operating Environment Assumptions 

Environment 
Assumption # 

Assumption 

AE-1 MQ-99 will operate from austere forward locations with minimal communications capability 

AE-2 For high priority missions, warfighters will be willing to sacrifice MQ-99s 

This set of assumptions is for a system that has been very securely designed from the beginning. 

Very few current systems can claim to have met the design assumptions in Table 14 and that will 

drive a relatively low cyber risk for the Berserker compared to legacy systems.  

These assumptions can also serve as leading indicators, or an early warning system that risk may 

be increasing or decreasing as the assumptions change. For a system early in conceptual design 

like the MQ-99, this can be especially powerful if designers have the list of assumptions and 

inform security personnel if any of the assumptions change as the design evolves. For example, 

AD-4 states that “MQ-99 will utilize a combination of a MIL-STD 1553 data bus and TCP/IP 

networks for passing data and messages between components”, if this changes and engineers 
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decide to solely utilize a MIL-STD 1553 data bus, the STPA-Sec analysis should be revised and 

updated. 

On the threat side, if assumptions change, they can have an extreme impact. Consider AT-1 

which states, “Adversaries will be unable to break NSA type 1 encryption in mission-relevant 

timeframes to enable them to spoof MQ-99 command traffic.” If this assumption proves to no 

longer be true because an adversary develops quantum computers capable of rapidly breaking 

NSA type 1 encryption, the entire security posture of the MQ-99 may suddenly become so 

untenable that it has to be completely rearchitected or even cancelled completely as it can no 

longer accomplish its mission in the expected threat environment. These assumptions can also be 

given to the intelligence personnel supporting the program and they can track them while looking 

for any potential intelligence that calls these assumptions into question. 

With the risk scenarios generated by STPA-Sec in hand, analysts can enter the assessment phase 

to prioritize and cluster the risk scenarios. While analysts can jump directly to full quantitative 

analysis utilizing PRM, more often organizations will start with a qualitative method such as RA. 
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6 ASSESS AND CLUSTER—RISK ASSESSMENT (RA) 

The simplest and fastest tool to assess risk scenarios is RA, which offers a lightweight approach 

that limits some of the known flaws in risk cubes, while not requiring additional resources or 

complex numerical calculations than normal risk cubes. RA uses qualitative scoring by the same 

groups of SMEs utilized to build traditional risk cubes. However, the experts can assign 

numerical scores anywhere on a 0–100 scale for the sub-elements of the components. This 

broader range scale, along with detailed categorization that explains what different numbers 

represent for different elements is intended to at least partially mitigate the range compression 

that was discussed in section 2.4. 

Some risk communities are principally focused on the risk that the system will be unable to 

accomplish its mission, as discussed in section 2.5. Other risk communities are principally 

focused on the financial risk to the organization from cyber-attacks on the system, and some risk 

communities are interested in both types of risk. Therefore, all the tools in URAMS are built to 

enable assessing or measuring risk using either mission loss or financial loss. The RA structure 

of elements and sub-elements for financial risk is shown below in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. RA Financial Risk Elements 

As is common in risk assessment systems, risk is fundamentally considered to be a combination 

of consequence and likelihood multiplied together. In this case financial consequence is 

considered to be a combination of the financial consequence of the risk scenario affecting every 

single platform or system across the entire fleet at the same time as well as the percentage of the 

fleet that is expected to be attacked. These two factors have been separated into two sub-

elements because some of the variation in scoring between analysts can be attributed to different 

unstated assumptions on how widespread an attack will be. Breaking them into two elements 

forces analysts to think about the financial impact of a fleet-wide attack and how wide an attack 

is expected to be separately and overtly. 

As a qualitative system, RA does not require that analysts directly estimate the likelihood of an 

attack and instead assumes that annual likelihood will be proportional to the combination of 

vulnerability exposure, threat capability, and threat intent all scored on a 0-100 scale. This is of 

course a key assumption and if a different set of criteria are believed to be better connected to 

likelihood in a particular environment they could be used instead. However, if direct input of 

likelihood is desired, PRM should be used instead of RA or RAU. 

It is critical to note that, throughout URAMS, likelihood is assumed to be calculated on an 

annual basis. For operational environments that are normally steady state, such as airline 
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operations throughout a calendar year, this is easy to assess. In the military sphere, this 

assumption becomes much more problematic, because analysts could be thinking of one year of 

peacetime training operations, or one year of high-intensity conflict with a near-peer nation state, 

which would yield wildly different results. Accordingly, in a military operational context, some 

assumptions need to be explicitly made about what type of operations will occur during the year. 

In the absence of direction from the warfighter, and based on recent history, a reasonable starting 

point to use is two weeks of high-intensity conflict, six weeks of low-intensity counterinsurgency 

operations, and ten months of peacetime training to make up the year of operations. While these 

percentages can be easily adjusted as needed, the assumption should be explicit and clearly 

understood by all analysts providing scoring as well as users of the results. 

Finally, there will typically not be any one set of experts who are able to assess every one of the 

financial RA inputs with accuracy. Fleet financial consequence should be assessed by actuaries 

and financial experts who have the experience and tools to understand the financial impact of 

negative scenarios. Attack breadth and vulnerability exposure will typically be best assessed by 

the design engineers and cyber experts responsible for designing a secure system and understand 

both the technical details of the proposed system, as well as the technical details of potential 

attacks in risk scenarios. Finally, threat capability and threat intent should be assessed by threat 

intelligence experts, who will typically be more available in the defense space. For smaller 

commercial companies, cyber attack experts well-versed in current threat tactics, and historical 

attacks may be a reasonable substitute for dedicated intelligence experts. 

Mission based RA follows a similar structure to financial based RA and the mission-based risk 

elements are shown below in Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15. RA Financial Risk Elements 

The main difference between the financial and mission-based versions of RA is that fleet wide 

financial cost is estimated directly, and fleet wide mission consequence is assumed to be 

proportional to a combination of three elements much like annual likelihood. The three elements 

in this case are effect persistence, effect significance, and vulnerability severity. 

The assessment of effect persistence, effect significance, vulnerability severity, attack breadth, 

and vulnerability exposure are all expected to be accomplished by the design engineers and cyber 

experts on the system. Similar to financial risk, threat capability and threat intent should be 

assessed by intelligence experts if they are available. For RA to be effective though, all of these 

factors need to be classified in the same way by different experts. This is where clear 

classification guidance is critical for each element as discussed below. 
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 RA Annual Likelihood 

For both financial and mission consequence, RA’s annual likelihood is determined by a 

combination of vulnerability exposure, threat capability, and threat intent. 

 Vulnerability Exposure 

Vulnerability exposure measures how accessible a vulnerability is to an adversary. A 

vulnerability in a system without direct connections to the outside world is far less accessible 

than a vulnerability in a public-facing web server connected to the Internet. A "standalone" 

system is still vulnerable to attack because there are still multiple ways an adversary can get to 

the system, but it is far more difficult and thus, all else being equal, has less risk than a system 

with a direct persistent connection to the Internet. Given these considerations, the categorization 

for scoring vulnerability exposure is below in Table 17. 

Table 17. Vulnerability Exposure Classification 

Vulnerability Exposure Classification 

100 Vulnerability has a persistent, open Internet connection with no effective cyber defenses 

90 
Vulnerability is accessible via a persistent Internet connection with minimally effective cyber defenses in place that 

can be overcome with open source tools 

80 
Vulnerability is accessible via a persistent Internet connection with cyber defenses in place that can be overcome 

with readily available tools 

70 
Vulnerability is accessible via a persistent Internet connection with cyber defenses in place that can be overcome 

with common cyber attacks 

60 
Vulnerability is reasonably accessible such as via a persistent network connection with high-level cyber defenses or 

commonly utilized cyber attacks 

50 Vulnerability is moderately accessible such as via an intermittent network connection or known cyber attacks 

40 
Vulnerability can only be accessed with difficulty such as via a rarely connected network connection or higher-level 

cyber attack 

30 
Vulnerability can only be accessed with great difficulty such as via physical means and overcoming minimal physical 

security or through complex cyber attacks 

20 
Vulnerability can only be accessed via very challenging methods such as physical means and overcoming some 

physical security or top-tier complex cyber attacks 

10 
Vulnerability can only be accessed via extraordinary efforts such as physical means and overcoming significant 

physical security or unprecedented cyber attacks 

0 Vulnerability has no realistic way to be accessed by an adversary 

 Threat Capability 

Measuring the amount of cyber threat is tremendously challenging. Conceptually, it seems that it 

should be relatively straightforward to measure an adversary’s capability and intent like we do in 

the other warfighting domains. However, there are some challenges specific to cyberspace that 

make this more difficult than in the physical domains. 

First, even if we are analyzing known historical attacks, there is always some uncertainty in 

attribution. Well-resourced intelligence agencies can often develop a high level of confidence on 

which adversary took a particular action. However, there is still some ambiguity and doubt 

because another adversary might have framed the first. During the attack on Pearl Harbor, there 

were Japanese insignia on the aircraft, and the Japanese immediately declared war and stated 

they made the attack. In cyberspace, it is just as likely the “aircraft” will be wearing some other 

country's insignia, and the ships are not nearly as traceable. When we move to look at adversary 

capability, things are not much better. 
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Intelligence agencies have spent decades figuring out what physical weapon systems different 

adversary countries are building and how they work. Numerous evidence sources are combined 

to estimate how well adversary systems, such as new aircraft, are expected to function and what 

their strengths and weaknesses are. Unfortunately, most of those sources of evidence for physical 

weapon systems are nonexistent or extremely difficult to find for cyber weapons. Cyber weapons 

can be developed in any non-descript office building with a handful of people and stored 

anywhere, on any storage device. 

We certainly want to seek all the intelligence we can get on adversary capabilities and intent. 

However, both are very hard to determine, and our level of confidence that we have most of the 

relevant information will normally be low. These are important caveats, but we can utilize the 

two traditional elements of capability and intent to measure threat. 

Threat capability can be determined at a general level using various methodologies. In most 

cases, for the scenarios we are concerned about, the threat capability level will be uniformly high 

as the threat is likely very capable nation-state adversaries. However, the scoring of threat 

capability is based on the expected threat's capability to execute the specific attack under 

consideration. Some nation-states have much greater capabilities in certain areas, and if multiple 

adversaries are under consideration, the most capable adversary should be used to set threat 

capability. These threat capability classifications are defined in Figure 18 below:  

Table 18. Threat Capability Classification 

Threat Capability Classification 

100 Executing the attack is trivial for the threat and can be done with standard openly available tools 

90 Executing the attack is easy for the threat and can be done with commercially available tools 

80 Executing the attack is easy for the threat and can be done with internally available tools 

70 Executing the attack is easy and requires minimal tool development or commitment of resources  

60 Executing the attack is moderately difficult and requires some tool development  

50 Executing the attack is challenging and requires significant tool development and procurement 

40 Executing the attack is challenging and requires a substantial proportion of the threat’s resources 

30 Executing the attack is extremely difficult and requires most of the threat’s resources to be implemented 

20 Executing the attack is beyond the current capability but within projected future capability 

10 Executing the attack is beyond the current and projected capability of the threat 

0 The threat has no realistic way to execute the attack 

 Threat Intent 

Threat intent is even harder to gauge than capability as intentions can change rapidly and easily 

be hidden, but intelligence indicating an adversary has developed cyber weapons in a particular 

area or has studied that area can provide a starting point. If hard measures of intent are not 

available, lower confidence but still useful analysis of a specific attack's plausibility can provide 

a useful stand-in. As an example, we know some countries have talked a great deal about 

attacking our logistical systems in their doctrine and writings, so even if we do not have any 

specific intelligence pointing to these types of attacks, they would certainly be plausible and 

should be scored accordingly. Threat intent classifications are defined in Table 19 below: 

Table 19. Threat Intent Classification 

Threat Intent Classification 

100 
The threat has definitely used this exact attack pattern and technique against the same or similar targets; 

intelligence on expected attack is overwhelming 
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90 
The threat has used this attack pattern and technique against similar targets; intelligence on expected attack is 

conclusive 

80 The threat has previously used very similar attack patterns and techniques; intelligence on expected attack is strong 

70 The threat has previously used related attack techniques or attacked similar targets; intelligence is strong 

60 Ambiguous intelligence lends some credence to this possibility 

50 No specific intelligence has been identified on how likely they would be to utilize this type of attack 

40 No general intelligence has been identified on how likely they would be to utilize this class of attack 

30 Some intelligence suggests they would be unlikely to utilize this type of attack 

20 Preponderance of intelligence suggests they would be unlikely to utilize this type of attack 

10 Significant intelligence and history support that they would be unlikely to utilize this type of attack 

0 
Utilizing this attack pattern against this target would be unprecedented and would go against the current policy of 

and practice by the threat 

 Financial Consequence 

Financial consequence comes in two main components. The first component is the direct 

financial consequences such as damaged or destroyed equipment that must be replaced, or 

compensation paid to customers affected by an attack. While these direct losses can be hard to 

estimate, many years of experience in the insurance and actuarial communities can be leveraged. 

The second category of indirect financial losses are harder to assess but may be vastly more 

important. If a company loses the confidence of its customers to create safe and secure products, 

which causes those customers to choose competitors for their future needs, those losses may be 

far greater than any direct financial results, but are longer lasting and harder to measure. 

 Fleet Financial Consequence 

There are two different ways to measure fleet financial consequence. The first is to maintain the 

0-100 scoring used for all other factors and scale 100 to a financial loss at which the organization 

would fail. In the scoring classification below, that number is simply referred to as $X. The 

second approach, and often the easiest, is to score financial consequence in dollars, or whatever 

currency is typically used by an organization. This is simpler for analysts as they do not have to 

“convert” a dollar value into a 0-100 score which makes the results more intuitive for decision-

makers to understand, and therefore is the approach used in the examples throughout this paper. 

Remember that fleet financial consequence assessed what the likely losses would be if every 

system in operation was affected by a particular risk scenario. For example, a UAS company 

such as the notional ACME Aerospace building the MQ-99 Berserker would determine what 

their loss would be if a risk scenario affected every MQ-99 out in the field at the same time. In 

the next sub-element, that value will be “scaled” by separately considering what percentage of 

the fielded fleet was likely to be affected to produce the overall expected financial consequence. 

Fleet financial consequence classifications are defined in Table 20 below: 

Table 20. Fleet Financial Consequence Classification 

 Fleet Financial Consequence Classification 

100 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would collapse and be forced into bankruptcy, public confidence in 

the organization would be close to zero, total losses would exceed $X 

90 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would be at significant threat of bankruptcy and public confidence in 

the organization would plummet, total losses would exceed 90% of $X 

80 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would face potential bankruptcy and public confidence in the 

organization would be significantly impacted, total losses would exceed 80% of $X 

70 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would suffer substantial losses that would affect organizational 

functioning for at least several years, total losses would exceed 70% of $X 
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60 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would suffer substantial losses that would affect organizational 

functioning for at least a year, total losses would exceed 60% of $X 

50 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would suffer losses that would affect organizational functioning for at 

least several months, total losses would exceed 50% of $X 

40 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would suffer losses that would affect organizational functioning for at 

least a month, total losses would exceed 40% of $X 

30 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would suffer losses that would not greatly affect organizational 

functioning, total losses would exceed 30% of $X 

20 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would not suffer significant losses, 

 total losses would exceed 20% of $X 

10 
If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would not suffer substantial losses,  

total losses would exceed 10% of $X 

0 If this risk scenario occurred, the organization would suffer no discernable financial losses 

 Attack Breadth 

Attack breadth, on the same 0-100 scale assesses what percentage of systems the analyst expects 

to be affected given a particular risk scenario. For example, if a particular scenario would be 

expected to affect 35% of the fleet, the attack breadth score would be 35. Attack breadth 

classifications are defined in Table 21 below: 

Table 21. Attack Breadth Classification 

Attack Breadth Classification 

100 100% of fielded systems will be affected 

90 90% of fielded systems will be affected 

80 80% of fielded systems will be affected 

70 70% of fielded systems will be affected 

60 60% of fielded systems will be affected 

50 50% of fielded systems will be affected 

40 40% of fielded systems will be affected 

30 30% of fielded systems will be affected 

20 20% of fielded systems will be affected 

10 10% of fielded systems will be affected 

0 No fielded systems will be affected 

 Mission Consequence 

Under RA, mission consequence is assumed to be a combination of effect persistence, effect 

significance, and vulnerability severity, scaled by the attack breadth across the fleet. 

 Effect Persistence 

One element of impact missing in many risk management methodologies is accounting for how 

long an effect lasts. Cyber-attacks can be highly effective but also tend to have very short periods 

of effectiveness, much like very sharp glass swords that can cut deeply but also break on the first 

swing. Nation-state cyberattacks available in open sources have typically only been effective on 

a timescale of days or weeks, not months or years, once identified.44 Effect persistence measures 

how long an effect is expected to be active, and the classification is given below in Table 22. 

 
44 For a full discussion of this point see William D. Bryant, International Conflict and Cyberspace Superiority: 

Theory and Practice (London: Routledge, 2017), 171-172. 
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Table 22. Effect Persistence Classification 

Effect Persistence Classification 

100 Effects are permanent; no remediation is possible 

90 Effects will last for months 

80 Effects will last for tens of days 

70 Effects will last for days 

60 Effects will last for tens of hours 

50 Effects will last for hours 

40 Effects will last tens of minutes 

30 Effects will last minutes 

20 Effects will last for tens of seconds 

10 Effects will last for seconds 

0 Effects are too transitory to be detected 

 Effect Significance 

Effect significance is simple to conceptualize but is often extremely difficult to derive. Many risk 

management approaches rely on analysts to determine what functions or sub-systems are most 

“critical”, but this is often extremely difficult to determine. First, non-critical elements of a 

system typically get cut out during the design process, so anything remaining is almost critical by 

definition. When most elements are critical, identifying systems as critical is not useful. Which 

one is more critical in a guided bomb, the targeting system, or the flight controls? The obvious 

answer is that both are critical, and if either one does not function as intended, the entire mission 

will be ineffective.  

A second issue with many criticality analyses is they break the system down into ever smaller 

pieces and then they analyze the pieces separately without adequately considering the 

interactions among the components. Much of modern science is grounded in this analytic 

reduction, and includes three key assumptions: 1) each component or subsystem operates 

independently and analysis results are not distorted when components are considered separately; 

2) components or events are not subject to feedback loops or other nonlinear interactions, and; 3) 

interactions between components are simple enough that they can be considered separately from 

the behavior of the components themselves.45 Unfortunately, none of these assumptions hold for 

typical cyber-physical systems. To understand the mission of a typical cyber-physical system, it 

is necessary to understand not just the components, but how those components interact to create 

emergent behavior that cannot be directly tied to single components. Fortunately, there are 

available methodologies such as STPA-Sec to capture the effects of the system components’ 

interactions. Effect significant classifications are defined in Table 23 below: 

Table 23. Effect Significance Classification 

Effect Significance Classification 

100 Effect will produce catastrophic mission failure with no successful elements 

90 Effect will produce overall mission failure with minimal successful elements 

80 Effect will produce overall mission failure with some successful elements 

70 Effect will produce partial mission failure, overall mission is largely unsuccessful 

60 Effect will produce partial mission failure, with mixed results on overall mission  

50 Effect will produce partial mission failure, overall mission is largely successful 

 
45 Nancy G. Leveson, Engineering a Safer World (Amazon: MIT Press, 2017), Kindle Location 906–914. 
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40 Effect will degrade some mission elements, but overall mission is still successful 

30 Effect will degrade minor mission elements, but overall mission is still successful 

20 Effect will degrade insignificant mission elements, but mission is still successful 

10 Effect will cause degradation in mission elements that is hard to detect 

0 No impact on the mission 

 Vulnerability Severity 

Vulnerability severity is an assessment of how badly the system is impacted if the vulnerability 

is exploited. It is a combination of the level of control granted by a particular vulnerability and 

the scope of that vulnerability. 

Level of control refers to what capability a vulnerability provides to an attacker. A vulnerability 

that enabled an attacker to observe some insignificant data about internal processing, but not to 

see or alter any mission critical data would be an example of a low level of control while a 

vulnerability that enabled “root” or administrative access to change anything across the system 

attacked at will, would have a very high level of control. 

Scope refers to how much of a complete system a vulnerability can reach or affect. For example, 

a vulnerability in a rarely used backup system that has no way to affect or communicate with 

other parts of the system will have a limited scope, while a vulnerability in the mission computer 

that can affect every other major sub-system will have a very high scope. The classification for 

vulnerability severity is below in Table 24. 

Table 24. Vulnerability Severity Classification 

Vulnerability Severity Classification (Level of Control + Scope) 

100 
Vulnerability gives complete control of targeted system including overriding any safety measures, targeted system 

can affect all subsystems and connected systems 

90 
Vulnerability gives control of targeted system with few limitations, targeted system can affect all subsystems  

and connected systems 

80 
Vulnerability gives limited control of targeted system although safety measures restrict adversary actions, targeted 

system can affect all subsystems and connected systems 

70 
Vulnerability gives the ability to manipulate the functioning of targeted system although it is still largely functioning 

as intended, targeted system can affect all subsystems and connected systems 

60 
Vulnerability gives the ability to manipulate some of the functioning of the targeted system although it is still largely 

functioning as intended, targeted system can affect most critical subsystems 

50 
Vulnerability gives the ability to manipulate some of the functioning of the targeted system but not its key functions, 

targeted system can affect some other elements of the system 

40 
Vulnerability gives the ability to manipulate some of the functioning of the targeted system but not its key functions, 

targeted system can only affect few other elements of the system 

30 
Vulnerability gives a limited ability to manipulate some of the functioning of the targeted system but not its key 

functions, targeted system can only affect few other elements of the system 

20 
Vulnerability gives the ability to view, but not change data inside the targeted system, targeted system can access 

data from other elements of the system 

10 
Vulnerability gives the ability to view, but not change limited types of data inside the targeted system, targeted 

system cannot access data from other elements of the system 

0 
Vulnerability gives no useful ability to manipulate or exfiltrate information, no subsystems are affected  

by the vulnerability 
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 RA Assumptions 

RA makes some key assumptions that need to be understood since if these assumptions are not 

true, then RA’s risk scoring will have reduced relevance to the amount of actual risk the 

organization is accepting. 

1. Analysts can accurately assess the sub-elements of RA on a 0-100 scale with minimal 

training and will produce similar outputs for the same input. 

2. RA scores are ratio data and thus can be legitimately multiplied together. 

3. Risk scenarios are independent, and do not change the risk that other scenarios will occur. 

4. Annual likelihood may be estimated as the result of vulnerability exposure, threat 

capability, and threat intent multiplied together, with each contributing equal weight. 

5. Fleetwide financial consequence multiplied by the percentage of systems affected across 

the fleet will yield financial consequence and this relationship is linear where 10% of the 

fleet affected will equal 10% of the fleetwide cost and 90% of the fleet affected will yield 

90% of the fleetwide cost. 

6. Fleetwide mission consequence can be estimated as the result of effect persistence, effect 

significance, and vulnerability severity multiplied together, with each contributing equal 

weight. 

7. Fleetwide mission consequence multiplied by the percentage of systems affected across 

the fleet will yield financial consequence and this relationships is linear where 10% of the 

fleet affected will equal 10% of the fleetwide cost and 90% of the fleet affected will yield 

90% of the fleetwide cost. 

Some of these assumptions are known not to be completely true. For example, numerous studies 

have shown that experts will apply different scores to the same inputs if they are buried in a long 

string of similar scoring scenarios and they do not notice. There is no intention to claim that RA 

is perfectly accurate, the relevant question is if it is accurate enough. As was mentioned earlier, 

George Box famously said that, “all models are wrong, but some are useful” and so a better 

question is if RA is accurate enough to be useful. A follow-on question is if RA’s assumptions 

are not valid, are the assumptions made by a competing risk assessment process more valid, or 

simply not stated and examined openly? If RA is not used, some other process likely will be, and 

the two should be compared against each other, not against a theoretical perfect system that does 

not exist. 

RA can be used as a quick triage and sorting function, and previous work on real systems has 

suggested that RA can accurately sort risks when compared to more rigorous qualitative 

methods, but the scoring can vary significantly from those quantitative methods. Thus, one way 

to use RA is to quickly sort risks with the intention of more carefully assessing higher risks 

utilizing more rigorous methods. 

 Displaying RA and Translating into “Risk Cube” 

Since senior leaders are used to seeing risk presented on risk cubes, it is useful to be able to 

display RA scoring in a similar fashion, and the way that RA risks are combined up to a 

combination of mission or financial consequence and annual likelihood enables an easy way to 

accomplish this. Simply plotting likelihood on the y-axis and consequence on the x-axis will 
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produce a similar looking chart to the typical 1-5 scored risk cube and will be easily interpreted 

by anyone familiar with risk cubes even if they are not familiar with the details of RA. 

As a simple RA mission risk illustration in Figure 16, consider a notional hand launched UAS 

Product A. In this simple example, there are only three generic risk scenarios for illustration. R1 

is that an adversary could capture and exfiltrate mission data off the system, R2 is that an 

adversary could execute a denial of service against a system component, and R3 is that an 

adversary could inject arbitrary commands into a sub-system. 

 

Figure 16. RA Mission Risk Illustration 

This format is easily interpreted by those used to seeing risk cubes, with higher risk in the upper 

right, but it is not necessarily immediately apparent whether R2 or R3 has higher risk. However, 

the mission risk calculation that multiplies consequence by likelihood provides an easy way to 

determine that scenario R2 has about 30% higher risk than scenario R3. Table 25 provides a 

Product A RA mission risk Illustration. 
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Table 25. Product A RA Mission Risk Illustration 

 

For the same example system, the financial risk can also be explored. The financial risk chart is 

below in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. RA Financial Risk Illustration 

The overall financial risk is below in Table 26. 

Table 26. Product A RA Financial Risk Illustration 

 

Mission Risk

Risk 

Scenario Short Description Expected

R1 Exfiltrate Mission Data 0.0358

R2 Denial of Service 0.2568

R3 Command Injection 0.2077

Financial Risk

Risk 

Scenario Short Description Expected

R1 Exfiltrate Mission Data $16.5

R2 Denial of Service $79.2

R3 Command Injection $74.9
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With an understanding of this simple example, we can now turn back to the MQ-99 to see how 

RA can illustrate a more complex system’s risk. 

 RA Berserker Example 

When experts scored the 33 MQ-99 Berserker risks, the risks generally scored quite low based 

on the design assumptions discussed in Section 5.5. These assumptions, if they remained true in 

the detailed design and production of the MQ-99 vehicle would make it very challenging to 

access and attack, much more so than most legacy systems operational today. The RA mission 

risk chart for the Berserker is below in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18. MQ-99 RA Mission Risk Chart 

The section in the lower left could be expanded to show the risks with less clutter but the 

prioritized list of mission risks is easier to interpret. Table 27 provides a list of the RA prioritized 

mission risks. 
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Table 27. MQ-99 RA Prioritized Mission Risks 

 

  

Risk 

Scenario Short Description Mission Risk

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control 0.866%

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs 0.847%

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads 0.711%

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data 0.444%

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus 0.300%

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission 0.281%

R33 Supply chain component denial of service data bus 0.217%

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass 0.197%

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR 0.163%

R20 GSC supply chain OFP tampering manipulate comms 0.144%

R19 Spoof C&C message authorize weapons employment 0.127%

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV 0.095%

R32 Supply chain tampering reduce engine life 0.091%

R25 GPS denial of service 0.077%

R14 AV comm link spoofing targeting data 0.077%

R27 Spoof C&C messages via insecure comms 0.073%

R15 AV comm link spoofing weapon release 0.059%

R16 AV comm link spoofing jettison command 0.056%

R11 Supply chain comm system attack send location 0.054%

R26 Crypto attack datalink spoofing IADS data 0.051%

R18 AV crypto broken dive into target 0.044%

R12 Supply chain software develop send location 0.039%

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data 0.039%

R17 AV comm link information disclosure position 0.034%

R13 Wireless MX attack spoofing and tampering 0.030%

R3 Insider malicious mission computer info disclosure 0.028%

R9 Spoof parachute deploy via insecure comms 0.020%

R8 Spoof C&C messages via hardware supply chain 0.017%

R4 Insider support equip access to avionics 0.011%

R7 RF attack on comm system inject false 0.007%

R10 Spoof flight lead messages via insecure comms 0.006%

R6 RF attack on comm system mislead EO/IR 0.006%

R5 Insider plus crypto attack on GCS AV link 0.002%
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The view of the Berserker risks from a financial perspective is similar, although some of the high 

risks are more spread out with higher financial consequence even though likelihood remains low. 

Figure 19 shows the RA financial risk for the MQ-99. 

 

Figure 19. MQ-99 RA Financial Risk Chart 
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The prioritized list of financial risks, as show in Table 28, is similar to the list of mission risks. 

Table 28. MQ-99 RA Prioritized Financial Risks 

 

While the list is still generally in the same order as the mission risks, it is not surprising that there 

is some variation as some risks will be more impactful from a mission versus financial 

perspective despite the fact that they have the same likelihood in both cases. 

RA provides a fast and easy way to initially assess risks, but if some assessment of uncertainty is 

also desired, RAU provides the next level of analysis and means to view risks with uncertainty. 

  

Risk 

Scenario Short Description Financial Risk

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control $2.458

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs $2.417

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data $1.917

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission $1.503

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads $1.206

R25 GPS denial of service $1.162

R11 Supply chain comm system attack send location $1.139

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR $1.011

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus $0.978

R27 Spoof C&C messages via insecure comms $0.927

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass $0.757

R26 Crypto attack datalink spoofing IADS data $0.729

R33 Supply chain component denial of service data bus $0.556

R3 Insider malicious mission computer info disclosure $0.531

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV $0.501

R12 Supply chain software develop send location $0.488

R19 Spoof C&C message authorize weapons employment $0.433

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data $0.429

R15 AV comm link spoofing weapon release $0.360

R32 Supply chain tampering reduce engine life $0.322

R13 Wireless MX attack spoofing and tampering $0.278

R14 AV comm link spoofing targeting data $0.247

R16 AV comm link spoofing jettison command $0.230

R20 GSC supply chain OFP tampering manipulate comms $0.226

R8 Spoof C&C messages via hardware supply chain $0.184

R17 AV comm link information disclosure position $0.178

R18 AV crypto broken dive into target $0.157

R9 Spoof parachute deploy via insecure comms $0.090

R7 RF attack on comm system inject false $0.080

R4 Insider support equip access to avionics $0.080

R10 Spoof flight lead messages via insecure comms $0.059

R5 Insider plus crypto attack on GCS AV link $0.048

R6 RF attack on comm system mislead EO/IR $0.038
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7 ASSESS AND CLUSTER—RISK ASSESSMENT WITH UNCERTAINTY (RAU) 

RAU follows the same structure of RA as shown earlier in Figures 14 and 15 and uses the exact 

same classification guidance presented in Tables 17 through 24. The only major difference is that 

analysts enter three estimates instead of a single estimate for each value. The first estimate being 

the “expected” value that is the same as the value entered in RA. Then the analysts are asked to 

consider estimates for both worst, and best-case scenarios. 

 RAU and RA Differences 

The major advantage of using this three-point estimation system is that it provides a way to 

assess the level of uncertainty in the scores. If the three points are widely spread, it implies that 

the analyst has significant uncertainty in the real value as they can easily imagine different 

scenarios that result in greatly different outcomes. If the values are tightly clustered, then the 

analyst thinks they can predict the outcome within a much narrower range. 

This is still a rough qualitative assessment, not the more mathematically rigorous confidence 

intervals used by PRM below to do quantitative measurement, however, with the additional 

assumption that the underlying data is normally distributed, it is possible to estimate a 90% 

confidence interval based on the variance of the three points. The value of this technique is that it 

provides a way to compare RAU and PRM scoring. If there are a large number of risks, but only 

some have been taken through PRM, the risks can still be compared. Analysts should be cautious 

in doing this as RAU has all the same assumptions of RA plus the normal distribution 

assumption, all of which may not be true in each assessment, while PRM has a smaller set of 

assumptions.  

 Displaying RAU 

A RAU Risk Chart, using the same notional small hand-launched Product A from Section 6.5 

above, is shown below in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20. RAU Mission Risk Chart 

The main difference in this chart is the addition of “whiskers” that show the 90% confidence 

intervals of the consequence and likelihood. These can be calculated, assuming a normal 

distribution, by utilizing the standard deviation of the three points used in estimating RAU 

values, which are wider than the three point estimates themselves. If desired, the whiskers could 

be set to illustrate the best- and worst-case calculations, but instead illustrating the 90% 

confidence intervals allows easy comparison to risks developed utilizing the more rigorous PRM 

discussed below in Table 29. 

Table 29. Product A RAU Mission Risk Illustration 

 

  

Risk 

Scenario Short Description Expected 90CI Low 90CI High

R1 Exfiltrate Mission Data 3.4% 1.6% 5.1%

R2 Denial of Service 25.7% 13.9% 37.6%

R3 Command Injection 20.9% 12.1% 29.8%

Mission Risk
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Just like RA, RAU can also score risks in terms of the expected financial consequences for the 

organization instead of the mission consequences. An example of an RAU risk chart for Product 

A is below in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21. RAU Financial Risk Chart 

The table below provides the expected financial risk, numerically. 

Table 30. Product A RAU Financial Risk Illustration 

 

  

Risk 

Scenario Short Description Expected 90CI Low 90CI High

R1 Exfiltrate Mission Data $16.8 $9.2 $24.4

R2 Denial of Service $77.2 $43.5 $110.9

R3 Command Injection $71.8 $36.8 $106.7

Financial Risk
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 RAU Berserker Example 

Returning to the MQ-99 Berserker, the RAU risk chart is below in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22. MQ-99 RAU Mission Risk Chart 
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With just a few risks, the risk chart is easy to interpret, but with many risks clustered tightly 

together, it can be better to look at a sorted list of risks, much like with RA. The MQ-99 RAU 

Prioritized Mission Risks are defined in Table 31 below: 

Table 31. MQ-99 RAU Prioritized Mission Risks 

 

  

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EML

Standard 

Deviation

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control 0.866% 5.482%

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs 0.847% 2.863%

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads 0.711% 5.489%

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data 0.444% 4.356%

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus 0.300% 3.985%

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission 0.281% 4.452%

R33 Supply chain component denial of service data bus 0.217% 2.312%

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass 0.197% 1.217%

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR 0.163% 2.189%

R20 GSC supply chain OFP tampering manipulate comms 0.144% 1.799%

R19 Spoof C&C message authorize weapons employment 0.127% 0.744%

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV 0.095% 0.516%

R32 Supply chain tampering reduce engine life 0.091% 1.589%

R25 GPS denial of service 0.077% 0.819%

R14 AV comm link spoofing targeting data 0.077% 0.648%

R27 Spoof C&C messages via insecure comms 0.073% 0.813%

R15 AV comm link spoofing weapon release 0.059% 0.437%

R16 AV comm link spoofing jettison command 0.056% 0.322%

R11 Supply chain comm system attack send location 0.054% 0.300%

R26 Crypto attack datalink spoofing IADS data 0.051% 0.557%

R18 AV crypto broken dive into target 0.044% 0.353%

R12 Supply chain software develop send location 0.039% 0.344%

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data 0.039% 0.773%

R17 AV comm link information disclosure position 0.034% 0.180%

R13 Wireless MX attack spoofing and tampering 0.030% 0.279%

R3 Insider malicious mission computer info disclosure 0.028% 0.422%

R9 Spoof parachute deploy via insecure comms 0.020% 0.332%

R8 Spoof C&C messages via hardware supply chain 0.017% 0.405%

R4 Insider support equip access to avionics 0.011% 0.772%

R7 RF attack on comm system inject false 0.007% 0.088%

R10 Spoof flight lead messages via insecure comms 0.006% 0.093%

R6 RF attack on comm system mislead EO/IR 0.006% 0.091%

R5 Insider plus crypto attack on GCS AV link 0.002% 0.091%
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The RAU list includes the same risks in the same order and same scores as the RA list, but also 

includes the standard deviation, which is a measure of the level of uncertainty for that risk. Many 

of the higher scored risks also have high uncertainty but when sorting by standard deviation, it 

reveals that some lower risks have a higher uncertainty. 

Table 32. MQ-99 RAU Mission Risks Prioritized by Uncertainty 

 

Examining the highest uncertainty risks can be of special value for test engineers who are 

looking for those risks that may produce the most value for every test dollar. Typically, the 

higher the level of uncertainty, the easier it is to lower that uncertainty. 

  

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EML

Standard 

Deviation

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads 0.711% 5.489%

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control 0.866% 5.482%

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission 0.281% 4.452%

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data 0.444% 4.356%

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus 0.300% 3.985%

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs 0.847% 2.863%

R33 Supply chain component denial of service data bus 0.217% 2.312%

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR 0.163% 2.189%

R20 GSC supply chain OFP tampering manipulate comms 0.144% 1.799%

R32 Supply chain tampering reduce engine life 0.091% 1.589%

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass 0.197% 1.217%

R25 GPS denial of service 0.077% 0.819%

R27 Spoof C&C messages via insecure comms 0.073% 0.813%

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data 0.039% 0.773%

R4 Insider support equip access to avionics 0.011% 0.772%

R19 Spoof C&C message authorize weapons employment 0.127% 0.744%

R14 AV comm link spoofing targeting data 0.077% 0.648%

R26 Crypto attack datalink spoofing IADS data 0.051% 0.557%

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV 0.095% 0.516%

R15 AV comm link spoofing weapon release 0.059% 0.437%

R3 Insider malicious mission computer info disclosure 0.028% 0.422%

R8 Spoof C&C messages via hardware supply chain 0.017% 0.405%

R18 AV crypto broken dive into target 0.044% 0.353%

R12 Supply chain software develop send location 0.039% 0.344%

R9 Spoof parachute deploy via insecure comms 0.020% 0.332%

R16 AV comm link spoofing jettison command 0.056% 0.322%

R11 Supply chain comm system attack send location 0.054% 0.300%

R13 Wireless MX attack spoofing and tampering 0.030% 0.279%

R17 AV comm link information disclosure position 0.034% 0.180%

R10 Spoof flight lead messages via insecure comms 0.006% 0.093%

R6 RF attack on comm system mislead EO/IR 0.006% 0.091%

R5 Insider plus crypto attack on GCS AV link 0.002% 0.091%

R7 RF attack on comm system inject false 0.007% 0.088%
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The exact same products can easily be produced to examine financial risks, which are presented 

below in Figure 23 and Table 33. 

 

Figure 23. MQ-99 RAU Financial Risk Chart 

The risk chart clearly shows that the financial consequence of the RA risks have significant 

uncertainty. 
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Table 33. MQ-99 RAU Prioritized Financial Risks 

 

  

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EFL

Standard 

Deviation

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control $2.458 $10.082

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs $2.417 $6.574

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data $1.917 $7.711

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission $1.503 $10.466

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads $1.206 $6.058

R25 GPS denial of service $1.162 $3.203

R11 Supply chain comm system attack send location $1.139 $3.501

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR $1.011 $5.283

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus $0.978 $6.702

R27 Spoof C&C messages via insecure comms $0.927 $3.688

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass $0.757 $2.687

R26 Crypto attack datalink spoofing IADS data $0.729 $2.900

R33 Supply chain component denial of service data bus $0.556 $2.534

R3 Insider malicious mission computer info disclosure $0.531 $2.289

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV $0.501 $2.175

R12 Supply chain software develop send location $0.488 $2.827

R19 Spoof C&C message authorize weapons employment $0.433 $1.439

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data $0.429 $2.332

R15 AV comm link spoofing weapon release $0.360 $1.202

R32 Supply chain tampering reduce engine life $0.322 $3.385

R13 Wireless MX attack spoofing and tampering $0.278 $1.066

R14 AV comm link spoofing targeting data $0.247 $1.135

R16 AV comm link spoofing jettison command $0.230 $0.684

R20 GSC supply chain OFP tampering manipulate comms $0.226 $2.734

R8 Spoof C&C messages via hardware supply chain $0.184 $1.256

R17 AV comm link information disclosure position $0.178 $0.617

R18 AV crypto broken dive into target $0.157 $0.724

R9 Spoof parachute deploy via insecure comms $0.090 $0.617

R7 RF attack on comm system inject false $0.080 $0.378

R4 Insider support equip access to avionics $0.080 $1.430

R10 Spoof flight lead messages via insecure comms $0.059 $0.510

R5 Insider plus crypto attack on GCS AV link $0.048 $0.964

R6 RF attack on comm system mislead EO/IR $0.038 $0.309
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8 MEASURE—PROBABILISTIC RISK MEASUREMENT (PRM) 

PRM is a more robust quantitatively based risk measurement approach using calibration of 

subject matter experts, probabilistic methods, and Monte Carlo simulations to determine risk 

scores and expected financial or mission loss for risk scenarios.  

 PRM Scoring 

PRM has a similar structure to RA and RAU, although it is simplified as experts are trained to 

estimate probabilities directly and so there are fewer sub-elements. The structure for financial 

loss focused PRM is below in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24. PRM Financial Risk Elements 

With PRM, instead of providing single or three-point assessments on a 0-100 scale, analysts are 

asked to provide a direct estimation of the consequence of an event, how broad an attack will be, 

and the probability of an event.  

Unfortunately, research has shown that people normally cannot accurately estimate probabilities 

without specific training or “calibration”.46 Fortunately, this training is relatively easy to 

accomplish, and once learned, they will be able to provide accurate probability estimates. These 

probability estimates are given as 90% Confidence Intervals (90CI) where the analysts provide a 

value below what they think is only a 5% chance the real value lies, and the value above that 

they think is only a 5% chance that the value lies. In the interval between those two points there 

should be a 90% chance that the value will lie. From this 90CI, a probability distribution can be 

constructed that will be used in PRM calculations. 

While PRM inputs are ratio data and thus can be legitimately multiplied together, multiplying 

probability distributions is more challenging than multiplying point values. Fortunately, a 

technique invented during the Manhattan project called a Monte Carlo simulation allows the 

combination of distributions of probabilities.47 In a Monte Carlo simulation, random values are 

selected according to the probability distribution for each value and the result calculated, then the 

process is repeated thousands of times, and the results form a new probability distribution. This 

 
46 Douglas W. Hubbard, How to Measure Anything: Finding the Value of Intangibles in Business, 3rd ed. (Hoboken, 

NJ: Wiley, 2014), 113. 
47 Douglas W. Hubbard, How to Measure Anything: Finding the Value of Intangibles in Business, 3rd ed. (Hoboken, 

NJ: Wiley, 2014), 125. 
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method is widely utilized in the finance and insurance industries for handling data with 

significant uncertainty, and simple Monte Carlo calculations can be done in a basic spreadsheet 

program such as Excel. The 90% confidence interval values are entered into a spreadsheet that 

calculates a probability distribution utilizing whatever distribution the analyst selects for each of 

the entries. The spreadsheet then runs the scenario across however many data points are desired 

and provides an overall probability distribution given the confidence intervals and distributions 

entered. Just as important, it also provides a measurement of the results’ overall uncertainty 

because the result is also a probability distribution. 

The type of probability distribution chosen is a critical consideration and depends on the nature 

of the underlying data. Some data, such as heights of mature oak trees, closely matches the 

familiar Gaussian or normal distribution. Other data, such as stock market performance, does not 

match and is either skewed in one direction or another, or has a different shape altogether.48 (For 

example, extreme losses or gains in the stock market are significantly underpredicted by the 

normal distribution and “1 in a thousand” events as predicted by the normal distribution happen 

much more often.) Because there is minimal data currently available on the probabilities 

associated with weapon systems and platform cybersecurity, the assumption will be made in the 

examples presented here, that the actual probability distribution is reasonably modeled by the 

normal distribution. This significantly simplifies calculations and enables the use of common 

spreadsheet programs, however, the process would remain the same if a different distribution, 

such as the power or beta distribution is determined to be more accurate, requiring the use of 

more sophisticated statistical tools. 

Just like RA and RAU, fleet financial consequence refers to the overall consequence if a risk 

scenario impacts the entire fleet of systems, while attack breadth is the percentage of systems an 

analyst believes will actually be affected. Instead of using vulnerability exposure, threat 

capability, and threat intent as proxies for the likelihood of an attack, analysts are asked to 

directly assess the likelihood of an adversary launching a particular attack, and the likelihood 

that the attack will be successful. The two parts or sub-elements of likelihood were separated 

because typically the likelihood that an attack will be launched should be estimated by cyber 

threat intelligence experts, and the likelihood that a particular attack will be successful should be 

estimated by design engineers and cyber experts. In the same way that a typical year of 

operations was defined in RA and RAU, all the experts doing the scoring should be operating 

from the same assumptions on what type of operations will occur in that year. Fleet financial 

consequence should be estimated by financial and actuarial experts, and attack breadth by the 

design engineers and cyber experts. 

If the desired focus of the analysis is mission consequence versus financial consequence, the 

structure of PRM is nearly identical, as can be seen below in figure 25. 

 
48 For a detailed discussion of the types of data that are not modeled well with the normal distribution see Nassim 

Nicholas Taleb, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable (New York: Random House, 2012). 
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Figure 25. PRM Mission Risk Elements 

The only change is that consequence is now assessed in terms of fleet mission consequence 

versus fleet financial consequence, which can be a bit more challenging to assess than financial 

consequence. On the mission side, assessing consequence requires quantifying mission loss from 

0–100%. Some examples are simple; for instance, if an aircraft completely loses its flight control 

system, it is a 100% mission capability loss as the aircraft will crash and be destroyed. Most of 

the time, the measurement will be more complex, but a clear scenario fed by comprehensive 

criticality, threat, and vulnerability assessments will help make these assessments meaningful. 

 PRM Expected Loss 

Because PRM is explicitly based on probabilities, the Monte Carlo technique discussed above 

can be utilized, not just to multiply probability distributions, but to model possible outcomes 

using a simple simulation. To do this, a scenario is calculated by pulling a likelihood from the 

probability distribution for a risk scenario in accordance with that distribution (i.e. the value is 

more likely to be close to the center than the ends.) Then, a random number is compared to the 

likelihood created in the first step and that determines if the risk scenario happened in that 

scenario. If the risk scenario occurred, a consequence is pulled from the mission consequence 

probability distribution and recorded. 

Essentially, the simulation has just run for one “year” of time, but using the power of modern 

computers, the same simulation can be run for thousands of “years” and the results averaged to 

see what losses are expected each year, and how those losses are distributed across many years 

(i.e. are the losses similar every year, or wildly different). This can then be used to create an 

Expected Financial Loss (EFL) or Expected Mission Loss (EML) probability distribution. This 

process tracks very closely to how expected losses or gains are calculated in the financial and 

insurance industries. 

 Displaying PRM Results 

PRM generated consequence and likelihood can also be plotted on a two-dimensional risk chart 

using likelihood and consequence as axes that looks identical to a RAU risk chart. To illustrate 

this, consider the same notional Product A used as an example in the RA and RAU sections with 

the same three risk scenarios. The result is below in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. PRM Mission Risk Chart for Product A 

The 90% probability distributions can easily be charted in Excel using error bars and can be seen 

easily that risk 2 has higher uncertainty than risk 1. The chart also shows that there is higher 

uncertainty on risk 1’s likelihood versus its consequence. This process helps program managers 

identify areas where additional testing or analysis might be worth considering as there is high 

uncertainty in those areas. 

Carrying forward the same notional Product A from above, the expected loss for the three risks, 

listed from highest to lowest, is shown below in Table 34. 

Table 34. Expected Mission Loss (EML) for Product A 

 

The same risks can also be examined from the perspective of financial risk and EFL calculated 

instead of EML. Figure 27 shows the financial risk for Product A. 

Risk 

Scenario Short Description Mean 90CI Low 90CI High

R1 Exfiltrate Mission Data 3.7% 2.3% 5.2%

R2 Denial of Service 26.5% 17.8% 35.3%

R3 Command Injection 21.4% 14.0% 28.8%

Expected Mission Loss (EML)
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Figure 27. PRM Financial Risk Chart for Product A 

Table 35 provides EFL results for the same risks. 

Table 35. Expected Financial Loss (EFL) for Product A 

 

 PRM Assumptions 

Just like RA and RAU, PRM makes some assumptions, but they are more limited than those of 

RA and RAU.  

1. Analysts can accurately assess the probabilities of likelihood and consequence for the 

relevant cyber attacks. 

2. Risk scenarios are independent, and a scenario’s occurring does not change the risk that 

other scenarios will occur. 

3. Weapon systems and aviation platform cyber risk likelihood and consequence can be 

reasonably modeled as Gaussian, or normal, probability distributions. 

4. Fleetwide financial consequence multiplied by the percentage of systems affected across 

the fleet will yield financial consequence and this relationship is linear where 10% of the 

Risk 

Scenario Short Description Mean 90CI Low 90CI High

R1 Exfiltrate Mission Data $16.4 $9.2 $23.5

R2 Denial of Service $78.1 $49.8 $106.5

R3 Command Injection $73.5 $46.8 $100.3

Expected Financial Loss (EFL)
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fleet affected will equal 10% of the fleetwide cost and 90% of the fleet affected will yield 

90% of the fleetwide cost. 

5. Fleetwide mission consequence multiplied by the percentage of systems affected across 

the fleet will yield financial consequence and this relationships is linear where 10% of the 

fleet affected will equal 10% of the fleetwide cost and 90% of the fleet affected will yield 

90% of the fleetwide cost. 

As these assumptions become less correct, the results of PRM will increasingly become less 

accurate. As with RA and RAU, the larger question is not if PRM represents reality with 100% 

accuracy, but how it performs compared to other available methods and whether it is accurate 

enough to enable better decisions.  

 Going Deeper—Refining PRM Scoring and Results 

While utilizing calibrated SMEs to generate 90% probability distributions is a good start, it is 

only the first step of many that can be taken to improve scoring and results. For example, any 

real test data should always be considered whenever it is available. Since PRM tracks uncertainty 

in measurements, those areas with high uncertainty can, and often should, be targeted for focused 

testing to reduce the uncertainty. Even a couple of measurements can make a difference, 

especially if Bayesian statistical tools are used. 

Another step to take when refining PRM scores is decomposition. Both likelihood and 

consequence elements can be decomposed, utilizing a wide range of tools. Attack trees, kill 

chains, graph theory, and several other techniques can be used to break down a larger combined 

uncertainty into its smaller components that often can be more easily understood. Sometimes this 

decomposition will highlight that an extremely high level of risk uncertainty in a particular 

component drives the overall high level of uncertainty. That specific component then becomes 

the focus of testing and analysis. Consequence can also be decomposed, although it is important 

to note that security performance is often most usefully considered an emergent property of the 

larger system. Key insights can be lost if the focus turns solely to individual components, and the 

connections and communications between them become less adequately considered in the 

analysis.  

Analysts should use structural models whenever possible. Structural models do not simply assess 

the probabilities of various possible events; instead, they model the system's actual function. 

While these models can be extremely complex and expensive to build, they will often be built for 

new programs as more organizations start to utilize Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE). 

A system model can refine the likelihood of an attack by tracing how an adversary would need to 

maneuver through the system to achieve some effect. It can also be used to model consequence 

by modeling the results if an adversary takes a particular action within the system. These deeper 

analyses will be increasingly available to engineers at low cost as more programs utilize MBSE 

processes and tools. 

 Calculating Return on Investment for Proposed Risk Mitigations 

With PRM produced EFL, program managers now have a simple way to calculate the return on 

investment for proposed risk mitigations. A design study can be conducted on various potential 

mitigations to reduce any risks and then the risks can be rescored with each mitigation or 

proposed set of mitigations if they are being reinforced. Then it is a simple matter of comparing 
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the reduction in an expected financial loss with the cost of each mitigation to see which ones 

produce the most risk reduction per cost. The set of mitigations producing the most reduction in 

expected financial loss while staying below the allocated budget is most often the one that should 

be selected. A knapsack algorithm can be used to select the right set of mitigations. For an 

excellent discussion of knapsack algorithms see Mr. Saydjari’s Engineering Trustworthy 

Systems.49  

 PRM Berserker Example 

The results from PRM scoring using the same set of experts utilized to score the 33 Berserker 

risks for RA and RAU, yielded a similar, but not an identical list of risks. Generally, risks at the 

top of one list were at the top of the others, and risks at the bottom of one list were likely to be at 

the bottom of the other.  

The variation between experts scoring risks using the two different systems can be attributed to 

two major factors. First the different assumptions made in RA/RAU and PRM. Recall that 

RA/RAU assume that likelihood and consequence can be approximated by a combination of 

scored factors, while PRM asks experts to assess probabilities directly. The one that provides a 

score closer to real-world results will only be able to be determined by comparing scores to 

outcomes over a large number of examples, but that data is not currently available. The second 

factor is the well-known and studied tendency of all humans, expert or not, to be inconsistent 

when scoring large a number of items.  

If both RA/RAU and PRM scores are available for the same system, the differences in scoring 

can be an opportunity to examine those scores more closely for significant differences and 

discuss the assumptions and thought process behind the various scores. This process can lead to 

better overall results for both systems. 

The mission based PRM risk chart for the MQ-99 is below in Figure 28. 

 
49 O. Sami Saydjari, Engineering Trustworthy Systems: Get Cybersecurity Design Right the First Time (Amazon: 

McGraw-Hill Education, 2018), 323–326. 
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Figure 28. MQ-99 PRM Mission Risk Chart 

While the results look very similar to the RAU results, R1 stands apart from the rest of the risks, 

making that worthwhile of further analysis and discussion among the experts doing the scoring 

as to why this occurred. The entire list of the 33 risks and their mission risks is below in Table 

36. 
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Table 36. MQ-99 Expected Mission Loss (EML) Prioritized Risks 

 

The financial risks as seen in Figure 29 and Table 37 below, are very similar, again with R1 

appearing to have substantially more risk than other risk scenarios. 

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EML

Standard 

Deviation

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission 2.140% 1.273%

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control 0.754% 0.661%

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs 0.561% 0.476%

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data 0.440% 0.294%

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus 0.435% 0.373%

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads 0.380% 0.283%

R8 Spoof C&C messages via hardware supply chain 0.379% 0.299%

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV 0.362% 0.274%

R25 GPS denial of service 0.358% 0.209%

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass 0.357% 0.354%

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data 0.329% 0.324%

R33 Supply chain component denial of service data bus 0.326% 0.330%

R13 Wireless MX attack spoofing and tampering 0.325% 0.253%

R12 Supply chain software develop send location 0.292% 0.256%

R19 Spoof C&C message authorize weapons employment 0.250% 0.211%

R20 GSC supply chain OFP tampering manipulate comms 0.216% 0.190%

R17 AV comm link information disclosure position 0.208% 0.187%

R32 Supply chain tampering reduce engine life 0.204% 0.204%

R27 Spoof C&C messages via insecure comms 0.190% 0.151%

R7 RF attack on comm system inject false 0.178% 0.130%

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR 0.164% 0.190%

R4 Insider support equip access to avionics 0.139% 0.121%

R14 AV comm link spoofing targeting data 0.137% 0.124%

R11 Supply chain comm system attack send location 0.136% 0.114%

R6 RF attack on comm system mislead EO/IR 0.136% 0.107%

R5 Insider plus crypto attack on GCS AV link 0.131% 0.133%

R18 AV crypto broken dive into target 0.124% 0.129%

R15 AV comm link spoofing weapon release 0.111% 0.111%

R3 Insider malicious mission computer info disclosure 0.093% 0.072%

R16 AV comm link spoofing jettison command 0.082% 0.082%

R26 Crypto attack datalink spoofing IADS data 0.080% 0.064%

R10 Spoof flight lead messages via insecure comms 0.074% 0.082%

R9 Spoof parachute deploy via insecure comms 0.066% 0.067%
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Figure 29. MQ-99 PRM Financial Risk Chart 
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Table 37. MQ-99 Expected Mission Loss (EFL) Prioritized Risks 

 

The top risks from both RAU and PRM scoring and their potential impact on the design are 

compared and discussed further in section 10 of this paper, so for now we will turn to combining 

and comparing risks. 

  

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EFL

Standard 

Deviation

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission $4.728 $2.601

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control $1.061 $0.916

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs $0.917 $0.799

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass $0.766 $0.732

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus $0.700 $0.637

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data $0.571 $0.581

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads $0.534 $0.419

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV $0.531 $0.370

R25 GPS denial of service $0.483 $0.308

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data $0.480 $0.306

R33 Supply chain component denial of service data bus $0.422 $0.439

R12 Supply chain software develop send location $0.418 $0.396

R32 Supply chain tampering reduce engine life $0.400 $0.380

R8 Spoof C&C messages via hardware supply chain $0.397 $0.317

R13 Wireless MX attack spoofing and tampering $0.396 $0.300

R20 GSC supply chain OFP tampering manipulate comms $0.386 $0.326

R19 Spoof C&C message authorize weapons employment $0.341 $0.291

R17 AV comm link information disclosure position $0.245 $0.220

R27 Spoof C&C messages via insecure comms $0.244 $0.217

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR $0.244 $0.302

R11 Supply chain comm system attack send location $0.229 $0.176

R7 RF attack on comm system inject false $0.185 $0.144

R18 AV crypto broken dive into target $0.182 $0.189

R15 AV comm link spoofing weapon release $0.160 $0.160

R4 Insider support equip access to avionics $0.156 $0.143

R6 RF attack on comm system mislead EO/IR $0.149 $0.118

R5 Insider plus crypto attack on GCS AV link $0.147 $0.156

R26 Crypto attack datalink spoofing IADS data $0.132 $0.112

R14 AV comm link spoofing targeting data $0.130 $0.110

R3 Insider malicious mission computer info disclosure $0.127 $0.101

R16 AV comm link spoofing jettison command $0.120 $0.115

R10 Spoof flight lead messages via insecure comms $0.119 $0.139

R9 Spoof parachute deploy via insecure comms $0.074 $0.079
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9 COMBINE AND COMPARE 

Reviewing individual programs and analyzing their risks is extremely helpful. However, it does 

not enable the broader organization to understand which programs have the most risk or where to 

focus resources for the greatest risk reduction across the enterprise.  

To accomplish this, the individual risks of programs must be able to be combined and then 

compared, both to different programs, and to the organization’s risk tolerance, or have the ability 

to accept risk. Each of the three assessment and measurement tools, RA, RAU, and PRM, have a 

corresponding tool to enable this combination of results. These corresponding tools can be 

identified by the “C”, for “Combined”, added as the prefix to the name of the assessment or 

measure tool. For example, CRA is the combination and comparison tool to RA. 

 Combined Probabilistic Risk Measurement (CPRM) 

Because PRM is the most rigorous method, we begin this section discussing its combination and 

comparison tool, CPRM, before briefly discussing the other combining tools. 

 Combining Probabilistic Risks 

Combining probabilistic PRM risks, described by a probability distribution, is more complicated 

than simply summing up the consequence and likelihood of all the individual risks. Instead, the 

same type of Monte Carlo simulation used to calculate EML and EFL under PRM is 

accomplished, but now all the risks being combined are included in the simulation and are 

allowed to occur, or not, independently in each “year”. With multiple risks, some “years” of the 

scenario will see more than one occurrence, and the consequences of each risk must be added 

together, whereas in other years no risks will occur at all. 

From this Monte Carlo simulation, an overall EML and EFL can be calculated for the combined 

risks. With multiple risks considered, the 90CIs typically grow very large as there are many ways 

the risks can be combined. For Product A, the EML mean is 51.8% with a 90CI of 0.0% to 

126.4%. EMLs of greater than 100% are possible, which means that more than one risk is 

expected to be realized in an average year, which can easily occur if there are many risks, even if 

they are not an extremely high probability. For Product A’s financial risks measured by EFL, the 

mean was $169.5M and the 90CI was $0.0M to $420.8M. 

It is also worth mentioning that EMLs and EFLs can be directly added together because they 

incorporate likelihood in a single distribution and so if a combined EML/EFL is all that is 

required, the additional Monte Carlo can be avoided, instead opting for a simple combined 

EML/EFL calculation. This is especially useful when comparing rough magnitude differences 

between different systems, or systems with different engineering approaches or mitigations. 

However, to visualize the risks in a manner like the risk charts created earlier for individual risks 

in PRM, the Monte Carlo simulation is required to calculate separate likelihood and 

consequence. 

To calculate the likelihood of combined risks for the y-axis of a combined risk chart, every time 

at least one risk is generated during a “year” is a “hit” and no risks is a “miss”. Then the overall 

probability distribution can be developed from the mean and standard deviation of hits and 

misses to include the 90CI. 
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Calculating the consequence requires a review of the scenarios where there was a “hit” and at 

least one risk scenario occurred. Then the mean and standard deviation for only those scenarios 

is determined, calculating the 90CI. 

Fortunately, while there are several complex calculations going on in the background, the user of 

CPRM simply needs to copy the individual risks from PRM into the calculator and the rest of the 

math is calculated automatically. For Product A, the three risks we have been tracking, along 

with the combined risk are shown below in Figure 30 from the financial risk perspective. 

 

Figure 30. CPRM Combined Financial Risk Chart for Product A 

As expected, the 90CIs are much larger as there are many different combinations of the three 

risks that can occur. Using this same process, all the risks from a system can be combined to 

enable comparison among systems, and then different systems’ risks can be combined into 

portfolios as desired. 

 Understanding Risk Curves 

The second way that CPRM and CRAU can graphically display risk is using risk curves. A risk 

curve provides a visualization of risk using the same x and y axes as a risk chart, but it displays 

risk as a continuous curve versus a central point with a distribution. Figure 31 below, as Example 

1, includes both a risk chart and risk curve for a single risk. 
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Figure 31. CPRM EFL Risk Curve for Example 1 

The connection between the two methods of displaying risk is that the mean of the financial 

consequence also equals the area underneath the curve and the slope of curve shows the level of 

uncertainty. To illustrate this, Example 2 below in Figure 32 includes the same mean 

consequence and likelihood, but the uncertainty is lower and the 90CIs are narrower. 
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Figure 32. CPRM EFL Risk Curve for Example 2 

The area under the curve is still the same for both examples and they represent the same level of 

overall risk albeit with different levels of uncertainty. As risks are combined, the same dynamic 

that drives the large 90CI, as seen in Figure 30, for the combined Product A risks typically 

generates a much shallower slope to the risk curve. Product A’s risk curve plotted against its 

individual risks is below in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33. CPRM EFL Risk Curve for Product A 

 Organizational Risk Tolerance 

Graphically displaying risk is useful, but it is even more useful if decision makers can see 

whether that risk is too much to accept. The amount of risk an organization can tolerate is 

generally referred to as risk tolerance or risk appetite. It can be determined either as a single 

number, similar to EML/EFL, or as a risk curve. 

In our MQ-99 Berserker example, we determined that ACME Aircraft Company was the 

manufacturer of the Berserker, and that the Berserker was the only major product currently 

produced by ACME. Since ACME is a relatively small manufacturer, we determined that any 

loss greater than $200M would cause ACME to go bankrupt and so $200M would represent the 

maximum risk tolerance. 

Recall from section 9.1.1. that the mean EFL for Product A was $169.5M, which since it is less 

than ACME’s $200M risk tolerance seems to imply that Product A should be acceptable. 

However, when Product A’s risk curve is plotted against a risk tolerance curve calculated for 

$200M total expected loss in Figure 34 below there is a problem. 
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Figure 34. Product A’s CPRM Risk Curve with $200M Risk Neutral Tolerance Curve 

While the total value of the area under Product A’s dashed line is less than the total value of the 

area under the solid organizational risk tolerance, there is an area to the right side of the graph in 

the low-probability, high-consequence area where Product A has more risk than the organization 

is willing to accept. 

Unfortunately, the situation is worse than that for ACME. The discussion so far has assumed that 

ACME’s decision makers are “risk neutral” and have no preference between a low-probability 

high-consequence risk and a high-probability low-consequence risk. Most people though, would 

rather accept a 90% chance of losing $100 than a 0.9% chance of losing $10,000 even though 

they both have the same expected loss of $9 and thus most people are not risk neutral. 

To account for this, an alternative approach to generate risk tolerance curves is to ask senior 

business leaders how much risk they would be willing to tolerate at different levels of 

probability. With those points, running a regression analysis fits a curve onto those points. Figure 

35 shows an example of this approach.  
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Figure 35. ACME Curve Fit Risk Tolerance 

There are five points plotted in blue, and the green curve was produced using a least squares 

curve fit methodology with a two-element unconstrained polynomial expression of: 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐴 + (𝐵 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝐵1) + (𝐶 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑𝐶1) 

A, B, B1, C, and C1 are allowed to vary and, utilizing the Excel solver tool, the least square of 

the difference between the curve and the points is minimized. Using any other curve-fitting 

approach will depend on the curve's shape, and a simple 2nd order polynomial may be sufficient 

in many cases. 

Product A’s risk curve plotted against the curve fit risk tolerance is below in Figure 36. With an 

asymmetric risk tolerance curve, we see an even greater region than the risk neutral risk 

tolerance curve of Figure 34, where Product A’s risk is higher than the organizational risk 

tolerance. Creating a risk tolerance curve based on direct senior leader input is generally 

preferred because it enables a more accurate fit of both the tolerance and the shape of the curve. 

In both Figures 34 and 36, the risk tolerance curves have approximately the same area under the 

curve. They thus represent approximately the same amount of overall risk, albeit distributed 

differently.  
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Figure 36. Product A’s CPRM Risk Curve with $200M Curve Fit Risk Tolerance 

 Berserker Example CPRM Results 

Figures 37 and 38 below demonstrate the MQ-99’s mission and financial risk tolerance curves, 

under the assumption that ACME’s financial risk tolerance is also above $200M, and their total 

mission tolerance is around 25% EML on a similar curve.  
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Figure 37. MQ-99’s CPRM Mission Risk Curve with 25% ACME EML Risk Tolerance 

 

Figure 38. MQ-99’s CPRM Financial Risk Curve with $200M ACME EFL Risk Tolerance 

While the risk is acceptable in both cases as the MQ-99’s risk stays below the entire risk 

tolerance curve, the mission risk is more of a concern as it is closer to the tolerance than the 

financial risk. 

The results of 33 risks combined and plotted in a risk chart are provided in Figures 39 and 40 

below. 
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Figure 39. CPRM MQ-99 Combined Mission Risk Chart 

 

Figure 40. CPRM MQ-99 Combined Financial Risk Chart 
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If only the numeric totals are considered, all 33 risks have a total EML of 10.41% with a 

standard deviation of 12.04% and a total EFL of $16.4M with a standard deviation of $20.1M. 

These are both well below the acceptable risk tolerance of 25% and $200M, respectively. 

 Combined Risk Assessment with Uncertainty (CRAU) 

RAU inputs are provided as three-point estimates of several elements on a 0-100 score instead of 

as direct 90CI estimations. However, as RAU converts those scores into probability distributions, 

by assuming a normal distribution and calculating the standard deviation of the three points, the 

combined results can be displayed in an identical manner to CPRM despite some differences in 

how the calculations are performed. 

 CRAU Products 

For Product A in sections 7.2. and 8.3., the RAU and PRM scores that were entered were 

equivalent, as a narrower 3-point RAU scoring is required to generate the same PRM 90CI. As a 

result, the CRAU financial risk results shown in Figure 41 are indistinguishable from the CPRM 

financial risk results in Figure 30 above. 

 

Figure 41. CRAU Combined Financial Risk Chart for Product A 

Since they are both tracked as probability distributions, CRAU can also generate the same risk 

curves as CPRM, and the same processes used to create risk tolerance curves can also be utilized. 

Figure 42 shows the resulting CRAU risk curves for Product A that are equivalent to the CPRM 

risk curves in Figure 36. 
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Figure 42. Product A’s CRAU Risk Curve with $200M Curve Fit Risk Tolerance 

While these examples show that CRAU and CPRM’s results will be identical with equivalent 

inputs, generally, the inputs given by experts using both systems will not align so neatly as RAU 

and PRM utilize different assumptions. 

 Berserker Example CRAU Results 

The CRAU results from the 33 risks of the notional MQ-99 Berserker look very similar to the 

CPRM results. The risk curves are below in Figures 43 and 44. 
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Figure 43. MQ-99’s CRAU Mission Risk Curve with 25% ACME EML Risk Tolerance 

 

Figure 44. MQ-99’s CRAU Financial Risk Curve with $200M ACME EFL Risk Tolerance 

While very similar, if carefully compared with the CPRM risk curves in Figures 37 and 38, it is 

apparent that the CRAU curves have a shallower slope and get closer to ACME’s risk tolerance 

in the high consequence, low probability lower right corner of the chart. This is since the RAU 

risks have a higher overall level of uncertainty, which makes the curve shallower coupled with a 

somewhat higher financial risk on average. 
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The MQ-99 CRAU risk charts are also very similar, but again display the larger uncertainty with 

longer “whiskers” below in Figures 45 and 46 when compared to CPRM’s Figures 39 and 40. 

 

Figure 45. CRAU MQ-99 Combined Mission Risk Chart 

 

Figure 46. CRAU MQ-99 Combined Financial Risk Chart 
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If only the numeric totals are considered, the CRAU risks add up to 10.18% EML with a 17.76% 

standard deviation and $29.8 EFL with a $42.6M standard deviation. As expected, the 

uncertainty with RAU is significantly higher than PRM and the standard deviations are larger. 

While the total EML values for CPRM and CRAU track very closely, in this case CRAU’s EFL 

was significantly higher than CPRM’s EFL. Diving deeper into the numbers, the main difference 

is driven by a higher likelihood, which in CRAU’s case is a combination of factors versus 

CPRM’s direct estimation. 

 Combined Risk Assessment (CRA) 

RA inputs are point values so there is no way to create confidence intervals. However, a Monte 

Carlo simulation can still be used to combine risks and determine both overall likelihood and 

consequence. Since the probabilities involved are point values instead of probability 

distributions, the calculations are significantly less complex, but the same process of allowing 

each risk to independently occur, or not, based on comparing a random number to its probability 

applies. 

 CRA Products 

Without probability distributions, there is not a way to create risk curves, but CRA can still 

produce a combined risk chart that is very similar to the risk charts from CRA or CPRM, albeit 

without the “whiskers” that display the 90% confidence intervals and the level of uncertainty. An 

example of a CRA risk chart is in Figure 47 below using the same Product A example. 
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Figure 47. CRA Combined Financial Risk Chart for Product A 

The Monte Carlo simulation utilized to build the CRA risk chart can also be utilized to calculate 

an overall financial or mission risk like the EFL or EML created by CPRM or CRAU. This 

allows a way to compare sets of risks across all three tools if needed. 

 Berserker Example CRA Results 

CRA has more limited capabilities than CRAU or CPRM as there is no uncertainty available to 

derive risk curves or 90CIs.  

The 33 Berserker risks are shown below in Figures 48 and 49. 
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Figure 48. CRA MQ-99 Combined Mission Risk Chart 
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Figure 49. CRA MQ-99 Combined Financial Risk Chart 

The total mission risk for the MQ-99 using CRA is 5.21% and the financial risk is $21.7M, 

which are lower than those generated by CRAU, and therefore, worth further review. CRA 

Versus CRAU with Low Average and High Uncertainty Values 

With low probability or low consequence risks with high uncertainty, a significant portion of the 

probability distribution can end up in the area less than zero. Consider R10, which in CRAU has 

a mean annual likelihood of 2.34% and a standard deviation of 3.91%. A display of a histogram 

showing the results of a 10,000 run Monte Carlo simulation is shown below in Figure 50.  

 

Figure 50. Histogram of Mission Consequence for Risk 10 on the right, and a similar risk 

with a 50% average consequence on the left 

The left side of Figure 50 shows a histogram of how many of each of the 10,000 scenarios fit 

into 1% width bins of mission consequence if the average risk was 50% instead of 2.34%. As can 

be seen, it forms the familiar looking “bell curve” or normal distribution. However, the actual 
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average risk for risk 10 is 2.34% and when that is displayed on the right side of Figure 50 it 

shows that a good portion of the distribution is less than zero. Since a negative mission loss due 

to a risk is non-sensical, a result of zero loss is returned, which accounts for the tall spike at zero 

on the extreme left of the right-side graph. 

Risk 10 is therefore no longer a symmetrical distribution, and the average consequence shifts to 

the right and is no longer aligned with the “middle” or highest point of the curve. This effect 

becomes more pronounced as more of the distribution lies below zero. For risks with their entire 

distributions staying above zero, the CRA and CRAU results will be identical, but in this case as 

the RAU risks have both low values and wide distributions, the CRAU results are significantly 

higher than CRA. 

This demonstrates, once again, the importance of the assumption that risks can be modeled by 

the normal distribution. Improved knowledge and close examination of historical trends over 

time should enable either the validation of this assumption, or a different type of distribution to 

be substituted instead, if another distribution does a better job of predicting actual outcomes. 
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10 MQ-99 BERSERKER EXAMPLE RESULTS AND SUMMARY 

While the results from each of the tools previously demonstrated indicate that the MQ-99 

Berserker is expected to have a very low level of overall cyber risk from both a mission and 

financial perspective, those results also illustrate particular areas of concern that should be 

carefully monitored. The top ten mission and financial risks from both RAU and PRM are 

identified below in Table 38. 

Table 38. MQ-99 Top Risks 

       PRM Mission Risks      PRM Financial Risks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       RAU Mission Risks      RAU Financial Risks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below are some outputs from the comparison of the four risk lists:  

• R1, R21, R22, R31, R30 appear in all four lists 

• R23 appears in both PRM risk lists and the RAU mission risk list 

• R28 appears in PRM financial, and both RAU risk lists 

• R2, R24, and R25 appear in both PRM risk lists 

• R29 appears in both RAU risk lists 

• R8 appears only in the PRM mission risk list 

• R20 appears only in the RAU mission risk list 

• R11 and R27 appear only in the RAU financial risk list 

To illustrate how the design team for the Berserker could use these results, we will examine 

some potential mitigations for only the five risks that appear on all four lists (R1, R21, R22, R31, 

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EML

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission 2.140%

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control 0.754%

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs 0.561%

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data 0.440%

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus 0.435%

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads 0.380%

R8 Spoof C&C messages via hardware supply chain 0.379%

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV 0.362%

R25 GPS denial of service 0.358%

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass 0.357%

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EFL

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission $4.728

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control $1.061

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs $0.917

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass $0.766

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus $0.700

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data $0.571

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads $0.534

R24 GPS position spoofing move AV $0.531

R25 GPS denial of service $0.483

R2 AV comm link spoofing mission data $0.480

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EML

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control 0.866%

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs 0.847%

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads 0.711%

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data 0.444%

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus 0.300%

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission 0.281%

R33 Supply chain component denial of service data bus 0.217%

R23 OFP Loading physical switch bypass 0.197%

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR 0.163%

R20 GSC supply chain OFP tampering manipulate comms 0.144%

Risk 

Scenario Short Description EFL

R21 Mission computer supply chain OFP adversary control $2.458

R22 MX system via Internet tampering load OFPs $2.417

R28 Supply chain tampered component alter data $1.917

R1 GCS supply chain soft production/transmission $1.503

R30 Supply chain MX system alter OFP loads $1.206

R25 GPS denial of service $1.162

R11 Supply chain comm system attack send location $1.139

R29 Supply chain tamper mission data load for RWR $1.011

R31 Supply chain component take over data bus $0.978

R27 Spoof C&C messages via insecure comms $0.927
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and R30). For a real system, the design team would likely want to do a brief exploration of all of 

these risks. 

 R1: GCS supply chain software production/transmission 

This risk is fundamentally about an adversary manipulating the ground control station software 

during development or transmission in a way that enables them to insert malicious functionality 

or malware that they can use in the future. 

This risk can be addressed on several fronts including general supply chain security practices as 

well as software assurance. This particular set of software may be critical enough to require 

additional protections, such as active monitoring of the development network, or working on the 

software development in a specialized protected enclave.  

The part of the risk that deals with transmission should drive developers to create or utilize 

secure processes to transfer the software from one location to another and a methodology to 

detect tampering and to ensure the software loaded onto the vehicles in the field is what was 

intended. 

 R21: Mission computer OFP supply chain attack enabling adversary control 

This risk is focused on supply chain security, similar to R1, but includes both the software and 

hardware components that make up the mission computer. 

The same risk mitigations should be applied to both the development environment for the 

mission computer OFP and the ground station software since both are central to the operation of 

the air vehicle. Hardware assurance aspects should be considered in the risk analysis as well. 

Additionally, some form of active monitoring, or at least secure logging on the system in flight, 

could be considered to lower this risk, as well as several other risks. While the current 

assumption is that no such system will be included in the design, if it were, the presence of a 

monitoring system could act as a significant deterrent to adversary attacks. 

 R22: Maintenance System tampering with OFP loading via an Internet attack 

According to the design assumptions in section 5.5, this risk should be a low likelihood as the 

maintenance system is assumed to be physically secured, and locked down to only allow mission 

critical functionality. However, as these types of systems have historically been misused in the 

field, this concern likely still lingers among experts. 

To mitigate this risk, without additional design changes or assumptions, the designers could 

simply demonstrate how they have locked the system down, and share details of how their 

method was developed, procured, and how it is protected. 

This method, over time, will lower the risk as the design details become better understood. 

However, if there is a desire to lower the risk even further, simple security logging and 

monitoring on a traditional-IT system such as the maintenance loader should be an inexpensive 

and easy design change. 

 R31: Supply chain attack on component to take over the data bus 

This is a more challenging risk to mitigate as hardening a single component such as the 

maintenance loader or mission computer does not fully address this risk since, given a 1553 data 
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bus architecture, any component on the bus could potentially be used to attack every other 

system on that same bus. 

Mitigations already include quality supply chain security across the development of the 

Berserker, which was likely previously planned for. Additional measures could include data bus 

monitoring of the 1553 bus, which is a mitigation plan currently being developed by several 

companies today, or other types of security devices that can detect and, potentially, block 

components on the bus that are behaving in an unsecure manner. 

 R30: Supply chain attack on maintenance loaders to alter OFP loads 

This risk is similar to R22 in that the outcome provides an adversary the ability to load malicious 

OFPs onto the Berserker, although from a different pathway than in R22. Instead of an Internet 

based attack, the maintenance loader is altered during production due to a software or hardware 

attack. 

The mitigations here will be similar to the other supply chain risks and would involve securing 

the development environment, software assurance, hardware assurance, and making sure that 

suppliers providing elements of the system are also secure and not providing malicious parts or 

software. 

 Berserker Risk Summary 

Several themes surfaced when reviewing these five common risks. First, many of the high risks 

appear to be supply chain risks, which should receive more significant focus. Recent attacks have 

demonstrated how devastating it is if adversaries get into development environments and can 

insert their weapons into the systems as they are developed or transmitted to the field. Secondly, 

portions of the system that are most connected, such as the maintenance system, are high risk 

even if they do not appear to be as mission essential as components on the air vehicle. These 

devices represent some of the most interesting and easily accessible surfaces for attackers. 

Recall that the design assumptions in section 5.5 are a key part of this risk assessment cycle, and 

if they are not adhered to during design, then the risk scoring will be inaccurate. If the 

assumptions need to change as detailed design progresses, then analysts should review the risks 

to see if the change in assumptions drives significant change in risk. 

These risks and brief discussions of possible mitigation strategies is simply to illustrate why this 

risk assessment and measurement information matters and how it can be done on a system in the 

early conceptual phase. Instead of designers trying to secure everything, which is impossible, we 

can direct them to appropriate, cost effective mitigations vs. providing a long list of 

cybersecurity controls that they must build into everything, whether it makes sense for that 

particular component or not.  
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11 URAMS AND MODEL BASED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (MBSE) 

MBSE is revolutionizing the way that systems are developed. Many organizations are heavily 

investing in approaches to use models instead of traditional documentation to support system 

requirements, design, analysis, and validation activities throughout the lifecycle. These models 

can greatly increase the speed and accuracy of design activities. 

URAMS can both leverage these models and be leveraged by them. If an MBSE model of a 

system exists, it can be utilized to accelerate the STPA-Sec analysis, especially in the creation of 

control diagrams since that level of detail will be found in almost any model. Models are also a 

great source of potential access points to be incorporated into risk scenarios and can greatly 

improve the understanding of the system before any hardware is available to test or examine. 

If MBSE tools such as Cameo or IBM Rhapsody are in use by an organization much of URAMS, 

analysis can be done in the tools themselves. To illustrate this, we created a template in Cameo 

(also known as Magic Draw) to do the STPA-Sec analysis and generate the diagrams. Figure 51 

below is an example of the high-level control structure. 

 

 

Figure 51. MQ-99 High-Level Control Structure from Cameo 

Another example in Figure 52 below, shows the equivalent of Figure 13 from section 5.2.3. with 

an additional level of detail from within the air vehicle, specifically focusing on the flight 

controls and navigation system. 
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Figure 52. MQ-99 Flight Control and Navigation Control Structure from Cameo 

The remaining control structure for the MQ-99 was also built out in Cameo. Cameo can track 

and connect the other elements of STPA-Sec better than other similar tools by tracking 

dependencies much more effectively, resulting in more accurate and current results. Cameo also 

has multiple ways to view various types of dependencies, some of which are provided as screen 

shots below in Figure 53. 

 

Figure 53. Selection of MQ-99 Dependencies 

The next step is to implement the rest of URAMS including the various measurement tools 

within Cameo, which is already underway. Once completed, organizations with design models in 

MBSE tools will be able to seamlessly execute URAMS without relying on outside tools. This 

will provide a tremendous benefit by keeping the risk assessments connected to the evolving 

design, making it much easier to see what cybersecurity impacts, and various design changes, 

may have on the system. 
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12 UTILIZING URAMS TO FULFILL RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK (RMF) 

REQUIREMENTS 

RMF is a statutory requirement for DoD programs. Thus, while interesting arguments on 

whether RMF “works” or what “works” actually means can be had, DoD programs have no 

choice but to complete its requirements. URAMS attacks the problem of risk assessment and 

management from a different direction than RMF and starts with STPA-Sec and unacceptable 

losses. This “top-down” approach can be better targeted and more efficient than RMF’s “bottom-

up” approach, which applies a set of controls based on methods used for similar systems.  

URAMS is not RMF but, the combination of rigorous engineering analysis through STPA-Sec 

and a structured way of assessing and measuring cybersecurity risk can be leveraged by RMF 

practitioners to complete required RMF artifacts more quickly and easily by providing a 

structured and defensible way to accomplish tailoring. 

 Risk Management Framework Overview 

NIST developed RMF, which is mandated for use on DoD systems by DoDI 8500.01 

Cybersecurity and DoD 8510.01 RMF for DoD Information Technology. RMF replaced earlier 

risk management and measurement systems intended only for traditional Information 

Technology (IT) systems, such as DoD Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation 

Process, and provided a system intended to be risk-based, applying to all types of systems. 

The full RMF process is shown in Figure 54 below, followed by a brief overview.  

 

Figure 54. The Risk Management Framework 

As a brief overview, in step 0, analysts prepare for the RMF process. In step 1, analysts 

categorize the system using low, moderate, and high impact values across the security elements 

of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. In step 2, analysts determine and tailor the baseline 

controls appropriate to the system categorization and apply overlays accordingly. Analysts then 

develop a monitoring strategy and create and approve the System Security Plan (SSP). In step 3, 

analysts implement the selected security controls in the system’s design and document them in 
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an updated SSP and Risk Assessment Report (RAR). In step 4, the Security Controls Assessor 

(SCA) assesses the security controls and as per Step 5, creates a Security Assessment Report 

(SAR) and prepares other documents for the Authorizing Official. The Authorizing Official 

determines if the risk is acceptable, and if it is, signs an Authorization to Operate (ATO). During 

step 6, which is an ongoing process, analysts monitor the environment and security controls to 

identify changes that could require a reassessment of the risk. For a full description of RMF 

process and how it functions, analysts can refer to NIST SP 800-37, and NIST SP 800-53.  

 RMF Issues in Execution 

RMF was intended to focus on managing risk versus compliance with a set of best practices and 

controls. In practice, executing RMF has often been disappointing and similar to previous 

compliance-based systems. One of the reasons for this is that the same compliance-focused 

workforce was tasked to execute RMF, and compliance is far easier to measure than risk. It also 

seems logical that if a system follows a set of best practices and controls determined by security 

experts to be appropriate, the system should be reasonably secure. Unfortunately, this approach 

has not been effective for traditional-IT systems and is even less likely to be successful in 

weapon systems since those systems are more diverse and there is less historical evidence on the 

effectiveness of various controls.  

Also, RMF measures inputs and then assumes a set of desired outputs will necessarily be the 

result, but this is not how complex systems work.50 The inputs RMF measures are those that 

security controls designers put in place and the level of effort a program put into documenting 

those security controls. The desired output is a level of mission assurance enabling a system to 

perform its mission to an acceptable level, while also operating in a cyberspace-contested 

environment, as demonstrated in Figure 55. 

 

Figure 55. RMF Inputs and Desired Outputs 

With a simple system between inputs and outputs, we can reasonably predict the outputs by 

measuring the inputs. However, with a complex system, this paradigm quickly breaks down and 

fails. Every system of consequence examined under RMF is a highly complex computing system 

that interfaces with other complex systems along with an operator who is also complex, utilizing 

a set of complex operational procedures and interacting with adversaries unpredictably. This 

unpredictability produces a high level of complexity, and complexity theory should be 

considered applicable to these systems and the overall architecture. Thus, assuming a good set of 

security controls will necessarily yield mission success, breaks down. These issues are evident in 

cases where programs have spent millions of dollars following the RMF process, and yet when 

those systems were tested or came under attack, they failed. It is also worth noting that many 

attacks are unknown (the dreaded “zero days”). Because system designers and defenders do not 

know that these attacks exist, they cannot design security controls to mitigate them. 

 
50 Jerry Z. Muller, The Tyranny of Metrics (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2018), 23. 
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 Connecting URAMS and RMF 

URAMS can help with the issue above because it directly assesses or measures outputs versus 

focusing on inputs. URAMS can also be executed earlier than RMF because RMF requires a 

fully designed system to determine what controls have been implemented in the design. 

Therefore, if URAMS is executed early on a system to guide its secure design, security should be 

largely “baked in” through those design decisions and the residual risk should be well 

understood. At the start of the RMF process, the URAMS understanding of the mission should 

inform the categorization step. If a standardized template is applied based on the system type, 

then RMF experts can examine the system and compare the security features of the design with 

the applicable RMF controls. In many, if not most, cases they are likely to discover that the 

controls have already been implemented in some way by the secure design, and those controls 

can be documented.  

For those controls that are not part of the design, further research should be done to determine 

what the control is intended to accomplish, and if that is instead accomplished by some other 

aspect of the design. If so, that can be documented in the applicable RMF products as well. For 

those controls that do not appear to be implemented either in letter or spirit, engineers should 

decide if it needs to be based on the residual risk. If so, then changes can be made to the baseline 

design, or if not, then a recommendation can be made that the risk be accepted. 

The risk assessment and measurement portions of URAMS provide a very useful way to 

communicate risk to decision makers within the RMF process. RA, RAU, or PRM can be used to 

present and discuss the various risks considered to be most significant and can be used to frame a 

conversation about how much cyber risk still remains and if it is acceptable. 

 Alternate RMF Pathways 

There are several alternate RMF pathways in development and in use across different military 

services and organizations. Some are narrowly focused on particular environments, such as 

ongoing authorization, and some are very broad such as the USAF’s Fast-Track ATO. 

In these cases, URAMS can potentially be leveraged even more easily than for systems that 

utilize traditional RMF. For example, Fast-Track ATO has three requirements, establishing a 

cybersecurity baseline, assessing the risk, and monitoring risk, and URAMS can play a part in 

each of these three elements. Many other alternative RMF pathways have similar requirements 

which URAMS can be used for to fulfill, and since RMF is fundamentally about communicating 

risk, URAMS remains a great tool for this, utilizing the necessary details of that RMF pathway. 

13 CONCLUSIONS 

The Roman poet Juvenal famously asked “Quis cutodiet ipsos custodes?”, which roughly 

translates “Who will watch the guardians?” Repurposed and less poetic, the same thought can be 

applied to weapon systems and platform cybersecurity assessment and measurement to ask, 

“Who will measure the measurers?” No risk measurement system should be accepted on blind 

faith; instead, they should be tested and measured against each other to determine how complex 

they are to execute, and how effective they are at developing new insights and understanding the 

cybersecurity risk of systems. URAMS and its predecessors have been utilized on a number of 

systems, and it has proven to be a flexible and effective set of tools to understand a system’s risk. 

The inclusion of STPA-Sec in the process also provides significant opportunities to gain new and 
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important insights into the design before the first cut is made in sheet metal or line of code is 

written. 

At the beginning of this paper it was stated that the definition of risk is a combination of the 

likelihood and consequence of an adverse event and that the risk elements are criticality, threat, 

and vulnerability. Without some combination of these three elements, there is no risk. This paper 

also discussed several methods and approaches to accomplish criticality, threat, and vulnerability 

analyses and construct risk scenarios. A risk scenario is the story of a potential threat exploiting a 

vulnerability to impact a critical sub-system or component leading to mission loss. 

Then the details of STPA-Sec analysis were discussed, utilizing the MQ-99 as an example to 

show how that process can lead to better understanding of the security risks that are relevant to 

the mission, even before detailed design is undertaken, and enable truly “baking in” security as 

the system is developed. 

Two qualitative risk assessment tools were then discussed. First, the single point RA, then the 

three-point RAU that includes the ability to qualitatively assess the level of uncertainty in the 

risk for the cost of providing three estimates instead of one for each input covering the expected, 

worst-case, and best-case values. 

PRM provides a more rigorous quantitative measuring tool using calibrated experts, probabilistic 

methods, and Monte Carlo simulations to determine risk scores and expected mission loss for 

risk scenarios. PRM can also provide a measurement of the uncertainty of risks with greater 

fidelity than RAU, which relies on a larger number of assumptions. 

Scores developed in any of these systems can be combined utilizing the associated combining 

and comparison tool. CRA’s abilities are limited by the lack of an uncertainty measurement, but 

it can still run a simple Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the total loss expected. CRAU can 

also display risk curves similar to CPRM, although CRAU will likely have increased uncertainty. 

With any of these tools, the risk can be compared to organizational risk tolerance, either 

expressed as point values, or as risk curves as in the case of CRAU and CPRM. 

This suite of engineering analysis, risk assessment, risk measurement, risk combination and 

comparison tools, can be used throughout the system design lifecycle to enable our systems, and 

the missions they support, to be successful in the increasingly contested cyberspace 

environments expected in the future. 
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APPENDIX A – FULL STPA-SEC RESULTS FOR THE MQ-99 BERSERKER 

This appendix includes a set of tables providing the complete set of results from the STPA-Sec 

analysis of the notional MQ-99 Berserker. For discussion on the processes utilized and how these 

results were obtained, please reference section 5 of the main body of the paper. 

Table 39. MQ-99 Mission Activity System (MAS) 

What: Purpose (Problem) A system to 
Destroy hostile ground and air targets and decoy 

hostile defenses 

How: 
Method (Operational 

Approach) 
By means of Loading, transiting, and employing ordnance  

Why: Goal (Problematic Solution) 
In order to  

contribute to 
Counterair and counterland air operations  

How: Constraints/Restraints While 
preventing fratricide and collateral damage; meeting 

the attritable per-unit cost threshold;   

 

Table 40. MQ-99 Losses 

# Loss 

L-1 Loss of life or injury to friendly or neutral people 

L-2 Significant damage to friendly or neutral objects 

L-3 Unable to destroy assigned targets 

L-4 Unable to decoy hostile air defenses when required 

 

Table 41. MQ-99 Hazards 

# Hazard Loss 

H-1 MQ-99 targets friendly or neutral objects or personnel L-1, L-2 

H-2 MQ-99 employs weapons too close to friendly or neutral objects or personnel L-1, L-2 

H-3 MQ-99 does not successfully destroy assigned targets L-3 

H-4 MQ-99 does not fly required profile to stimulate desired hostile defense response L-4 

H-5 MQ-99 operates outside of established operational envelope 
L-1, L-2,  
L-3, L-4 

H-6 
MQ-99 presents electrical, chemical, or kinetic hazards to friendly personnel or objects in the 

vehicle’s immediate vicinity 
L-1, L-2 

 

Table 42. MQ-99 Security Constraints 

# Security Constraint 

SC-1 The MQ-99 will only target hostile objects or personnel 

SC-2 The MQ-99 will prevent unacceptable collateral damage to friendly or neutral objects or personnel 

SC-3 MQ-99 must successfully destroy assigned targets 

SC-4 
MQ-99 must execute the required profile as directed by warfighters in accordance with CONOPS  

and mission timelines 

SC-5 The MQ-99 will only operate inside the established operational envelope 

SC-6 
The MQ-99 will not present electrical, chemical, or kinetic hazards to friendly personnel or objects in the 

vehicle’s immediate vicinity 
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The complete set of control structures developed for the MQ-99 are provided in Figures 56 

through 62 below: 
 

 

Figure 56. Generic Control Loop 

 

 

Figure 57. MQ-99 Berserker High-Level Control Structure 
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Figure 58. MQ-99 Berserker Air Vehicle Control Structure 

 

 

Figure 59. MQ-99 Berserker Control Structure above the Air Vehicle 
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Figure 60. MQ-99 Berserker Sensors, Communications, and Electrical System 

 

 

 

Figure 61. MQ-99 Berserker Flight Controls and Navigation Systems 
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Figure 62. MQ-99 Berserker Engine, Fuel, and Stores Management Systems 

 

Table 43. MQ-99 Main Controller Responsibilities 

# 
Controller/ 
Component 

Responsibility 
Security 

Constraint 

CR-1 
Command and 

Control 
Command and Control is responsible to provide valid hostile targets SC-1 

CR-2 
Command and 

Control 
Command and Control is responsible to only task approved targets with 

vetted and appropriate levels of collateral damage 
SC-2 

CR-3 
Command and 

Control 

Command and Control is responsible to authorize the engagement of 
targets, either directly for a specific engagement, or indirectly through 

carefully crafted rules of engagement directing the use of force 
SC-1, SC-2 

CR-4 Operator 
The operator is responsible for providing mission data to the air vehicle 

including targeting and waypoint data 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-5 Operator 
The operator is responsible for authorizing weapons release, either 

directly if the vehicle has an active command link, or through a set of 
release conditions if the vehicle is operating autonomously 

SC-1, SC-2 

CR-6 Operator 
The operator is responsible for commanding the recovery sequence 

when the air vehicle is in an appropriate recovery area 
SC-2, SC-5 

CR-7 
Ground Control 

Station 

The GCS is responsible to pass all operator commands securely to the 
air vehicle and validate receipt of commands via acknowledgement from 

the air vehicle 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-8 Flight Lead 
The flight lead is responsible for providing mission data to the air vehicle 

including targeting and waypoint data 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-9 Flight Lead 
The flight lead is responsible for authorizing weapons release, either 
directly if the vehicle has an active command link, or through a set of 

release conditions if the vehicle is operating autonomously 
SC-1, SC-2 

CR-10 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

RWR sensors including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-11 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to provide mission data required 

for the RWR sensors to track threats 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 
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# 
Controller/ 
Component 

Responsibility 
Security 

Constraint 

CR-12 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 
communications system including power on, reset, and power off 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-13 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to provide radio and datalink 

messages to be sent to the communications system 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-14 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

EO/IR sensor including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-15 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to provide mission and targeting 

data to the EO/IR sensor 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-16 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

electrical system including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-17 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

parachute system including power on, power off, arm, safe, and deploy 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-18 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

autopilot including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-19 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible for providing position data 

including current position and next waypoint to the autopilot  
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-20 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible for providing the thrust available 

from the engine to the autopilot 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-21 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

navigation system including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-22 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

engine controller including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-23 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to provide the air vehicle’s thrust 

requirement to the engine controller 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-24 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the fuel 

management system including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-25 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to provide necessary fuel flow at 

the engine to the fuel management system 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-26 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

stores management system including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-27 
Mission 

Computer 
The mission computer is responsible to provide targeting data to the 
stores management system including target and air vehicle position 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-28 
Mission 

Computer 

The mission computer is responsible to provide munitions commands to 
the stores management system including arm, safe, release, 

 and jettison 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-29 Comm System 
The communications system is responsible to direct the functioning of 

the antennas including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-30 Comm System 
The communications system is responsible to format and encode radio 

and datalink messages to be sent out through the antennas 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-31 
Electrical 
System 

The electrical system is responsible to direct the batteries to connect or 
disconnect from their respective power buses 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-32 
Electrical 
System 

The electrical system is responsible to direct the functioning of the 
generators including power on, reset, and power off 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-33 
Electrical 
System 

The electrical system is responsible to direct the generators to connect 
or disconnect from their respective power buses 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-34 Autopilot 
The autopilot is responsible to direct the functioning of the air data 

sensors including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-35 Autopilot 
The autopilot is responsible to provide the flight control computer the 

desired aircraft attitude in terms of desired flight vector 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-36 
Flight Control 

Computer 
The flight control computer is responsible to provide flight control 

position commands to the flight controls  
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-37 
Navigation 

System 
The navigation system is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

navigation sensors including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 
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CR-38 
Navigation 

System 
The navigation system is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

INS/Gyros including power on, reset, and power off 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4 

CR-39 
Engine 

Controller 
The engine controller is responsible to direct the functioning of the 

engine including start, shut down, and restart 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-40 
Engine 

Controller 
The engine controller is responsible to provide the amount of thrust 

needed from the engine 
SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 

SC-4, SC-5 

CR-41 
Fuel 

Management 
System 

The fuel management system is responsible to direct the functioning of 
the fuel sensors including power on, reset, and power off 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4, SC-5 

CR-42 
Fuel 

Management 
System 

The fuel management system is responsible to direct the functioning of 
the fuel pumps including power on, reset, and power off 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4, SC-5 

CR-43 
Fuel 

Management 
System 

The fuel management system is responsible for providing the various 
fuel pumps the pump rate required to produce the desired fuel flow at 

the engine 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4, SC-5 

CR-44 
Stores 

Management 
System 

The stores management system is responsible to direct the functioning 
of the munitions including power on, reset, and power off 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-45 
Stores 

Management 
System 

The sores management system is responsible to provide targeting data 
to the stores management system including target and own ship 

position 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-46 
Stores 

Management 
System 

The stores management system is responsible to provide munitions 
commands to the stores management system including arm, safe, 

release, and jettison 

SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, 
SC-4 

CR-47 
Maintenance 

System 
The maintenance system is responsible for loading Operational Flight 

Programs (OFPs) into MQ-99 components 

SC-1, SC-2,  
SC-3, SC-4,  
SC-5, SC-6 

 

Table 44. MQ-99 Hazardous Control Actions 

Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

Command and Control 

Mission Tasking 

HCA-1: Command 
and control does not 

provide mission 
tasking [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-2: Command 
and control provides 

incorrect mission 
tasking [H-1, H-2, H-3, 

 H-4] 

HCA-3: Command 
and control provides 
mission tasking too 
late for successful 
mission execution  

[H-3, H-4] 

 

Authorization to 
engage 

HCA-4: Command 
and control does not 
provide authorization 
to attack hostile target 

[H-3] 

HCA-5: Command 
and control provides 

authorization to attack 
non-hostile target  

[H-1, H-2] 

HCA-6: Command 
and control provides 
attack authorization 
too late to enable a 

successful attack [H-3] 

HCA-7: Command 
and control withdraws 

valid attack 
authorization before 

attack can be 
completed [H-3] 

Operator 

Mission data 
HCA-8: Operator does 

not provide mission 
data [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-9: Operator 
provides incorrect 
mission data [H-1,  

H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-10: Operator 
provides mission data 
too late for successful 

mission execution  
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-11: Operator 
does not complete 

transmission of 
mission data 
 [H-3, H-4] 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

Targeting data 

HCA-12: Operator 
does not provide 

targeting data  
[H-3] 

HCA-13: Operator 
provides incorrect 

targeting data  
[H-1, H-2, H-3,  

H-4] 

HCA-14: Operator 
provides targeting 
data too late for 

successful mission 
execution [H-3] 

HCA-15: Operator 
does not complete 

transmission of 
targeting data  

[H-3, H-4] 

Weapons release 

HCA-16: Operator 
does not provide 
weapons release 

when within a valid 
WEZ [H-3] 

HCA-17: Operator 
provides weapons 

release when target is 
invalid  

[H-1, H-2] 

HCA-18: Operator 
provides weapons 

release too late after 
WEZ is no longer valid 

for the successful 
attack [H-3] 

HCA-19: Operator 
withdraws weapons 

release authorization 
before successful 

attack is completed 
against a valid target 

[H-3] 

Waypoint data 

HCA-20: Operator 
does not provide 

waypoint data  
[H-3] 

HCA-21: Operator 
provides incorrect 

waypoint data  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-22: Operator 
provides waypoint 
data too late for 

successful mission 
execution  
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-23: Operator 
does not complete 

transmission of 
waypoint data  

[H-3, H-4] 

Command recovery 

HCA-24: Operator 
does not provide 

recovery command 
during recovery 
sequence [H-5] 

HCA-25: Operator 
provides recovery 

command outside of 
recovery sequence or 
operational limits [H-3, 

H-4, H-5] 

HCA-26: Operator 
commands recovery 

too late for successful 
recovery [H-5] 

 

Ground Control Station 

Mission data 

HCA-27: Ground 
control station does 
not provide mission 

data when required for 
system operation  

[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-28: Ground 
control station 

provides mission data 
that violates required 
mission parameters 
when ground control 
station is controlling 
vehicle operations  

[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-29: Ground 
control station 

provides mission data 
too late for successful 

mission execution 
when vehicle requires 

mission data to 
execute current 

mission segment 
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-30: Ground 
control station does 

not complete 
transmission of 

mission data when 
mission data is 

required for current 
mission segment  

[H-3, H-4] 

Targeting data 

HCA-31: Ground 
control station does 
not provide targeting 

data  
[H-3] 

HCA-32: Ground 
control station 

provides incorrect 
targeting data  

[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-33: Ground 
control station 

provides targeting 
data too late for 

successful mission 
execution [H-3] 

HCA-34: Ground 
control station does 

not complete 
transmission of 
targeting data  

[H-3, H-4] 

Weapons release 

HCA-35: Ground 
control station does 

not provide weapons 
release  

[H-3] 

HCA-36: Ground 
control station 

provides weapons 
release against an 

invalid target  
[H-1, H-2] 

HCA-37: Ground 
control station 

provides weapons 
release too late for a 

successful attack [H-3] 

HCA-38: Ground 
control station 

withdraws weapons 
release authorization 
before a successful 

attack against a valid 
target [H-3] 

Waypoint data 

HCA-39: Ground 
control station does 
not provide waypoint 

data  
[H-3] 

HCA-40: Ground 
control station 

provides incorrect 
waypoint data  

[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-41: Ground 
control station 

provides waypoint 
data too late for 

successful mission 

HCA-42: Ground 
control station does 

not complete 
transmission of 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

execution  
[H-3, H-4] 

waypoint data  
[H-3, H-4] 

Command recovery 

HCA-43: Ground 
control station does 
not provide recovery 

command during 
recovery sequence  

[H-5] 

HCA-44: Ground 
control station 

provides recovery 
command outside of 

recovery sequence or 
operational limits  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-45: Ground 
control station 

commands recovery 
too late for successful 

recovery [H-5] 

 

Flight Lead 

Targeting data 
HCA-46: Flight lead 

does not provide 
targeting data [H-3] 

HCA-47: Flight lead 
provides incorrect 

targeting data [H-1, 
H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-48: Flight lead 
provides targeting 
data too late for 

successful mission 
execution [H-3] 

HCA-49: Flight lead 
does not complete 

transmission of 
targeting data  

[H-3, H-4] 

Weapons release 
HCA-50: Flight lead 

does not provide 
weapons release [H-3] 

HCA-51: Flight lead 
provides weapons 
release against an 
invalid target [H-1,  

H-2] 

HCA-52: Flight lead 
provides weapons 

release too late for a 
successful attack [H-3] 

HCA-53: Flight lead 
withdraws weapons 

release authorization 
before an attack 

against a valid target 
[H-3] 

Waypoint data 
HCA-54: Flight lead 

does not provide 
waypoint data [H-3] 

HCA-55: Flight lead 
provides incorrect 

waypoint data [H-1,  
H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-56: Flight lead 
provides waypoint 
data too late for 

successful mission 
execution [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-57: Flight lead 
does not complete 

transmission of 
waypoint data  

[H-3, H-4] 

Mission Computer 

Power on 
(RWR Sensor) 

HCA-58: If power on is 
not provided RWR 

senor capabilities will 
not be available  

[H-3, H-4] 

 

HCA-59: Powering on 
the RWR sensors 

after entering a threat 
envelope may 

preclude successful 
warning [H-3, H-4] 

 

Reset 
(RWR Sensor) 

HCA-60: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent, RWR capability 
will not be available 
for threat warning  

[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-61: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, it will open a 
window of vulnerability 
with no RWR sensor 
coverage [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-62: If the reset is 
not sent immediately 
when needed, there 
will be a window of 

vulnerability to threats 
[H-3, H-4] 

 

Power off 
(RWR Sensor) 

HCA-63: Not providing 
power off to the RWR 
sensors at the end of 

a mission may run 
down the battery 

precluding successful 
relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-64: Providing 
power off when the 
RWR capability is 

needed could make 
the MQ-99 vulnerable 
to threats [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-65: Providing 
power off while still 

within threat 
environment could 
make the MQ-99 

vulnerable  
[H-3, H-4] 

 

Load mission data 
(RWR Sensor) 

HCA-66: Without 
updated mission data, 
the RWR sensors may 

not be effective in 
detecting relevant 
threats [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-67: Loading 
incorrect, outdated, or 
malicious mission data 
could make the RWR 

sensors ineffective  
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-68: Loading 
mission data too late 

may preclude the 
RWR sensors from 
operating effectively  

[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-69: Incomplete 
loading of the mission 

data could result in 
ineffective RWR 

sensors [H-3, H-4] 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

Power on 
(Comm System) 

HCA-70: If power on is 
not provided comm 

system capabilities will 
not be available  

[H-3, H-4] 

 

HCA-71: Powering on 
the comm system too 
late may preclude its 

use when needed  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Reset 
(Comm System) 

HCA-72: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent, comm system 
capability will not be 
available if needed  

[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-73: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 

comm system 
capability will not be 

available  
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-74: If the reset is 
not sent immediately 
when needed, there 

will be a longer 
window of no comm 
system functionality  

[H-3, H-4] 

 

Power off 
(Comm System) 

HCA-75: Not providing 
power off to the comm 
system at the end of a 
mission may run down 
the battery precluding 
successful relaunch 

[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-76: Providing 
power off when comm 

system capability is 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-77: Providing 
power off while the 

comm system is still 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Radio messages out 
(Comm System) 

HCA-78: Mission 
Computer Does Not 

provide required radio 
messages when 
messages are 

required to execute 
activities during a 
mission segment  

[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-79: Mission 
Computer Provides 
unnecessary radio 
messages during 

EMCON conditions 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-80: Mission 
Computer Providing 
radio messages too 
late after the vehicle 
has passed an action 

point  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Datalink messages 
out 

(Comm System) 

HCA-81: Not providing 
required datalink 
messages could 

preclude a successful 
mission [H-1, H-2,  

H-3, H-4] 

HCA-82: Providing 
unnecessary datalink 

messages may impact 
mission effectiveness  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-83: Providing 
datalink messages too 

late may prevent 
mission success  

[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Power on 
(EO/IR Sensor) 

HCA-84: If power on is 
not provided EO/IR 

sensor capabilities will 
not be available [H-1, 

H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

HCA-85: Powering on 
the EO/IR sensor too 
late may preclude its 

use when needed  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Reset 
(EO/IR Sensor) 

HCA-86: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent EO/IR sensor 

capability will not be 
available if needed  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-87: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 

EO/IR sensor 
capability will not be 

available [H-1,  
H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-88: If the reset is 
not sent immediately 
when needed, there 

will be a longer 
window of no EO/IR 
sensor functionality 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Power off 
(EO/IR Sensor) 

HCA-89: Not providing 
power off to the EO/IR 
sensor after the end of 

a mission may run 
down the battery 

HCA-90: Providing 
power off when the 

EO/IR sensor 
capability is needed 

could prevent a 
successful mission 

HCA-91: Providing 
power off while the 
EO/IR sensor is still 

needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

precluding successful 
relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

 [H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

Mission data 
(EO/IR Sensor) 

HCA-92: Without 
updated mission data, 
the EO/IR sensor may 
not be effective [H-1,  

H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-93: Loading 
incorrect, outdated, or 
malicious mission data 
could make the EO/IR 

sensor ineffective  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-94: Loading 
mission data too late 

may preclude the 
EO/IR sensor from 

operating effectively 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-95: Incomplete 
loading of the mission 

data could result in 
ineffective EO/IR 

sensor capability [H-1, 
H-2, H-3, H-4] 

Targeting data 
(EO/IR Sensor) 

HCA-96: Without 
updated targeting 
data, the EO/IR 

sensor may not be 
effective [H-1,  
H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-97: Loading 
incorrect, outdated, or 

malicious targeting 
data could make the 

EO/IR sensor 
ineffective [H-1, H-2, 

H-3, H-4] 

HCA-98: Loading 
targeting data too late 

may preclude the 
EO/IR sensor from 

operating effectively 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-99: Incomplete 
loading of the 

targeting data could 
result in ineffective 

EO/IR sensor 
capability [H-1, H-2, 

H-3, H-4] 

Power on 
(Electrical System) 

HCA-100: If power on 
is not provided 

electrical system 
capabilities will not be 

available [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-101: If power on 
is provided to 

electrical system when 
maintenance is being 
performed a safety 
hazard could exist  

[H-6] 

HCA-102: Powering 
on the electrical 

system too late may 
preclude successful 

launch [H-3, H-4] 

 

Reset 
(Electrical System) 

HCA-103: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent, electrical system 
capability may be lost 

[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-104: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 

electrical system 
capability will not be 
available [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-105: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
electrical system 

functionality [H-3, H-4] 

 

Power off 
(Electrical System) 

HCA-106: Not 
providing power off to 
the electrical system 

at the end of a mission 
may run down the 
battery precluding 

successful relaunch 
[H-3, H-4] 

 
HCA-107: Not 

powering off the 
electrical system when 
expected may expose 
friendly maintenance 

personnel to harm  
[H-6] 

HCA-108: Providing 
power off when the 
electrical system is 

needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-109: Providing 
power off while the 
electrical system is 
still needed could 

prevent a successful 
mission [H-1, H-2,  

H-3, H-4] 

 

Power on 
(Parachute) 

HCA-110: If power on 
is not provided, 

parachute capabilities 
will not be available  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-111: Powering 
on the parachute too 
late may preclude its 

use when needed  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Power off 
(Parachute) 

HCA-112: Not 
providing power off to 
the parachute at the 
end of a mission may 

HCA-113: Providing 
power off when the 

parachute capability is 
needed could prevent 

HCA-114: Providing 
power off while the 

parachute is still 
needed could prevent 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

run down the battery 
precluding successful 

relaunch [H-3, 
H-4, H-5] 

a successful mission 
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

a successful mission  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

Safe chute 
(Parachute) 

HCA-115: Not 
providing safe chute 

command when 
needed could harm 

personnel or damage 
the vehicle [H-3, H-4, 

H-6] 

HCA-116: Providing 
safe chute command 
when chute is needed 

could preclude a 
successful recovery 

and reuse of the 
vehicle  

[H-3, H-4, H-6] 

  

Arm chute 
(Parachute) 

HCA-117: Not 
providing arm chute 

command when 
needed could prevent 
successful recovery 

and reuse of the 
vehicle [H-3, H-4, H-6] 

HCA-118: Providing 
the arm chute 

command when not 
needed could damage 

the vehicle or injure 
personnel  

[H-3, H-4, H-6] 

HCA-119: Providing 
the arm chute 

command after the 
deploy command may 

prevent successful 
recovery and reuse of 

the vehicle  
[H-3, H-4, H-6] 

 

Deploy parachute 
(Parachute) 

HCA-120: Not 
providing the deploy 
parachute command 
when needed could 
prevent successful 

recovery and reuse of 
the vehicle  

[H-3, H-4, H-6] 

HCA-121: Providing 
the deploy chute 

command when not 
needed could damage 

the vehicle or injure 
personnel [H-3,  

H-4, H-6] 

HCA-122: Providing 
the deploy chute 

command before the 
arm command may 
prevent successful 

recovery and reuse of 
the vehicle  

[H-3, H-4, H-6] 

 

Power on 
(Autopilot) 

HCA-123: If power on 
is not provided, 

autopilot capabilities 
will not be available  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-124: Powering 
on the autopilot too 
late may preclude 
successful launch 

 [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Reset 
(Autopilot) 

HCA-125: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent autopilot system 
capability may be lost  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-126: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
autopilot capability will 

not be available  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-127: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
autopilot functionality  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Power off 
(Autopilot) 

HCA-128: Not 
providing power off to 

the autopilot at the 
end of a mission may 
run down the battery 
precluding successful 

relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-129: Providing 
power off when the 
autopilot is needed 

could prevent a 
successful mission  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-130: Providing 
power off while the 

autopilot is still 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Position data 
(Autopilot) 

HCA-131: Mission 
Computer Not 

providing position data 
when required for safe 

or secure vehicle 
operations [H-1, H-2, 

H-3, H-4] 

HCA-132: Mission 
Computer Providing 

incorrect position data 
when navigation 

accuracy is required 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-133: Mission 
Computer Providing 
out of date position 

data when vehicle is 
under control of flight 
lead and BVR [H-1, 

 H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-134: Mission 
Computer providing 
Incomplete position 
data during critical 

phases of flight 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

Next waypoint 
(Autopilot) 

HCA-135: Not 
providing next 

waypoint data could 
prevent the aircraft 

from operating 
successfully [H-1, H-2, 

H-3, H-4] 

HCA-136: Providing 
incorrect next 

waypoint data could 
prevent the aircraft 

from operating 
successfully [H-1, H-2, 

H-3, H-4] 

 

HCA-137: Incomplete 
next waypoint data 
could prevent the 

aircraft from operating 
successfully [H-1, H-2, 

H-3, H-4] 

Thrust available 
(Autopilot) 

HCA-138: Not 
providing thrust 

available data could 
prevent the autopilot 

from correctly 
calculating flight path  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-139: Providing 
incorrect thrust 

available data could 
prevent the autopilot 

from correctly 
calculating flight path  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-140: Providing 
out of date thrust 

available data could 
prevent the autopilot 

from correctly 
calculating flight path  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Power on 
(Nav System) 

HCA-141: If power on 
is not provided 

navigation system 
capabilities will not be 

available [H-1, H-2, 
 H-3, H-4] 

 

HCA-142: Powering 
on the navigation 

system too late may 
prevent a successful 

mission [H-1, H-2, 
 H-3, H-4] 

 

Reset 
(Nav System) 

HCA-143: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent, navigation 

system capability may 
be lost [H-1, H-2,  

H-3, H-4] 

HCA-144: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 

navigation system 
capability will not be 
available [H-1, H-2, 

 H-3, H-4] 

HCA-145: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
navigation system 

functionality [H-1, H-2, 
H-3, H-4] 

 

Power off 
(Nav System) 

HCA-146: Not 
providing power off to 
the navigation system 
at the end of a mission 

may run down the 
battery precluding 

successful relaunch 
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-147: Providing 
power off when the 

navigation system is 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-148: Providing 
power off while the 

navigation system is 
still needed could 

prevent a successful 
mission [H-1, H-2, 

 H-3, H-4] 

 

Turn on 
(Engine Controller) 

HCA-149: If power on 
is not provided to the 
engine controller, the 
vehicle will be unable 
to maintain controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-150: Powering 
on the engine 

controller too late may 
prevent a successful 

launch [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Reset 
(Engine Controller) 

HCA-151: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent to the engine 

controller the vehicle 
will be unable to 

maintain controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-152: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 

engine controller 
capability will not be 

available  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-153: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
engine controller 

functionality  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn off 
(Engine Controller) 

HCA-154: Not 
providing power off to 
the engine controller 

at the end of a mission 

HCA-155: Providing 
power off to the 

engine controller when 
the vehicle is in flight 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

may run down the 
battery precluding 

successful relaunch 
[H-3, H-4] 

would prevent the 
vehicle from 

maintaining controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

Thrust required 
(Engine Controller) 

HCA-156: Not 
providing thrust 

required to the engine 
controller will prevent 

the vehicle from 
maintaining controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-157: Providing 
incorrect thrust 

required to the engine 
controller could 

prevent the vehicle 
from maintaining 
controlled flight  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-158: Providing 
old thrust required to 
the engine controller 

could prevent the 
vehicle from 

maintaining controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn on 
(FMS) 

HCA-159: If power on 
is not provided to the 
FMS, the vehicle will 
be unable to maintain 

controlled flight  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-160: Powering 
on the FMS too late 

may prevent a 
successful mission  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Reset 
(FMS) 

HCA-161: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent to the FMS the 

vehicle will be unable 
to maintain controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-162: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
FMS capability will not 

be available  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-163: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
FMS functionality  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn off 
(FMS) 

HCA-164: Not 
providing power off to 
the FMS at the end of 

a mission may run 
down the battery 

precluding successful 
relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-165: Providing 
power off to the FMS 
when the vehicle is in 
flight would prevent 

the vehicle from 
maintaining controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

  

Commanded fuel flow 
(FMS) 

HCA-166: Not 
providing commanded 
fuel flow to the FMS 

will prevent the vehicle 
from maintaining 
controlled flight  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-167: Providing 
incorrect commanded 
fuel flow to the FMS 

could prevent the 
vehicle from 

maintaining controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-168: Providing 
old commanded fuel 

flow to the FMS could 
prevent the vehicle 
from maintaining 
controlled flight  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn on 
(SMS) 

HCA-169: If power on 
is not provided to the 
SMS, the vehicle will 
be unable to employ 

weapons [H-3] 

 

HCA-170: Powering 
on the SMS too late 

may prevent 
successful weapons 
employment [H-3] 

 

Reset 
(SMS) 

HCA-171: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent to the SMS the 

vehicle will be unable 
employ weapons [H-3] 

HCA-172: If reset is 
provided to the SMS 

when not needed, 
there will be periods of 

time where weapon 
employment capability 

will not be available 
[H-3] 

HCA-173: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately to the 
SMS when needed, 
there will be a longer 

window of no 
weapons employment 

capability [H-3] 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

Turn off 
(SMS) 

HCA-174: Not 
providing power off to 
the SMS at the end of 

a mission may run 
down the battery 

precluding successful 
relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-175: Providing 
power off to the SMS 
when the vehicle is on 
mission would prevent 
weapons employment 

[H-3] 

  

Targeting data 
(SMS) 

HCA-176: Mission 
Computer Does not 

provide targeting data 
during a weapons 

engagement, 
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-177: Mission 
Computer Provides 

targeting data during 
an attack when 

targeting data is for 
unauthorized targets 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-178: Mission 
Computer Provides 
targeting data when 
weapons are armed 
and after the attack 

has begun [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-179: Mission 
Computer does not 
provide complete 

loading targeting data 
when the target being 

attacked was 
previously authorized 

and has become 
updated to be 
unauthorized 

 [H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

Current position 
(SMS) 

HCA-180: Without 
current position data, 

the SMS cannot 
employ weapons [H-3] 

HCA-181: Loading 
incorrect, outdated, or 

malicious current 
position data into the 
SMS could prevent 

successful attack on 
authorized targets or 

enable attacks on 
unauthorized targets 

[H-1, H-2, H-3] 

HCA-182: Loading 
current position data 
into the SMS too late 

may prevent 
successful attack on 
authorized targets  

[H-3] 

HCA-183: Incomplete 
loading of the current 
position data into the 
SMS could prevent 

successful attack on 
authorized targets or 

enable attacks on 
unauthorized targets 

[H-1, H-2, H-3] 

Release 
(SMS) 

HCA-184: Without a 
release command, the 
SMS cannot employ 

weapons [H-3] 

HCA-185: Providing a 
release command 
when not intended 

could result in 
unintended damage or 

injury [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-186: Providing a 
release command 

before the arm 
command could 

prevent successful 
weapons employment 

[H-3] 

HCA-187: A partial 
release command 

could result in a hung 
weapon and 

unsuccessful weapon 
employment [H-3] 

Jettison 
(SMS) 

HCA-188: Not 
providing a jettison 

command when 
needed could prevent 

the successful 
recovery of the 

vehicle, preventing 
reuse [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-189: Providing a 
jettison command 

when the vehicle is 
not over an 

unpopulated area 
could result in 

unintended damage or 
injury [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-190: Providing a 
jettison command at 
the wrong time could 
result in unintended 

damage or injury 
 [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-191: A partial 
jettison command 

could result in a hung 
weapon and 

unsuccessful recovery 
preventing reuse 

 [H-3, H-4] 
 

Arm 
(SMS) 

HCA-192: Without an 
arm command, the 

SMS cannot 
successfully employ 

weapons [H-3] 

HCA-193: Providing 
an arm command 
when not intended 

could result in 
unintended damage or 

injury [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-194: Providing 
an arm command after 
the release command 

could prevent 
successful weapons 
employment [H-3] 

 

Safe 
(SMS) 

HCA-195: If a safe 
command is not sent 
to weapons that need 
to be disarmed, then it 

could result in 

HCA-196: Providing a 
safe command when 
weapons employment 

is intended will 
prevent successful 

HCA-197: Providing a 
safe command after 

weapons are released 
could result in 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

unintended damage or 
injury [H-2, H-6] 

weapons employment 
[H-3] 

unintended damage or 
injury [H-2, H-6] 

Comm System 

Turn on 
(Antennas) 

HCA-198: If power on 
is not provided 

antenna capabilities 
will not be available 

[H-3, H-4] 

 

HCA-199: Powering 
on the antennas too 

late may preclude use 
when needed [H-1, 

 H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Reset 
(Antennas) 

HCA-200: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent antenna 

capability will not be 
available if needed  

[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-201: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
antenna capability will 

not be available  
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-202: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
antenna functionality  

[H-3, H-4] 

 

Turn off 
(Antennas) 

HCA-203: Not 
providing power off to 
the antennas at the 

end of a mission may 
run down the battery 
precluding successful 

relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-204: Providing 
power off when 

antenna capability is 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-205: Providing 
power off while the 
antennas are still 

needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Radio messages 
 

HCA-206: Comm 
Controller does Not 

provide required radio 
messages during a 

critical phase of flight  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-207: Comm 
Controller Provides 

radio messages when 
EMCON conditions 

are required [H-1, H-2, 
H-3, H-4] 

 
HCA-330: Comm 

Controller Provides 
radio messages when 
adversaries can detect 
and track the MQ-99 

and the messages are 
not required for 

mission [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-208: Comm 
controller Provides 

radio messages after 
the decision point in 

the mission   
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Datalink message out 
(Antennas) 

HCA-209: Not 
providing required 
datalink messages 
could preclude a 

successful mission  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-210: Providing 
unnecessary datalink 

messages may impact 
mission effectiveness 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 
HCA-331: 

Unnecessary datalink 
messages might 

enable adversaries to 
detect and track the 

MQ-99 [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-211: Providing 
datalink messages too 

late may prevent 
mission success  

[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Electrical System 

Connect to bus 
(Battery) 

HCA-212: If the 
battery is not 

connected to the bus 

HCA-213: If the 
battery is connected to 

the bus when it is 
 

HCA-214: If the 
battery is connected to 
the bus too long, the 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

when needed, the 
aircraft will be unable 
to function [H-3, H-4, 

H-5] 

unsafe to do so, 
personnel may be hurt 

[H-6] 

battery main drain 
preventing immediate 

reuse [H-3, H-4] 

Disconnect from bus 
(Battery) 

HCA-215: If the 
battery is not 

disconnected when 
needed, personnel 
may be hurt [H-6] 

HCA-216: If the 
battery is 

disconnected when 
needed the aircraft will 
be unable to function  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-217: If the 
battery is 

disconnected too 
early, the aircraft will 
be unable to function  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn on 
(Generators) 

HCA-218: If 
generators are not 

operating when 
needed, the vehicle 

will be unable to 
function  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-219: Powering 
on the generators too 

late may drain the 
battery [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Reset 
(Generators) 

HCA-220: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent generator 

capability may be lost  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-221: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
generator capability 
will not be available  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-222: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
generator capability  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn off 
(Generators) 

HCA-223: Not 
providing power off to 
the generators when 

they are 
malfunctioning may 
damage the vehicle 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-224: Providing 
power off when the 

generators are 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-225: Providing 
power off while the 
generators are still 

needed could prevent 
a successful mission 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Connect to bus 
(Generators) 

HCA-226: Not 
connecting the 

generators to the bus 
when needed may 
drain the battery  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-227: Connecting 
the generators to the 

bus when the 
generator is not at the 

right voltage could 
damage the aircraft  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-228: Waiting too 
long to connect the 

generators to the bus 
may drain the battery  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Disconnect from bus 
(Generators) 

HCA-229: Not 
disconnecting the 

generators when they 
are at the wrong 

voltage could damage 
the aircraft  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-230: 
Disconnecting the 

generators when they 
are needed to provide 
power may drain the 

battery [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-231: 
Disconnecting the 

generators too early 
may drain the battery  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 
 

HCA-232: 
Disconnecting the 
generators too late 

when they are not at 
the right voltage may 
damage the aircraft  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Autopilot 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

Turn on 
(Air Data Sensors) 

HCA-233: If power on 
is not provided air 

data sensors 
capabilities will not be 

available  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-234: Powering 
on the air data 

sensors too late may 
prevent a successful 

mission [H-3, H-4,  
H-5] 

 

Reset 
(Air Data Sensors) 

HCA-235: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent air data sensor 

capability may be lost 
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-236: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 

air data sensor 
capability will not be 

available  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-237: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
air data system 

functionality  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn off 
(Air Data Sensors) 

HCA-238: Not 
providing power off to 
the air data sensors at 
the end of a mission 
may run down the 
battery precluding 

successful relaunch 
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-239: Providing 
power off when the air 

data sensors are 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-240: Providing 
power off while the air 
data sensors are still 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Commanded aircraft 
attitude 
(FLCS) 

HCA-241: autopilot 
does not provide the 

FLCS when the 
vehicle is not 

otherwise positively 
controlled  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-242: Autopilot 
Provides FLCS 

beyond valid period 
when current FLCS 

data provided causes 
aircraft to depart 
controlled flight 
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Flight Control Computer 

Flight Control Position 
Commands 

(Flight Controls) 

HCA-243: Flight 
Control Computer Not 
providing flight control 

position commands 
when aircraft is inflight 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-244: Flight 
Control Computer 

Provides flight control 
position commands 
after the previous 

flight conditions have 
changed 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Navigation System 

Turn on 
(NAV Sensors) 

HCA-245: If power on 
is not provided 

navigation sensor 
capabilities will not be 

available [H-1, H-2,  
H-3, H-4] 

 

HCA-246: Powering 
on the navigation 

sensors too late may 
prevent a successful 

mission [H-1, H-2,  
H-3, H-4]  

 

Reset 
(NAV Sensors) 

HCA-247: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent, navigation 

sensor capability may 
be lost [H-1, H-2, H-3, 

H-4] 

HCA-248: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 

navigation sensor 
capability will not be 
available [H-1, H-2,  

HCA-249: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
navigation sensor 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

H-3, H-4] functionality [H-1, H-2, 
H-3, H-4] 

Turn off 
(NAV Sensors) 

HCA-250: Not 
providing power off to 
the navigation sensors 
at the end of a mission 

may run down the 
battery precluding 

successful relaunch 
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-251: Providing 
power off when the 

navigation sensors are 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-252: Providing 
power off while the 

navigation sensors are 
still needed could 

prevent a successful 
mission [H-1, H-2,  

H-3, H-4] 

 

Turn on 
(INS/Gyros) 

HCA-253: If power on 
is not provided 

INS/Gyro capabilities 
will not be available 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

HCA-254: Powering 
on the INS/Gyros too 
late may prevent a 
successful mission  
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Reset 
(INS/Gyros) 

HCA-255: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent INS/Gyro 

capability may be lost 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-256: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
INS/Gyro capability 
will not be available 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-257: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
INS/Gyro functionality 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Turn off 
(INS/Gyros) 

HCA-258: Not 
providing power off to 
the INS/Gyros at the 
end of a mission may 
run down the battery 
precluding successful 

relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-259: Providing 
power off when the 

INS/Gyros are needed 
could prevent a 

successful mission 
 [H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-260: Providing 
power off while the 
INS/Gyros are still 

needed could prevent 
a successful mission 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

 

Engine Controller 

Start 
(Engine) 

HCA-261: If start 
command is not 

provided to the engine 
positive control will be 

lost [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-262: If the 
engine is started when 
the aircraft is not in a 
safe area, injuries or 
damage to property 

could result [H-6] 

HCA-263: Starting the 
engine too late during 
the launch sequence 

may prevent a 
successful mission  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-264: If the 
engine start sequence 

is not completed 
correctly positive 

control of the aircraft 
will be lost  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

Shut down 
(Engine) 

HCA-265: If the 
engine is not shut 

down at the correct 
time in the recovery 

sequence damage or 
injury may result [H-2, 

H-3, H-4, H-5, H-6] 

HCA-266: If the 
engine is shut down 

when needed in flight, 
positive control of the 

aircraft will be lost  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-267: If the 
engine is shut down 

too early in the 
recovery sequence 

positive control of the 
aircraft may be lost  
[H-2, H-3, H-4, H-5,  

H-6] 
 

HCA-268: If the 
engine is shut down 

too late in the 
recovery sequence 
damage or injury 

might result [H-2, H-3, 
H-4, H-5, H-6] 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

Restart 
(Engine) 

HCA-269: Not 
providing a restart 
command to the 

engine when needed 
may cause positive 

control of the aircraft 
to be lost  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-270: Providing a 
restart command 

when not needed may 
cause positive control 

of the aircraft to be 
lost [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-271: If the restart 
sequence is not 

completed correctly, 
positive control of the 

aircraft will be lost 
 [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

Commanded Thrust 
(Engine) 

HCA-272: Engine 
Controller Not 

providing commanded 
thrust to the engine 

when required for the   
vehicle to maintain 

controlled flight  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-273: Engine 
Controller Provides 

commanded thrust to 
the engine when the 

vehicle is being 
recovered or when no 
thrust is required for 

maintaining controlled 
flight [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-274: Engine 
Controller Providing 

commanded thrust to 
the engine when the 
values commanded 

are no longer valid for 
the vehicle to maintain 

controlled flight  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Fuel Management System 

Turn on 
(Fuel Sensors) 

HCA-275: If power on 
is not provided fuel 

sensor capabilities will 
not be available  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-276: Powering 
on the fuel sensors 

too late may prevent a 
successful mission 

 [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Reset 
(Fuel Sensors) 

HCA-277: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent fuel sensor 

capability may be lost 
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-278: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
fuel sensor capability 
will not be available  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-279: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
fuel system 
functionality  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn off 
(Fuel Sensors) 

HCA-280: Not 
providing power off to 
the fuel sensors at the 
end of a mission may 
run down the battery 
precluding successful 

relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-281: Providing 
power off when the 

fuel sensors are 
needed could prevent 
a successful mission 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-282: Providing 
power off while the 
fuel sensors are still 

needed could prevent 
a successful mission  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn on 
(Fuel Pumps) 

HCA-283: If power on 
is not provided fuel 

pump capabilities will 
not be available  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

HCA-284: Powering 
on the fuel pumps too 

late may prevent a 
successful mission 

 [H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Reset 
(Fuel Pumps) 

HCA-285: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent fuel pump 

capability may be lost 
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-286: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
fuel pump capability 
will not be available  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-287: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
fuel pump functionality  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Turn off 
(Fuel Pumps) 

HCA-288: Not 
providing power off to 
the fuel pumps at the 

HCA-289: Providing 
power off when the 

fuel pumps are 

HCA-290: Providing 
power off while the 
fuel pumps are still 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

end of a mission may 
run down the battery 
precluding successful 

relaunch [H-3, H-4] 

needed could prevent 
a successful mission 

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

needed could prevent 
a successful mission  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

Commanded Pump 
Flow Rate 

(Fuel Pumps) 

HCA-291: Not 
providing the 

commanded pump 
flow rate could result 
in incorrect thrust and 
loss of positive control 

of the aircraft  
[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-292: Providing 
incorrect pump flow 
rate could result in 
incorrect thrust and 

loss of positive control 
of the aircraft  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

HCA-293: Providing 
old pump flow rate 

could result in 
incorrect thrust and 

loss of positive control 
of the aircraft  

[H-3, H-4, H-5] 

 

Stores Management System 

Turn on 
(Munitions) 

HCA-294: If power on 
is not provided to the 
munitions, the vehicle 

will be unable to 
employ weapons [H-3] 

 

HCA-295: Powering 
on the munitions too 

late may prevent 
successful weapons 
employment [H-3] 

 

Reset 
(Munitions) 

HCA-296: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent to the munitions 

the vehicle will be 
unable employ 
weapons [H-3] 

HCA-297: If reset is 
provided to the 

munitions when not 
needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
weapon employment 
capability will not be 

available [H-3] 

HCA-298: If the reset 
is not sent to the 

munitions immediately 
when needed, there 

will be a longer 
window of no 

weapons employment 
capability [H-3] 

 

Turn off 
(Munitions) 

HCA-299: Not 
providing power off to 
the munitions at the 

end of a mission may 
run down the battery 
precluding successful 

relaunch [H-3, H-4] 
 

HCA-300: Not 
providing power off to 
the munitions at the 
end of the mission 

could result in 
munitions being in an 

unsafe state [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-301: Providing 
power off to the 

munitions when the 
vehicle is on mission 

would prevent 
weapons employment 

[H-3] 

  

Targeting data 
(Munitions) 

HCA-302: Without 
targeting data, 

munitions cannot be 
effectively employed  

[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-303: Loading 
incorrect, outdated, or 

malicious targeting 
data into munitions 

could prevent 
successful attack on 
authorized targets or 

enable attacks on 
unauthorized targets 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

HCA-304: Loading 
targeting data too late 

into munitions may 
prevent successful 

attack on authorized 
targets [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-305: Incomplete 
loading of the 

targeting data into 
munitions could 

prevent successful 
attack on authorized 

targets or enable 
attacks on 

unauthorized targets 
[H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4] 

Current position 
(Munitions) 

HCA-306: Without 
current position data, 

munitions cannot 

HCA-307: Loading 
incorrect, outdated, or 

malicious current 

HCA-308: Loading 
current position data 

into munitions too late 

HCA-309: Incomplete 
loading of the current 

position data into 
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Control action 
Not providing 
causes hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Too early, too late, 
or out of order 

Stopped too soon, 
applied too long 

effectively be 
employed [H-3] 

position data into 
munitions could 

prevent successful 
attack on authorized 

targets or enable 
attacks on 

unauthorized targets 
[H-1, H-2, H-3] 

may prevent 
successful attack on 
authorized targets  

[H-3] 

munitions could 
prevent successful 

attack on authorized 
targets or enable 

attacks on 
unauthorized targets 

[H-1, H-2, H-3] 

Release 
(Munitions) 

HCA-310: Without a 
release command, 

munitions cannot be 
employed [H-3] 

HCA-311: Providing a 
release command to 
munitions when not 

intended could result 
in unintended damage 

or injury [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-312: Providing a 
release command to 
munitions before the 
arm command could 
prevent successful 

weapons employment 
[H-3] 

HCA-313: A partial 
release command 
sent to munitions 

could result in a hung 
weapon and 

unsuccessful weapon 
employment [H-3] 

Jettison 
(Munitions) 

HCA-314: Not 
providing a jettison 

command to munitions 
when needed could 

prevent the successful 
recovery of the 

vehicle, preventing 
reuse [H-3, H-4] 

HCA-315: Providing a 
jettison command to 
munitions when the 

vehicle is not over an 
unpopulated area 

could result in 
unintended damage or 

injury [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-316: Providing a 
jettison command to 

munitions at the wrong 
time could result in 

unintended damage or 
injury [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-317: A partial 
jettison command to 

munitions could result 
in a hung weapon and 
unsuccessful recovery 

preventing reuse  
[H-3, H-4] 

 

Arm 
(Munitions) 

HCA-318: Without an 
arm command to 

munitions, weapons 
cannot be successfully 

employed [H-3] 

HCA-319: Providing 
an arm command to 
munitions when not 

intended could result 
in unintended damage 

or injury [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-320: Providing 
an arm command to 
munitions after the 
release command 

could prevent 
successful weapons 
employment [H-3] 

 

Safe 
(Munitions) 

HCA-321: If a safe 
command is not sent 

to munitions that need 
to be disarmed, then it 

could result in 
unintended damage or 

injury [H-2, H-6] 

HCA-322: Providing a 
safe command to 
munitions when 

weapons employment 
is intended will 

prevent successful 
weapons employment 

[H-3] 

HCA-323: Providing a 
safe command to 

munitions after 
weapons are released 

could result in 
unintended damage or 

injury [H-2, H-6] 

 

Maintenance System 

Load OFPs 

HCA-324: 
Maintenance 

controller does not 
provide load OFPs, 

when OFPs required 
for system operation 

[H-1, H-2, H-3,  
H-4, H-5, H-6] 

HCA-325: 
Maintenance 

Controller provides 
Load OFP when new 
OFP overwrites an 

OFP valid for mission 
conditions. [H-1, H-2, 
H-3, H-4, H-5, H-6] 

 

HCA-326: Mission 
Controller Stops OFP 
load before update is 
complete when new 
OFP data is required 
for mission segment  

[H-1, H-2, H-3,  
H-4, H-5, H-6] 

Reset systems 

HCA-327: If reset is 
needed to restore 

functioning and is not 
sent systems 

capability may be lost 
[H-3, H-4, H-6] 

HCA-328: If reset is 
provided when not 

needed, there will be 
periods of time where 
system capability will 

not be available  
[H-3, H-4] 

HCA-329: If the reset 
is not sent 

immediately when 
needed, there will be a 

longer window of no 
system functionality  

[H-3, H-4] 
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Table 45. MQ-99 Controller Constraints 

Controller 
constraint # 

Controller Constraint 

Command and Control 

C-1 
Command and control must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified mission tasking on a 

timeline that enables sufficient MQ-99 mission preparation before required launch time  
[HCA-1, HCA-2, HCA-3] 

C-2 
Command and control must provide secured, verified, continuously valid, and logged authorization to attack 

hostile targets before the MQ-99 needs to employ weapons  
[HCA-4, HCA-6, HCA-7] 

C-3 Command and control must never provide authorization to attack a non-hostile target [HCA-5] 

Operator 

C-4 
The operator must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified mission data to the ground 

control station for loading into the MQ-99 prior to launch [HCA-8, HCA-9, HCA-10, HCA-11] 

C-5 
The operator must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified operator targeting data to the 
ground control station for loading into the MQ-99 prior to weapons employment against operator assigned 

targets [HCA-12, HCA-13, HCA-14, HCA-15] 

C-6 
The operator must provide weapons release authorization to valid operator provided targets early enough to 

enable successful employment, and continue that authorization until employment has successfully 
completed [HCA-16, HCA-18, HCA-19] 

C-9 
The operator must never provide weapons release authorization against any invalid, or non-hostile  

target [HCA-17] 

C-10 

The operator must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified operator waypoint data to the 
ground control station for loading into the MQ-99 prior to launch and when needed for dynamic updates 

while airborne before the MQ-99 is required to maneuver to that waypoint [HCA-20, HCA-21,  
HCA-22, HCA-23] 

C-11 
The operator must provide the recovery command to be transmitted through the ground control station at the 

correct time when the MQ-99 is within operational limits and correctly positioned to recover safely without 
causing injury or damage [HCA-24, HCA-25, HCA-26] 

Ground Control Station 

C-12 
The ground control station must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified mission data to the 

air vehicle prior to launch [HCA-27, HCA-28, HCA-29, HCA-30] 

C-13 
The ground control station must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified operator targeting 
data to the air vehicle prior to weapons employment against operator assigned targets [HCA-31, HCA-32, 

HCA-33, HCA-34] 

C-14 
The ground control station must provide weapons release authorization to valid operator provided targets 

early enough to enable successful employment, and continue that authorization until employment has 
successfully completed [HCA-35, HCA-37, HCA-38] 

C-15 
The ground control station must never provide weapons release authorization against any invalid,  

or non-hostile target [HCA-36] 

C-16 
The ground control station must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified waypoint data to 
the air vehicle prior to launch and when needed for dynamic updates while airborne before the MQ-99 is 

required to maneuver to that waypoint [HCA-39, HCA-40, HCA-41, HCA-42] 

C-17 
The ground control station must provide the recovery command to the air vehicle at the correct time when 
the MQ-99 is within operational limits and correctly positioned to recover safely without causing injury or 

damage [HCA-43, HCA-44, HCA-45] 

Flight Lead 

C-18 
The flight lead must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified flight lead targeting data to the 

air vehicle prior to weapons employment against flight lead assigned targets [HCA-46, HCA-47,  
HCA-48, HCA-49] 

C-19 
The flight lead must provide weapons release authorization to valid flight lead provided targets early enough 

to enable successful employment, and continue that authorization until employment has successfully 
completed [HCA-50, HCA-52, HCA-53] 

C-20 The flight lead must never provide weapons release authorization against any invalid, or non-hostile  
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Controller 
constraint # 

Controller Constraint 

target [HCA-51] 

C-21 
The operator must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified flight lead waypoint data to the 

air vehicle when needed to maneuver the MQ-99 before it is required to maneuver to that waypoint  
[HCA-54, HCA-55, HCA-56, HCA-57] 

Mission Computer  

C-22 
The mission computer must ensure the RWR sensors are powered on when the air vehicle is within a 

potential threat environment [HCA-58, HCA-59, HCA-64, HCA-65] 

C-23 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the RWR sensors immediately upon detection that the 

RWR sensors are malfunctioning [HCA-60, HCA-62] 

C-24 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the RWR sensors without valid indications that the 

RWR sensors are malfunctioning [HCA-61] 

C-25 
The mission computer must ensure that the RWR sensors are powered off when no longer needed at the 

end of a mission [HCA-63] 

C-26 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified mission data to the 

RWR sensors prior to launch and when needed during flight [HCA-66, HCA-67, HCA-68, HCA-69] 

C-27 
The mission computer must ensure the communications system is powered on when the air vehicle is in 

operation [HCA-70, HCA-71, HCA-76, HCA-77] 

C-28 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the communications system immediately upon 

detection that the communications system is malfunctioning [HCA-72, HCA-74] 

C-29 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the communications system without valid 

indications that the communications system is malfunctioning [HCA-73] 

C-30 
The mission computer must ensure that the communications system is powered off when no longer needed 

at the end of a mission [HCA-75] 

C-31 
The mission computer must pass necessary, complete, and correct radio messages, and only those 

messages to the communications system [HCA-78, HCA-79, HCA-80] 

C-32 
The mission computer must pass necessary, complete, and correct datalink messages, and only those 

messages to the communications system [HCA-81, HCA-82, HCA-83] 

C-33 
The mission computer must ensure the EO/IR system is powered on when required for the mission  

[HCA-84, HCA-85, HCA-90, HCA-91] 

C-34 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the EO/IR system immediately upon detection that the 

EO/IR system is malfunctioning [HCA-86, HCA-88] 

C-35 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the EO/IR system without valid indications that the 

EO/IR system is malfunctioning [HCA-87] 

C-36 
The mission computer must ensure that the EO/IR system is powered off when no longer needed at the end 

of a mission [HCA-89] 

C-37 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified mission data to the 

EO/IR sensor prior to EO/IR sensor use [HCA-92, HCA-93, HCA-94, HCA-95] 

C-38 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified targeting data to the 

EO/IR sensor prior to utilizing the EO/IR sensor for targeting [HCA-96, HCA-97, HCA-98, HCA-99] 

C-39 
The mission computer must ensure the electrical system is powered on when the air vehicle is in operation 

[HCA-100, HCA-102, HCA-108, HCA-109] 

C-40 
The mission computer must ensure the electrical system presents no hazard to maintenance personnel 

when maintenance is being performed on the system [HCA-101, HCA107] 

C-41 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the electrical system immediately upon detection that 

the electrical system is malfunctioning [HCA-103, HCA-105] 

C-42 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the electrical system without valid indications that 

the electrical system is malfunctioning [HCA-104] 

C-43 
The mission computer must ensure that the electrical system is powered off when no longer needed at the 

end of a mission [HCA-106] 

C-44 
The mission computer must ensure the parachute system is powered on when required for recovery  

[HCA-110, HCA-111, HCA-113, HCA-114] 

C-45 
The mission computer must ensure that the parachute system is powered off when no longer needed at the 

end of a mission [HCA-112] 
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Controller 
constraint # 

Controller Constraint 

C-46 
The mission computer must ensure the parachute is safe when not needed or when personnel are close to 

the vehicle [HCA115, HCA-118] 

C-47 
The mission computer must ensure the parachute is armed before the deploy command is given when 

needed for recovery and personnel are not close to the vehicle  
[HCA-116, HCA-117, HCA-119] 

C-48 
The mission computer must provide the deploy parachute command at the correct time in the recovery 

sequence when the vehicle is properly positioned for recovery and within operational limits  
[HCA-120, HCA-122] 

C-49 
The mission computer must not provide the deploy chute command when not needed for recovery or when 

personnel are too close to the vehicle [HCA-121] 

C-50 
The mission computer must ensure the autopilot is powered on when the air vehicle is in operation  

[HCA-123, HCA-124, HCA-129, HCA-130] 

C-51 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the autopilot immediately upon detection that the 

autopilot is malfunctioning [HCA-125, HCA-127] 

C-52 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the autopilot without valid indications that the 

autopilot is malfunctioning [HCA-126] 

C-53 
The mission computer must ensure that the autopilot is powered off when no longer needed at the end of a 

mission [HCA-128] 

C-54 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified position data to the 

autopilot when the air vehicle is in operation [HCA-131, HCA-132, HCA-133, HCA-134] 

C-55 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified next waypoint data to 

the autopilot when the air vehicle is in operation [HCA-135, HCA-136, HCA-137] 

C-56 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified thrust available data to 

the autopilot when the air vehicle is in operation [HCA-138, HCA-139, HCA-140] 

C-57 
The mission computer must ensure the navigation system is powered on when the air vehicle is in operation 

[HCA-141, HCA-142, HCA-147, HCA-148] 

C-58 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the navigation system immediately upon detection 

that the navigation system is malfunctioning [HCA-143, HCA-145] 

C-59 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the navigation system without valid indications 

that the navigation system is malfunctioning [HCA-144] 

C-60 
The mission computer must ensure that the navigation system is powered off when no longer needed at the 

end of a mission [HCA-146] 

C-61 
The mission computer must ensure the engine controller is powered on when the air vehicle is in operation 

[HCA-149, HCA-150, HCA-155] 

C-62 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the engine controller immediately upon detection that 

the engine controller is malfunctioning [HCA-151, HCA-153] 

C-63 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the engine controller without valid indications that 

the engine controller is malfunctioning [HCA-152] 

C-64 
The mission computer must ensure that the engine controller is powered off when no longer needed at the 

end of a mission [HCA-154] 

C-65 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified thrust required data to 

the engine controller when the air vehicle is in operation  
[HCA-156, HCA-157, HCA-158] 

C-66 
The mission computer must ensure the fuel management system is powered on when the air vehicle is in 

operation [HCA-159, HCA-160, HCA-165] 

C-67 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the fuel management system immediately upon 

detection that the fuel management system is malfunctioning [HCA-161, HCA-163] 

C-68 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the fuel management system without valid 

indications that the fuel management system is malfunctioning [HCA-162] 

C-69 
The mission computer must ensure that the fuel management system is powered off when no longer needed 

at the end of a mission [HCA-164] 

C-70 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified commanded fuel flow 

to the engine controller when the air vehicle is in operation [HCA-166, HCA-167, HCA-168] 
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C-71 
The mission computer must ensure the stores management system is powered on when the air vehicle is in 

operation [HCA-169, HCA-170, HCA-175] 

C-72 
The mission computer must send a reset command to the stores management system immediately upon 

detection that the stores management system is malfunctioning [HCA-171, HCA-173] 

C-73 
The mission computer must not send a reset command to the stores management system without valid 

indications that the stores management system is malfunctioning [HCA-172] 

C-74 
The mission computer must ensure that the stores management system is powered off when no longer 

needed at the end of a mission [HCA-174] 

C-75 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified targeting data to the 

stores management system before weapons employment  
[HCA-176, HCA-177, HCA-178, HCA-179] 

C-76 
The mission computer must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified current position data to 

the stores management system before weapons employment  
[HCA-180, HCA-181, HCA-182, HCA-183] 

C-77 
The mission computer must provide a complete, secured, and verified release command to the stores 

management system after weapons are armed when weapons employment is necessary for the mission 
[HCA-184, HCA-186, HCA-187] 

C-78 
The mission computer must not provide a release command to the stores management system when 

weapon release could result in unintended damage or injury to personnel [HCA-185] 

C-79 
The mission computer must provide a complete, secured, and verified jettison command to the stores 

management system when weapons jettison is necessary for the mission [HCA-188, HCA-191] 

C-80 
The mission computer must not provide a jettison command to the stores management system when 

weapon jettison could result in unintended damage or injury to personnel [HCA-189, HCA-190] 

C-81 
The mission computer must provide a complete, secured, and verified arm command to the stores 

management system before weapons are released [HCA-192, HCA-194] 

C-82 
The mission computer must not provide an arm command to the stores management system when releasing 

weapons could result in unintended damage or injury [HCA-193] 

C-83 
The mission computer must provide a complete, secured, and verified safe command to the stores 

management system when weapons are to be disarmed [HCA-195, HCA-197] 

C-84 
The mission computer must not provide a safe command to the stores management system when weapons 

release is intended [HCA-196] 

Communication System 

C-85 
The communications system must ensure the antennas are powered on when the air vehicle is in operation 

[HCA-198, HCA-199, HCA-204, HCA-205] 

C-86 
The communications system must send a reset command to an antenna immediately upon detection that an 

antenna is malfunctioning [HCA-200, HCA-202] 

C-87 
The communications system must not send a reset command to an antenna without valid indications that the 

antenna is malfunctioning [HCA-201] 

C-88 
The communications system must ensure that the antennas are powered off when no longer needed at the 

end of a mission [HCA-203] 

C-89 
The communications must pass necessary, complete, encrypted, and correct radio messages, and only 

those messages to the antennas [HCA-206, HCA-207, HCA-208] 

C-90 
The communications system must pass necessary, complete, encrypted, and correct datalink messages, 

and only those messages to the antennas [HCA-209, HCA-210, HCA-211] 

Electrical System 

C-91 
The electrical system must ensure the battery is connected and remains connected to the electrical bus 

when at the correct voltage and needed for vehicle functioning  
[HCA-212, HCA-216, HCA-217] 

C-92 
The electrical system must ensure the battery is not connected to the electrical bus when connecting it might 

cause a hazard to equipment or personnel [HCA-213, HCA-215] 

C-93 
The electrical system must ensure that the battery is not connected to the electrical bus when no longer 

needed [HCA-214] 
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C-94 
The electrical system must ensure the generators are powered on when needed for air vehicle operation 

[HCA-218, HCA-219, HCA-224, HCA-225] 

C-95 
The electrical system must send a reset command to a generator immediately upon detection that a 

generator is malfunctioning [HCA-220, HCA-222] 

C-96 
The electrical system must not send a reset command to a generator without valid indications that the 

generator is malfunctioning [HCA-221] 

C-97 
The electrical system must shut down generators that are malfunctioning and cannot be reset to correct 

functioning to prevent damage to the system [HCA-223] 

C-98 
The electrical system must ensure the generators are connected and remain connected to the electrical bus 

when at the correct voltage and needed for vehicle functioning  
[HCA-226, HCA-228, HCA-230, HCA-231] 

C-99 
The electrical system must ensure the generators are not connected to the electrical bus when they are at 

the wrong voltage [HCA-227, HCA-229] 

C-100 
The electrical system must ensure the generators are not connected to the electrical bus when connecting 

them might cause a hazard to equipment or personnel [HCA-232] 

Autopilot 

C-101 
The autopilot must ensure the air data sensors are powered on when the air vehicle is in operation [HCA-

233, HCA-234, HCA-239, HCA-240] 

C-102 
The autopilot must send a reset command to an air data sensor immediately upon detection that an air data 

sensor is malfunctioning [HCA-235, HCA-237] 

C-103 
The autopilot must not send a reset command to an air data sensor without valid indications that the air data 

sensor is malfunctioning [HCA-236] 

C-104 
The autopilot must ensure that the air data sensors are powered off when no longer needed at the end of a 

mission [HCA-238] 

C-105 
The autopilot must pass correct, current, complete, secured, and verified commanded aircraft attitude data 

to the flight control system [HCA-241, HCA-242] 

Flight Control Computer 

C-106 
The flight control computer must pass correct, current, complete, secured, and verified flight control position 

commands to the flight controls [HCA-243, HCA-244] 

Navigation System 

C-107 
The navigation system must ensure the navigation sensors are powered on when the air vehicle is in 

operation [HCA-245, HCA-246, HCA-251, HCA-252] 

C-108 
The navigation system must send a reset command to a navigation sensor immediately upon detection that 

a navigation sensor is malfunctioning [HCA-247, HCA-249] 

C-109 
The navigation system must not send a reset command to a navigation sensor without valid indications that 

the navigation sensor is malfunctioning [HCA-248] 

C-110 
The navigation system must ensure that the navigation sensors are powered off when no longer needed at 

the end of a mission [HCA-250] 

C-111 
The navigation system must ensure the INS/Gyros are powered on when the air vehicle is in operation 

[HCA-253, HCA-254, HCA-259, HCA-260] 

C-112 
The navigation system must send a reset command to an INS/Gyro immediately upon detection that the 

INS/Gyro is malfunctioning [HCA-255, HCA-257] 

C-113 
The navigation system must not send a reset command to an INS/Gyro without valid indications that the 

INS/Gyro is malfunctioning [HCA-256] 

C-114 
The navigation system must ensure that the INS/Gyros are powered off when no longer needed at the end 

of a mission [HCA-258] 

Engine Controller 

C-115 
The engine controller must ensure the complete start engine command is sent when required by mission 

and engine operations [HCA-261, HCA-263, HCA-264] 

C-116 
The engine controller must ensure the start engine command is not sent when there is the potential for 

unintended damage or injury [HCA-262] 

C-117 
The engine controller must ensure the shutdown engine command is given at the correct time in the 

recovery sequence to prevent damage or injury [HCA-265, HCA-267, HCA-268] 
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C-118 
The engine controller must not send the engine shut down command when the engine is operating correctly 

and is needed for the mission and aircraft control [HCA-266] 

C-119 
The engine controller will provide a correct and complete restart command to the engine when required to 

maintain positive aircraft control [HCA-269, HCA-271] 

C-120 
The engine controller will not provide a restart command to the engine unless required to maintain positive 

aircraft control [HCA-270] 

C-121 
The engine controller will provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified commanded thrust data to 

the engine [HCA-272, HCA-273, HCA-274] 

Fuel Management System 

C-122 
The fuel management system must ensure the fuel sensors are powered on when the air vehicle is in 

operation [HCA-275, HCA-276, HCA-281, HCA-282] 

C-123 
The fuel management system must send a reset command to a fuel sensor immediately upon detection that 

the fuel sensor is malfunctioning [HCA-277, HCA-279] 

C-124 
The fuel management system must not send a reset command to a fuel sensor without valid indications that 

the fuel sensor is malfunctioning [HCA-278] 

C-125 
The fuel management system must ensure that the fuel sensors are powered off when no longer needed at 

the end of a mission [HCA-280] 

C-126 
The fuel management system must ensure the fuel pumps are powered on when the air vehicle is in 

operation [HCA-283, HCA-284, HCA-289, HCA-290] 

C-127 
The fuel management system must send a reset command to fuel pump immediately upon detection that the 

fuel pump is malfunctioning [HCA-285, HCA-287] 

C-128 
The fuel management system must not send a reset command to a fuel pump without valid indications that 

the fuel pump is malfunctioning [HCA-286] 

C-129 
The fuel management system must ensure that the fuel pumps are powered off when no longer needed at 

the end of a mission [HCA-288] 

C-130 
The fuel management system will provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified commanded 

pump flow rate data to the fuel pumps  
[HCA-291, HCA-292, HCA-293] 

Stores Management System 

C-131 
The stores management system must ensure the munitions are powered on when needed 

 [HCA-294, HCA-295, HCA-301] 

C-132 
The stores management system must send a reset command to a munition immediately upon detection that 

the munition is malfunctioning [HCA-296, HCA-298] 

C-133 
The stores management system must not send a reset command to a munition without valid indications that 

the munition is malfunctioning [HCA-297] 

C-134 
The stores management system must ensure that munitions are powered off when no longer needed at the 

end of a mission [HCA-299] 

C-135 
The stores management system will ensure that munitions are powered down when maintenance actions 

are being performed on the air vehicle [HCA-300] 

C-136 
The stores management system must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified targeting 

data to the munitions before weapons employment  
[HCA-302, HCA-303, HCA-304, HCA-305] 

C-137 
The stores management system must provide correct, current, complete, secured, and verified current 

position data to the munitions before weapons employment  
[HCA-306, HCA-307, HCA-308, HCA-309] 

C-138 
The stores management system must provide a complete, secured, and verified release command to the 

munitions after the munitions are armed when weapons employment is necessary for the mission  
[HCA-310, HCA-312, HCA-313] 

C-139 
The stores management system must not provide a release command to munitions when weapon release 

could result in unintended damage or injury to personnel [HCA-311] 

C-140 
The Stores management system must provide a complete, secured, and verified jettison command to the 

munitions when weapons jettison is necessary for the mission [HCA-314, HCA-317] 
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C-141 
The stores management system must not provide a jettison command to the stores management system 

when weapon jettison could result in unintended damage or injury to personnel [HCA-315, HCA-316] 

C-142 
The stores management system must provide a complete, secured, and verified arm command to the 

munitions before weapons are released [HCA-318, HCA-320] 

C-143 
The stores management system must not provide an arm command to the munitions when releasing 

weapons could result in unintended damage or injury [HCA-319] 

C-144 
The stores management system must provide a complete, secured, and verified safe command to the 

munitions when weapons are to be disarmed [HCA-321, HCA-323] 

C-145 
The stores management system must not provide a safe command to the munitions when weapons release 

is intended [HCA-322] 

Maintenance System 

C-146 
The maintenance system must only allow the loading of authorized and correct OFPs into systems  

[HCA-324, HCA-325] 

C-147 The maintenance system must verify that complete OFPs are loaded successfully into systems [HCA-326] 

C-148 
The maintenance system must send a reset command to a system immediately upon detection that the fuel 

sensor is malfunctioning [HCA-327, HCA-328, HCA-329] 

Table 46. MQ-99 Berserker Loss Scenarios 

Loss 
Scenario # 

Loss Scenario 

R-1 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the ground control station through a supply chain attack on the 
software production and/or transmission process and uses tampering to alter weapons release authorization, 

targeting, waypoint, or mission data [HCA-28, HCA-32, HCA-35, HCA-36, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-2 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the air vehicle communications link through insecure 

communications channels with the ground station and uses spoofing to send malicious mission data to the air 
vehicle [HCA-28, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-3 
A tier 2 insider threat creates and installs malicious functionality on the mission computer that allows for 
unauthorized information disclosure to an offboard listener that includes routing and weapon systems 

information [HCA-79, L-3, L-4] 

R-4 
A tier 2 insider threat subverts ground support equipment management and bypasses security controls 

enabling access to MQ-99 onboard avionics and systems [HCA-28, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-5 
A tier 2 insider threat in conjunction with a tier 5 or higher threat actor uses a side channel attack cryptological 

attack on the ground station and mission computer link to access routing and weapon systems information 
[HCA-28, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-6 
A tier 5 or higher threat actor, via an RF signal to the air vehicle utilizes a vulnerability in the communication 

system to directly impact the EO/IR system to send incorrect coordinates causing the MQ-99 to miss its targets 
[HCA-93, L-3] 

R-7 
A tier 5 or higher threat actor, via an RF signal to the air vehicle utilizes a vulnerability in the communication 

system to inject false information into internal systems  
[HCA-36, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-8 
A tier 6 cyber attacker injects malicious command and control messages through a supply chain attack to insert 

malicious communications hardware and uses spoofing to generate false mission tasking  
[HCA-2, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-9 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the air vehicle communications link through insecure 

communications channels and uses spoofing to get the air vehicle to execute recovery procedures and activate 
the parachute [HCA-44, HCA-45, HCA-121, L-3, L-4] 

R-10 
A tier 5 cyber attacker gains access to the air vehicle communications link through insecure communications 

channels with the flight lead and uses spoofing to send false messages to the air vehicle  
[HCA-47, HCA-51, HCA-55, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-11 
A tier 6 cyber attacker gains access to the air vehicle communications system through a supply chain attack 

and uses information disclosure to cause the air vehicle to send the location of the flight lead passed over the 
datalink [HCA-207, L-1, L-2] 
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R-12 

A tier 6 cyber attacker gains access to the communications system OFP through a supply chain attack on the 
software development and distribution system and uses tampering to modify the OFP and information 

disclosure to have the vehicle report its position via a covert communications channel  
[HCA-325, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-13 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gets into the wireless network that the maintenance devices use for 

communication and uses spoofing and tampering to maliciously interfere with MQ-99 operations to cause 
delays and unsuccessful missions [HCA-324, HCA-326, HCA-327, HCA-328, HCA-329, L-3, L-4] 

R-14 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the air vehicle communications link through insecure 

communications channels with the ground station and uses spoofing the send malicious targeting data to the 
air vehicle [HCA-32, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-15 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the air vehicle communications link through insecure 

communications channels with the ground station and uses spoofing to send malicious weapon release 
commands to the air vehicle [HCA-36, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-16 
A tier 5 or higher adversary gains access to the air vehicle through insecure communications and uses 

spoofing to jettison weapons preventing their use on intended targets [HCA-189, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-17 
A tier 5 or higher adversary gains access to the communications system through insecure communication 

protocols and uses spoofing to get the air vehicle to transmit responses that the adversary can track via radio 
location techniques [HCA-330, HCA-331, L-3, L-4] 

R-18 
A tier 5 or higher adversary gains access to the air vehicle communications link through insecure cryptography 
and uses spoofing to command the air vehicle to dive into a target of their choice [HCA-273, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-19 
A tier 5 or higher adversary gains access to command and control messages through insecure communication 

channels and authorizes weapons employment outside of planned parameters [HCA-2, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-20 
A tier 5 or higher adversary gains access to Ground Control Station OFP via supply chain attack and uses 

tampering to insert an access vector allowing for manipulation of line-of-sight and beyond line-of-sight 
communication services [HCA-27, HCA-31, HCA-35, HCA-39, HCA-43, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-21 
A tier 6 cyber attacker gains access to the mission computer OFP through a supply chain attack on the 

software development and distribution system and uses tampering to modify the OFP to enable adversary 
control of the MQ-99 [HCA-325, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-22 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the traditional-IT maintenance system through an Internet 

based attack and uses tampering to alter OFPs loaded onto the MQ-99 giving the attacker control over MQ-99 
functioning [HCA-325, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-23 
A tier 6 adversary gains access to the OFP loading capability of the mission computer through an elevation of 

privilege attack that bypasses the physical safeguards on the vehicle and enables the adversary to load 
malicious OFPs into components [HCA-273, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-24 
A tier 6 adversary gains access to the navigation system through insecure GPS data and use spoofing to move 

the MQ-99 out of position or cause it to miss targets [HCA-132, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-25 
A tier 5 or higher adversary interferes with the navigation system through overreliance on GPS navigation and 

uses denial of service to cause the MQ-99 position to be inaccurate [HCA-132, L-1, L-2, L-3] 

R-26 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to the datalink being used by the MQ-99 through insecure 

cryptography and uses spoofing to mislead the MQ-99 as to where adversary defenses are  
[HCA-81, HCA-82, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-27 
A tier 5 or higher cyber attacker gains access to command and control messages through insecure 

communication channels and uses spoofing to generate false mission tasking [HCA-2, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-28 
A tier 6 threat actor is able to inject a component into the supply chain with embedded malicious functionality 

and uses tampering to alter weapons release authorization, targeting, waypoint, or mission data  
[HCA-28, HCA-32, HCA-35, HCA-36, L-1, L-2, L-3]  

R-29 
A tier 6 cyber attacker gains access to the RWR sensor mission data through a supply chain attack on the 

software development and distribution system and uses tampering to modify the mission data so threat 
systems are not properly detected or reacted to [HCA-67, L-3, L-4] 

R-30 
A tier 5 cyber attacker gains access to the traditional-IT maintenance system through a supply chain attack and 

uses tampering to alter OFPs loaded onto the MQ-99 giving the attacker control over MQ-99 functioning  
[HCA-325, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 
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R-31 
A tier 6 adversary gains access to a component connected to the data bus through a supply chain attack and 

uses spoofing to manipulate or take control of the air vehicle [HCA-132, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 

R-32 
A tier 6 adversary gains access to the engine controller through an insecure supply chain and uses tampering 

to reduce the life of the engine [HCA-273, L-3, L-4] 

R-33 
A tier 6 adversary gains access to a component connected to the data bus through a supply chain attack and 

uses denial of service to shut down the data bus by flooding it with false traffic when triggered 
 [HCA-132, L-1, L-2, L-3, L-4] 
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